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Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 

October – December 2016 
 
Through formal and informal ascertainment of the general public, community leaders, public 
officials - inclusive of different ethnic organizations and service organizations, the following list 
emerged as issues needing media attention and support. 
 
The programs produced to meet the needs of the public included locally produced shows and 
newscasts as well as national programs, public service announcement campaigns, and sales 
marketing campaigns. 
 

 Community Issues 
 

Accidents and Disasters 

Business & Industry 

Children & Youth 

Consumer 

Crime and Law Enforcement 

Cultural 

Deaths 

Diversity 

Education 

Elderly-Seniors-Retirement 

Employment/Labor 

Entertainment 

Environment 

Foreign News 

Funerals and Memorials 

Government and Politics 

Health and Medical 

Lifestyle 

Religion 

Safety 

Severe Weather 

Technology 

Transportation
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REGULARLY SCHEDULED PROGRAMS 
 
 
Our locally produced, regularly scheduled programs are aired specifically to address community 
issues, concerns and needs. The programs are as follows: 
 
 NBC4 News Conference  

The Channel 4 News Conference is a weekly program airing on most Sundays 
from 9am-9:30am featuring topical, informative interviews with public figures, 
community leaders, and government officials. 

 
NBC4 News – Daily Local News Programs 

KNBC's daily newscasts devote considerable time to local issues and community 
problems.  Regularly scheduled newscasts include: 

 

Program Time Days Channel 

Today in LA 4:30am – 5:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 5:00am – 6:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 6:00am – 7:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11a 11:00am – 12:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at Noon 12:00pm – 1:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 4 4:00pm – 5:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 5 5:00pm – 6:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 6 6:00pm – 6:30pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00pm – 11:35pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 5:00pm – 5:30pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00pm – 11:30pm Saturday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Conference 9:00am – 9:30am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00pm – 12:05am Sunday 4.1 

 

The complete program schedule for KNBC’s main 4.1 channel for the quarter is attached. 
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0:40 10/3/16 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a mystery fire shuts down  several lanes of the 57 freeway. the 
closures are just south of  yorba linda boulevard near cal  state 
fullerton. newschopper 4 over netwood  avenue and the overpass 
tonight  around 8:30.  

0:21 10/3/16 11:32p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

definitely a close call at a  car show over the weekend, and  it was 
all caught on camera. apparently a driver crashed his  mustang 
during coffee and cars  event in houston.  

0:36 10/4/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and new video showing the  explosion that rocked a new  jersey 
neighborhood. two buildings were destroyed,  amazingly no one 
lost their  lives. a neighbor smelled gas, calling  911, giving first 
responders the  critical time they needed to  evacuate homes. 

0:35 10/6/16 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have breaking news out of  fullerton where cars crashed  into 
restaurant there. will.  reporter: yeah, this must  have been a terrific 
crash at  the intersection of lemon and  commonwealth dawn carlos 
mexican  restaurant. it appears nobody was inside the  restaurant.  

0:13 10/7/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an elderly couple appears to  have died from carbon monoxide  
poisoning while running a  generator in their garage. two women in 
florida were also  killed in separate accidents. 

2:39 10/10/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a high-rise fire in l.a.'s  westlake district. seniors trapped inside their  
homes as flames shoot out the  windows. adrian arambulo live on 
scene  where there are a number of  people injured. adrian?  
reporter: the l.a. fire  department updated us a short  time ago. we 
have three people injured,  taken to hospitals. two of them suffered 
life  threatening injuries. and certainly there were dozens  of people 
out here concerned  about their loved ones trapped  in this massive 
building behind  me. take a look at video from  newschopper 4.  

0:47 10/10/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the search is  on for two bears that attacked a  man near sierra 
madre. neighbors tell us they may have  spotted the animals before 
the  encounter. the attack happened at bailey  canyon park this 
afternoon. the man was hiking alone when  the bears suddenly 
appeared and  attacked.  

0:27 10/10/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a surfer is recovering from  serious injuries after he was  attacked 
by a shark along  oregon's coast about 80 miles  east of portland. 
joseph tanner was surfing near  indian beach when the shark took  
a large bite out of his upper  thigh and leg.  

0:25 10/10/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the hurricane matthew death  toll in the u.s. has grown to 30  
tonight as floodwaters continue  to rise in some states. hurricane 
matthew has moved out  to sea, but a disaster is still  unfolding in 
north carolina as  more than a foot of rain is  falling in some places  

2:01 10/11/16 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

firefighters searching unit by  unit right now with flash lights  after 
fire quickly spread to an  apartment complex in garden  grove. nbc 
4's hetty chang where some  of the family is still waiting  to find out 
if they will be  allowed back in.  reporter: this is the malabar  
apartment complex in city grove. they won't be let back into the  
building until they know it's  safe. and right now that's not the  case. 
it's in that second unit there.  

0:21 10/11/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the search is on  for a woman who walked away from  a lancaster 
hospital four days  ago. deputies are asking for your  help in finding 
71-year-old  rose. 

0:54 10/11/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

not many people get in a  fight with a bear, much less two  and live 
to tell about it. but that's the story a survivor  is telling nbc 4. i just 
looked up and there  was this bear standing on its  hind legs, 
looking right at me.  that is a very lucky dan  richmond showing his 
scars. he was jogging on a trail above  beverly park when he 
crossed  paths with two bears.  
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0:25 10/11/16 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

it appears the driver who  hit six people out sad middle  school will 
not be charged. we brought you this story as  breaking news at 
4:00 this  afternoon. 

0:22 10/11/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

two gas company workers  water hurt in a suburb when a  house 
exploded there. this is what's left of the home  in chicago. today 
police are trying to  figure out if a gas leak caused  all of this 
damage.  

0:22 10/11/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video shows the moments  just after a small plane  crashed, 
killing one person,  seriously injuring another. they say the small 
plane was  trying to land when it hit a  utility pole.  

1:55 10/12/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a rescue at sea. two fishermen pulled from the  motion, after the 
boat capsized  off of marina del rey. beverly where the two boaters  
were brought to dry land.  witnesses on a passing boat,  saw 
another boat that ran  aground. now, we have have from our news  
chopper and on the ground, two  men were conscience and talking. 
they suffered minor injuries.  

0:22 10/12/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

firefighters  save a dog and a cat from this  house fire. news 
chopper 4 over the scene as the firefighters managed to vent the 
roof. more than two dozen firefighters were able to stop the flames  
from spreading.  

0:30 10/12/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

frustration, fear and  relief. a truck diver felt all of that  in a matter of 
seconds. we highlighted the driver's  escape with a few seconds to  
spare.  

0:38 10/12/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

last night, dan richman told us how he survived a bear  attack. we 
have the 911 call.  i am walking with someone who was just 
atalked. there's no bear here. just a man going home. he's 
bleeding. he was atalked by a bear.  

0:48 10/12/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

they heard her scream and  then saw her dangling above  their 
head. she was hanging outside of the  glass rail at the long beach  
courthouse yesterday. joseph bennett grabbed the  woman's arms. 
then, the other two deputies ran over to help pull her to safety.  

2:11 10/14/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

frustration over how the  l.a.p.d. is handling a vicious  dog attack. 
and we've confirmed they are no  longer the police investigating  
this case. hetty chang is live in glendale  where the victim is 
speaking to  us from his hospital bed.  reporter: we spoke to the  
victim's father who says his son  was in a lot of pain, very  groggy 
and frustrated. l.a.p.d. confirming that right  now they do not believe 
that a  crime was committed. instead that they are treating  this as 
just an injury report.   

0:51 10/14/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

there really is only one way  out of a mess like this. take a look at 
the boat in the  middle. luckily three men on the boat  off the 
rudaundo beach area had  their life jackets ready. they were on 
when their sail  boat caught fire. the coast guard shared this  
picture with nbc 4. and those men were brought back  to shore by 
lifeguards.  

1:01 10/14/16 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a diver goes into a shark  cage and next thing he knows  he's in 
there with a thrashing  great white. and a man who found himself in 
a  life or death situation off  baja.  i tell myself that i cannot  panic. i 
need to calm myself and i  think about how to rescue  myself.  

0:35 10/14/16 11:19p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight, they were  the only ones who could save  her. 
bystanders rushed into the water  after a woman drove her suv into  
the pond. he says i lost her. riveting video shows the moment  the 
good samaritan thought it  was over and all the sudden the  woman 
is pulled back to shore.  
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2:02 10/17/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a man from manhattan beach  on a desperate search to find  his 
wife. she vanished during a visit to  the l.a. county museum of art. 
for the first time, nbc 4's  hetty chang spoke with the  woman's 
family tonight. she is outside the museum on  miracle mile. hetty? 
reporter: colleen, you'll  notice the intersection are  plastered with 
these flyers. this picture was taken saturday  afternoon, just 
moments before  nancy went missing.  

0:39 10/17/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have some new video now  that shows moments before a  
shark got trapped inside a  diving cage with a diver off the  coast of 
mexico. the shark broke through the cage  when it was going after 
bait. the diver who shot the images  shared this new video tonight  
with us.  

0:24 10/17/16 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

there are calls tonight to  ban bicycles along a popular  portion of 
the l.a. river path  through elysian park. this is a photo of a woman 
who  ended up in a hospital when a  cyclist hit her. she was walking 
along the path. 

1:37 10/18/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we begin with this breaking  news out of porter ranch, a  brush fire 
burning out of  control as strong santa ana  winds push the flames 
towards a  natural gas facility.  beverly.  reporter: well, robert, good  
evening. we're at the intersection, this  is why they're calling it the  
ses mont nrt incident. with approximately 200  firefighters on scene. 
we have aerials, video captured  by news chopper 4 a short time  
ago to show the scope of this  issue. it's in fact the elysso canyon,  
natural gas facility and the  southern gas company  acknowledges 
they are aware and  working with the first  responders on scene 
from l.a.  county and l.a. fire to minimize  the danger right now but 
they  believe this may have started  from downed fire lines. 

0:19 10/18/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we want to dip in live once  again. there is great progress being  
made on the fire lines. once again, working with the  lafd and pd to 
help protect all  the people in that area. 

0:18 10/18/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

in santa barbara county, a  close call for firefighters also  dealing 
with gusty winds. the fire burned some nearby  brush but 
firefighters were able  to keep it contained.  

0:24 10/18/16 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have new information on  the brush fire burning in the  porter 
ranch hour we told you  about at the top of the news  cast. 
firefighters receiving the call  round 9:15 this evening. the biggest 
challenge is the  wind and high temperatures  expected tomorrow. 
at this point, there is no  threat to the nearby canyon gas  storage 
facility.  

2:22 10/19/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an urgent search is underway  for a missing man from manhattan  
bleach. the 74-year-old was last scene  backpacking in kings 
canyon  national park. nbc 4's beverly wyatt live in  manhattan 
beach where she spoke  with some neighbors there.  reporter: 
authorities are  asking anyone who may have been  in sequoia or 
kings national  park to let them know if they've  seen robert woody, 
the  74-year-old retired grocer from  manhattan beach. 

2:14 10/20/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have breaking news as a mansion collapses after this huge fire. 
one person is still missing after this mt. washington home burns out 
of control.  live on the scene of this massive fire that can be seen 
for miles.  reporter: we're talking about a 9100 square foot house, 
what they call a three-sfor they call a three-sftory descending 
hillside house. and they tell us moments ago there's still no signs of 
containment or control. if you were driving nearby, you saw this 
from a distance, but up close, it's even more impressive.  
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0:18 10/20/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a search and rescue op. news chopper 4 was over the scene as 
they looked for a man they were told took his clothes off and went 
into the surf. around 8:00, a man's body washed on shore.  

0:31 10/20/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a family of a corona woman found out days after she died that a 
faulty airbag may have killed her. they're now blaming the 50-year-
old woman's death on a takata airbag. investigators say that the 
airbag inflaters are faulty and can cause shrapnel to fly once 
deployed. to see if your vehicle is on the list, go to our nbc l.a. app.  

0:17 10/20/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

two students are injured in a fiery crash in chino hills. and this is all 
that's left. one student was air lifted to a trauma center. another, 
although injured, refused to go to the hospital. both are 15 years 
old and we're told one of the students has burn injuries.  

0:23 10/20/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

city and county fire crews with urcalled out to the ventura county 
medical center around 4:00 this afternoon. they say a small amount 
of chemotherapy agent spilled. dozens of people were evaluated 
after the spill. it does not pose a threat to any other.  

0:38 10/20/16 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

critical new clues in the search for a new woman with special needs 
who vanished after a day at the museum. we sastill image shot by 
surveillance camera in the miracle mile area, just about a half block 
from the los angeles county museum of art, that's where 65-year-
old nancy was on saturday.  

0:30 10/20/16 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we've been able to get new information on this fire in mt. 
washington. the large hillside home burned tonight. one, an 84-
year-old man, still missing. cause of the fire still under investigation. 
this a very active scene and los angeles fire crews will be there 
throughout the morning hours. 

2:16 10/21/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a fire at a recycling plant  still burning out of control  almost seven 
hours after it  started, shooting flames and  toxic smoke over a 
large part of  the inland empire.  this fire was close to the  west end 
of ontario airport and  could be seen all the way from  l.a. and 
riverside in san  bernardino county. hetty chang joins us with the  
impact it's still having  tonight.  reporter: as you know an  incredible 
sight from afar but  even more so from right here. we're now inside 
the recycling  plant and you can see nearly  seven hours after this 
fire  started it is not giving up. the big plume of thick black  smoke is 
massive from miles  away. 

0:17 10/21/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

take a look at this just in. firefighters sharing this with  us. this is an 
infrared video from a  chopper above. the areas they really need to  
focus on. this fire is expecked to burn at  least until sunrise.  

0:14 10/21/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

part of downtown los angeles  tonight is shut down. this area on 
your screen, after  a man fell off the rosslyn hotel  at fifth and main. 
so far they're unable to tell us  the circumstances of what  
happened.  

0:34 10/21/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

in the morning search teams  will return to what remains of a  
burned out mansion in mt.  washington as they continue to  look for 
a body of a man who  owned that home. he may have gone into the 
flames  to share a litter of puppies. tomorrow they'll bring in an  
excuvator because it's too  unstable.  

0:20 10/21/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
a 27-year-old  construction worker died after  he fell down a 50-foot 
well  today. news chopper 4 was over the  scene in bel air.  
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0:54 10/24/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

there is no sign that a bus  driver used his brakes before  plowing 
some 15 feet into the  back of a semi near palm  springs. the 
horrific crash killed 13  people, including the bus  driver. the 59-
year-old is now at the  center of the investigation. as families mourn 
their loved  ones. koreatown was one of the stops  the bus made to 
pick up many of  the 40 passengers. 

0:24 10/24/16 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have this new video just  in from a rescue in santa fe  springs 
tonight. firefighters cut one person free  from this wreck. this is 
along the 605 freeway  just south of telegraph.  

0:22 10/25/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new three hikers pulled to  saift after they got lost in the  san gabriel 
mountains. deputies received a call about  8:30 this evening 
reporting the  three missing. fortunately no one was hurt.  

0:22 10/25/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight a top of the  line military jet fighter  crashed at the 
marine combat  training base in 29 palms. police tell us an f 18 
hornet  cog fired. the pilot was able to walk away  with only minor 
injuries.  

1:57 10/26/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an suv unrecognizable  after it slammed into a tree. now at 11:00, 
police are looking  for another driver involved in  this crash.  
witnesses described what they  saw.  friends of the man who was  
killed have been showing up here  in large numbers. crushed by 
their loss. they say the man was part of a  car club. witnesses say 
hes with racing  another driver. the second driver took off. police tell 
us they're following  up on leads.  heavy duty tow trucks pulled  the 
massive tree mangled around  the driver's body. 

0:25 10/26/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

in downtown l.a., a man  standing on the sidewalk, all of  a sudden 
found himself caught up  in the middle of an accident. two vehicles 
collided at eighth  and spring. the driver of the jeep lost  control, 
went up on to the curb,  and hit the man before hitting a  building.  

0:53 10/26/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a trainer clawed by a tiger  while performing at a fair in  florida. this 
video shows the trainer  hitting the animal with a stick  repeatedly. 
in the background you hear  adults telling the kids to look  away. 
these kids were on a field trip  and they watched as the tiger  
clawed the trainer, grabbed her  leg and began to drag her.  

0:53 10/26/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we often show you video of  firefighters saving lives. rarely from this 
perspective. firefighters running into a  burning home.  okay.  by the 
time they got inside  that home, the smoke was so  thick, the video 
went dark. the firefighters were able to  pull a 5-year-old boy and a  
3-year-old girl from their bunk  beds. their older brother, however,  
did not survive.   i can still feel how warm  junior was in my hands.  

0:23 10/27/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have new details in  the search for a burned out  mansion in mt. 
washington. crews have been combing through  the mansion since 
it broke out  on thursday. witnesses say the home owner may have 
gone back into the flames  to save litter of puppies.  

0:39 10/27/16 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a police officer in ohio is  wearing a body camera as oxygen  tanks 
explode inside a mobile  home. take a look.  get back. get this out 
of here.  reporter: really the only  thing the officer could do was  get 
everyone away from the  house.  

0:28 10/28/16 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video in the search  for a missing woman from  manhattan 
beach. this time from inside the museum  where she disappeared. 
you can see 65-year-old nancy  walking behind her husband. she 
suffers from severe dementia  and last seen that october  museum 
of art october 15th.  
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1:22 10/28/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a family devastated tonight  after a young boy's hit and  killed while 
he's playing  outside with his friends. hetty chang where she talked  
with family members about how  this happened.  reporter: california 
highway  patrol investigators still here  trying to piece together 
exactly  what happened. but it appears as though this  was a 
terrible accident. witnesses describe seeing the  10-year-old boy on 
his scooter  crossing the street to meet his  friends.  

0:46 10/28/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a search is on for a  missing hiker in the san gabriel  mountains. 
63-year-old john king is an  experienced outdoorsman who  hikes 
these mountains several  time as week. he left to go hiking 
yesterday  and has not returned. teams are combing the area.  

0:25 10/31/16 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

unexpected geyser in the  middle of east l.a., a water  main break 
leaving dozens of  people without service there. yep, that's what it 
looked like. witnesses tell us water was  shooting at least 20 feet 
into  the air at one point.  

0:19 11/1/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a construction worker is in  critical condition after he was  impaled 
by two pieces of rebar. news chopper 4 was over the  scene shortly 
after the man was  rushed to the hospital, the  27-year-old was two 
stories up  at 9th and hill, when something  fell on him, hitting him 
in the  chest. 

0:31 11/1/16 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

there really was nothing  this bus driver could do. out of nowhere, 
he was hit by a  pickup truck, sending him  straight into a home 
there. this all happened a couple weeks  ago in san antonio, the 
video  just now being released. the driver was shane up, but  he's 
already cleared to be back  on the job.  

0:22 11/1/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a late night swim nearly  turns into disaster for a couple  
vacationing in africa, when a  crocodile decides to crash the  party. 
you look at the bottom right of  your screen, you will see the  
crocodile swim in the pool and  toward the woman in the water. 

0:16 11/2/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

flames consumed  this motor home tonight, at the  intersection of 
40th place and  kansas avenue. firefighters quickly north  carolinas 
the fire down, there's  still an investigation going on  into the cause 
of what happened  there.  

0:25 11/3/16 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we're also tracking breaking  news at el monte. within minutes 
crews knocked out  this fire. this is in the 4100 block of  cogs well 
avenue, just off  ramona boulevard. they just signed a tweet saying  
the fire was contained in the  home but all four walls  collapsed.  

0:22 11/3/16 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

clear the building. clear the building now.  a deputy training session  
turns into a rescue in florida. the small plane is making an  
emergency landing at seminal  state college. 

1:19 11/4/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

amazingly no one was injured. that at&t store now has a big  hole in 
it. that's where one of the cars  ended up and this cell phone  video 
captures the panic.  get out. get out of the store. yeah. get out. the 
car might blow up.  reporter: witnesses scramble  to the scene. you 
can see they're trying to  help the driver out of the dark  colored 
mustang because they're  afraid it may explode. they say he is 
eastbound on  magnolia. the mustang driver plows right  into the 
cell phone store.  

0:19 11/4/16 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

in  orange county where this  geyserer forced a major street  
closure. a car slammed into a fire height  right-hand and then hit a 
power  pole. two people inside refused help  from the paramedics.  

0:28 11/4/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new details about a  possible explosion that killed a  man working 
inside a gas tanker  trailer. sheriff's investigators say this  was not a 
welding accident. although he worked for rr  welding, they didn't 
find any  welding equipment inside the  tanker.  
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2:06 11/7/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a terrifying accident in  oxnard tonight. a driver crashes into a home  
filled with children. a toddler, an 8-year-old boy,  they're recovering 
from serious  injuries tonight. nbc 4's adrian arambulo life  with 
what happened tonight.   reporter: a tow truck just  pulled the half 
ton pickup truck  out of the apartment behind me. witnesses say it 
was going 60 to  70 miles per hour at the time. and the family who 
lives here at  two hospitals tonight after  their children were trapped 
in  that rubble. people say the pickup was going  so fast it was a 
roaring blur.  

2:06 11/10/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this one caught on  surveillance video. two large dogs repeatedly 
biting  a toddler and attacking his  mother. hetty chang with the 
hard to  watch video.  reporter: the family  surveillance cameras 
show the  two dogs approaching at first it  appears to be a friendly  
encounter. we want to warn you this video  is difficult to watch. 2-
year-old grayson and you see  the they are not much larger  than 
the toddler.  it was like a bad movie and  just -- it was surreal.   

0:21 11/10/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a woman is cut out of her car  when she flipped it and found  
herself trapped inside. to pry open the roof to get her  out. we don't 
know the extent of her  injuries. those and took it over on its  side. 

0:28 11/10/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a big rig caused a massive  back up on the 60 freeway  tonight? 
this happened during the 5:00  and 6:00 news. got even worse 
when the hill  side started to burn? this is the city of industry as  
firefighters on the ground and  in the air work to knock down  the 
flames out there 

0:23 11/10/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a tv news van sent to cover  the news bab came a part of the  story 
when a pedestrian was  pinned across the park news van  in front 
of city hall and  pronounced dead at the two.  

0:22 11/14/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

norwalk. four lanes of the 605 are shut  down after this crash. you 
see the black sedan  destroyed after slamming into  the back of a 
semi. this is near the firestone exit  on the 605. one person in the 
sedan is dead. four of the northbound lanes are  now closed.  

0:26 11/14/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight firefighters are  giving the all clear at the side  of a roof 
collapse in vermont  vista neighborhood in south los  angeles. this 
is new video that we  obtained since the news at 6:00. and you can 
see a search dog  there going through what remains  of the 
collapsed building,  making sure that no one was  inside. 

0:41 11/15/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we're also following  this breaking news in our second  chopper. will 
over that mess in news  chopper four. will.   reporter: this is the  
southbound side of the five  where only two lanes are open. 
interstate 5, the golden state  freeway, a major north-south  artery 
for california and  partially closed here as they  try to clear the big 
rig crash  and traffic backed up about a  quarter of a mile. 

0:30 11/15/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the fire is out but plenty of  fallout. new details on another refinery  
fire in torrance. while it did appear bad, no one  was hurt. 
investigators expect to run air  quality tests soon to make sure  
there's no toxic gas left  behind. you may also feel the impact at  
the pump.  
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2:07 11/15/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

hundreds of mourning a  classmate who was killed riding  his bike 
to school. nbc 4's beverly white live where  she spoke with heart 
broken  friends.  reporter: that's right. there are candle light tributes  
on both sides of the treat where  he became an innocent victim of  
a two-truck culition. they returned under a moon lit  sky grieving the 
traffic death  of saul lopez.  my grandfather lived down the  street 
and went to help out and  he contacted my mom and my mom  told 
me about it.  we treat each other as a  family..   reporter: the l.a.p.d. 
says  the 15-year-old boy died when  two trucks crashed.   

1:54 11/15/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this fiery accident engulfed  a bus carrying an entire college  
basketball team just seconds  before the bus and another car  
caught fire, a loan man jumped  in to help in the rescue. for the first 
time, nbc 4's  hetty chang explained how the  family found the 
mystery good  samarcon.  it was surreal. like a movie.  reporter: he 
thinks the crash  must have happened just seconds  before him on 
the 71 on his way  home to chino hills from work.  i ran up. the car 
was smoking. sparks.  reporter: the car which chp  investigators 
say slammed into  the back of the bus filled with  basketball players 
from  christian college.  

0:20 11/15/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video captures a cement  truck rolling over on a street  in 
phoenix. they say he took the turn a  little too fast for the load it  
was carrying and you can see the  end result. he may have been 
trying to make  it through the intersection  before the light turned 
red.   

1:19 11/17/16 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an l.a.p.d. motorcycle  officer rushed to the hospital  after crashing 
on the 10, east  of arlington, shut down the  freeway for miles. 
we're live now with what  happened and how that officer is  doing at 
this point. robert?  reporter: colleen, we're  standing outside of 
cedar sinai  center, checking on the  officer's condition and there  
are other l.a.p.d. officers, as  well wondering the same thing  and 
there were plenty of  officers wondering the same  thing.  

0:56 11/17/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a woman vanished from  the los angeles county museum. she 
suffers from alzheimer's. her parents, and dozens of  friends 
retraced her steps  tonight. her last known steps. the one-time 
engineer and  private pilot was last spotted  walking on wilshire 
boulevard,  and disappeared during a trip to  the museum with her 
family.    

0:19 11/17/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an 8-month-old baby and  toddler thrown during the car in  an 
accident in los angeles at  broadway and manchester. the baby is 
in stable, the  toddler is critical. police tell us this appears to  be a 
tragic accident. they have not arrested the  adults who were with 
the  children   

0:25 11/18/16 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

more breaking  news out of nevada where a small  plane crashes 
into a parking lot  hitting cars in a fiery scene. this near a busy 
casino. people nearby say they heard big  explosions. four people 
were on the piper  aircraft.  

2:15 11/18/16 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a couple lost in the  desert for five days is found  and for the first 
time we're  hearing about the extreme  measures they took to stay  
alive. hetty chang with what family  members are telling us about 
how  they survived.  reporter: everybody here is  relieved is an 
understatement. they are very, very happy. the  couple is finally 
taking  everybody's advice, going to a  local hospital to get checked  
out. they're staying in joshua tree  tonight. this is a couple lost in 
the  desert for five days without  food and water and even they  
thought at one point they would  not survive.  
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0:16 11/18/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a brush fire quickly  char as laguna beach hillside  tonight. flames 
started on laguna canyon  road forcing evacuations and  road 
closures. it ended up burning about two  acres just before 9:00 

0:26 11/18/16 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

in inland empire, they feel  as if they're under attack. firefighters are 
treating this  as an arson case. there have been a half dozen  fires 
this year at similar  businesses in just two weeks.  

0:30 11/18/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

some kansas city students  got a shock when a samsung phone  
caught fire and not the same  phone involved in a massive  recall. 
this shows a samsung galaxy s 7  edge smoking on the floor. 
although it's a different model  than the one that's been  
discontinued.  

0:50 11/18/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

you see them there. clean up crews didn't expect to  spend their 
friday night like  this. they're still cleaning up a  major foam accident 
near the san  jose airport. earlier it was everywhere. a building 
system malfunctioned  and the foam used to put out  fires kept 
coming and coming. firefighters say no  contaminants, just a weird 
funny  mess.   

0:31 11/21/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight we have learned a  tennessee school bus driver will in fact 
be charged with  vehicular homicide. his bus slammed into a tree in  
chattanooga, killing five  children and injuring 20 others. the force of 
this impact sliced  the yellow bus right in two. then it rolled on its 
side. it took two hours to pull all  the children out.  

2:08 11/21/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

investigators now may have  figured out what led to a  bizarre crash 
outside the l.a.  auto show today. newschopper 4 was over the  
convention center. at least seven people were sent  to the hospital 
here. and those who weren't were  running for cover. nbc 4's adrian 
arambulo joins us live tonight with the latest on  the investigation. 
adrian?  reporter: well, chuck, this  incident happened a short  
distance behind me. and for hours we've been trying  to speak with 
auto show  organizers. the only thing we were told was  to get off 
the property. i did have a chance to see the  area where all this 
happened. sustained damage over there. we can tell you that the 
driver  hit a concrete planter just like this, easily hundreds of 
pounds.  

0:44 11/21/16 11:19p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a deep sinkhole  nearly swallowed a teenager in  her front yard in 
lake elsinore. and surveillance video captures  her struggling to get 
out. take a look. the hole only three feet wide. but it's nearly 25 feet 
deep. you can see 13-year-old micayla  whitman struggling on the 
ground here. she says all of the sudden the  ground opened up and 
she started falling. 

0:25 11/22/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video showing crews  filling this massive hole caused  by a 
water main break. the water main shooting water  well above 
ground. this was on melrose avenue, it  flooded melrose, forcing 
crews  to close the stretch. took them about four hours to  repair.  

0:34 11/22/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

there are disturbing new  details about the history of  that bus driver 
out of tennessee  involved in yesterday pfs crash. 24-year-old 
walker is accused of  speeding when he lost control of  the bus. nbc 
news uncovered walker was  involved in another school bus  
accident just two months ago. no one was hurt in that one.  

0:16 11/22/16 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

no charges will be filed for  the man who crashed at the l.a.  auto 
show on monday. the driver lost control of a  fyat 500 e. it's unclear 
if he had a  license.  

0:13 11/23/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

it's also been a dangerous  night out there, at least for  some 
drivers. news chopper 4 over the  aftermath of a head on crash  
near orange. five people were hurt in this  accident.   
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0:18 11/23/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this front windshield  shattered when a driver hit a  man in victorville 
tonight. he made a sudden attempt to  cross the street, when he 
was  hit, he was airlifted from the  scene. he had several broken 
bones,  this was an accident, no signs  of drugs, alcohol or 
speeding. 

0:24 11/23/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

about 800 customers still in  the dark in west l.a. tonight,  this is 
around beverley wood, an  outage knocked out lights for  another 
2,000 people. that happened for about four  hours today, the power 
restored  for those customers around 8:40  tonight. 

0:47 11/23/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

all of a sudden everyone's  going to move real fast in this  video. an 
e-cigarette explodes in his  pocket. sparks fly and his co-workers  
scatter, this happened inside  grand central terminal. things got 
worse, when he tried  to pull the e-cigarette out of  his pocket. 

2:08 11/29/16 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a car pinning one body  under the it vehicle. this is a story we first 
brought  you as breaking news at 6:00  today.  nbc 4's beverly 
white.  reporter: the california  highway patrol tells us they are  
ruling out drugs and alcohol as  the cause of this crash in which  a 
66-year-old driver left the  southbound 405 freeway around  the 
rausko exit. they had to cut a hole in the  fence behind me to 
access the  scene, going through steep  underbrush to reach the 
victims. no fire explosions but it took  66 firefighters and heavy  
equipment to reach victims and  remove this honda that crashed  
into a homeless camp. a 40-year-old woman pinned  beneath the 
car was killed.  several homeless individuals  were pinned under 
the vehicle,  so we had to utilize urban such  and rescue and our 
heavy rescue  unit to get the victims out from  underneath the 
vehicle.   

0:44 11/29/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

search crews are battling  darkness and dropping  temperatures as 
they try to find  a grandmother who vanished. 76-year-old judy has 
not been  seen since she went for a walk  on sunday. she has aulz 
hiemer's. her family is working side by  side with deputies.   

0:21 11/30/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have new video from news  chopper 4, it shows the flames  
shooting from the roof of a home  in midway city. that's near 
westminster, very  close to the 405 freeway. orange county 
firefighters were  hard at work before 9:00  tonight. we're told that 
all of the  people inside that homemade it  out okay. some of the 
pets may have been  lost.   

0:29 11/30/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

alone and out in the  elements. new information just coming in  on 
the rescue of a missing  grandmother in ventura county. first 
responders tweeted out  this video of judy werts being  airlifted out 
of an orchard a  few miles away from her home. she disappeared 
on sunday, this  afternoon a tip came in that she  was walking in an 
area of old  canyon road.  

0:24 11/30/16 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

you're looking at breaking  news out of korea town right  now. this 
is at the intersection of  8th and normandy, about a block  away 
from kennedy community  schools there. we're told the car you see 
there  collided with a black suv. amazingly, police say there are  no 
injuries at the scene. this is at eighth and normandy  in korea town 
opinion.   
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0:59 12/1/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have breaking news where  there's been an underground  
explosion. will over the scene in news  chopper 4.  reporter: what 
you see in the  middle of your scene a big slab  of concrete 
connected to a  manhole cover. we have video when news chopper  
4 arrived at the scene. you can see the smoke coming out  of the 
ground of what was  apparently an electrical  explosion.  

1:56 12/1/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a tragedy is caught on  camera after a boy is killed  while a drunk 
driver crashed  into his apartment while he  slept. neighbors and 
families are still  in disbelief.  reporter: the lapd says it  was just 
after midnight when the  driver struck two cars and left  no skid 
marks in the building  behind us. they're investigating plans that  
she was struck by another car. security cameras caught by a  
careening car and a puff of  smoke as they mowed down a  family 
in the south central  avenue apartment. 

0:51 12/1/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the death toll from the  raging wild fires in tennessee  upgraded to 
11. more than 14,000 people have  been evacuated since monday. 
the hardest hit down of  gatlenberg. many people wondering when 
they  will be able to check on their  homes. sadly one had to watch 
this  security footage only to find  his house in flames.   we were 
pretty upset.  

0:16 12/1/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video of a tornado  near atlanta. the national weather service  
confirms that ef 1 tornado  touched down yesterday. teams are 
investigating several  other possible tornados that hit  four counties. 

1:06 12/2/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

news chopper 4 is over the  refinery in wilmington. you can see 
high winds fanned a  burn off.  we're in the harbor city area  where 
one of those refineries  has three of the smoke stacks  just sending 
flames hundreds of  feet up in the sky. whatever was going on is  
simmering down just a little bit  but huge flames and smoke in the  
harbor city area and it looks  like a controlled burn off.  

0:19 12/2/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

three children are recoving  tonight after they were hit by a  car in 
sun valley. news chopper 4 was over the  scene this afternoon. all 
the victims between 8 and 10  were taken on the hospital. officers 
say this is not a hit  and run.  

2:35 12/5/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

within the last hour,  authorities have identified ten  more victims in 
the deadly  warehouse fire in oakland. the death toll stands at 36  
people killed, mourned by  thousands who gathered tonight. hetty 
chang is live for us in  oakland where an orange county  family has 
traveled there to  find their loved one. hetty?  reporter: there are 
thousands  of people who showed up tonight  for this candlelight 
vigil to  remember the young victims. these were young artists,  
college student, even victims as  young as 17 years old. and there 
are so many story,  personal stories emerging from  here.  

0:24 12/5/16 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

take a look at this. a mother puts her child's life  on the line, all to 
avoid paying  a train fare. the woman helps the 10-year-old  climb 
down on the tracks. then she starts to climb down  but sees the 
speeding train  copping toward them. the woman jumps back on to 
the  platform, but there wasn't  enough time for the girl to do  the 
same.  
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2:13 12/6/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the city of oakland has  declared a state of emergency  because of 
the deadly warehouse  fire and new tonight, more  questions are 
emerging after  cell phone video shows police  inside the ghost ship 
warehouse  months ago. hetty chang where investigators  are 
working into their fifth  night. reporter: carolyn, atf  investigators 
pretty much  confirming that they've ruled  out arson as a 
possibility. they don't believe someone set  this fire intentionally. 
engineers are going to be here  looking at electrical issues and  a 
cell phone video shows those  issues and more. for the first time 
we're seeing  cell phone video of oakland  police inside the ghost 
ship  warehouse.  

0:20 12/7/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

right now more than 1600  customers in irvine are in the  dark. it all 
started around 7:45  tonight. at one point nearly 2500  customers 
were without power. crews say there's an issue with  an 
underground circuit, it's  taking longer to find the  problem.  

0:25 12/7/16 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new safety questions  surfacing tonight about the  deadly oakland 
warehouse fire. the city says no building  inspectors had been 
invited in  some 30 years. records show neighbors  complained 
about construction at  that site two years ago, but the  complaints 
were filed for the  empty lot next to the warehouse,  so inspectors 
dismissed those  reports.  

0:59 12/7/16 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we're following breaking  news for you in the hollywood  hills. 
there's a fire here. gill, where are you?  this is what used to be the  
oakwood apartments, we see a lot  of fire units here in the  
hollywood hills, called the ta  luka lake apartments by avalon. and 
we see a ladder struck on  the top of this roof here, not  seeing any 
open signs of flames  or smoke. it looks like a lot of  evacuations, 
this entire  community out in the parking lot  with the fire 
department on the  scene.  

0:47 12/7/16 11:32p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

let's get back to our  breaking news in the hollywood  hills. a fire at 
the taluka hills  apartment.  fire in what appears to be  building p. 
one of the back buildings of  these three story structures  here, 
what uses to be the  oakwood apartments where many  young 
hollywood stars got their  start. lived in l.a. while they climbed  the 
latter of success. we see firefighters on the  scene. 

0:47 12/8/16 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a semi on its side and on  fire. it flipped over on the 605 in  the 
city of industry. as we showed you earlier this  evening, the 
accident causing a  huge mess where traffic has been  backed up 
for miles. another driver pulled over to  help the driver of that semi.   

2:03 12/9/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we begin with this  developing news tonight at  11:00. a man killed 
after a mini van  driver loses control, hitting  people on a busy 
sidewalk on  friday night.  at 6:00, we showed you the  chaotic 
scene. beverly white tracked down those  during the panicked 
crash.  reporter: the street and  sidewalk are reopened tonight  
where a westbound mini van  jumped the curve and was  involved 
in two culitions with a  parked car and an innocent  pedestrian.  a 
man in his 60s near a bus  bench mowed down and killed when  
this mini van jumped the curb.  the call came out as somebody  
underneath a vehicle. 

0:34 12/9/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a transformer fire is to  blame for a power outage  impacting 
thousands in costa  mesa. the power slowly coming back on  right 
now. addison crews working as quick  lae as they could. and a 
grandfather says it was  dark as far as he could see.  all this around 
here was out. 
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1:36 12/9/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

two mile stretch of  westminster avenue is still shut  down hours 
after a deadly  head-on collision killed a woman  in orange county. 
live where investigators are  trying to find the cause of this  terrible 
crash, hetty.  reporter: this was a very bad  accident if this is any  
indication more than nine hours  after the crash, investigators  are 
still here at the scene. take a look at the wreckage. the impact so 
strong it sent  debris about 100 yards away.  

0:39 12/9/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

three school girls hit by an  out of control driver are  expected to 
survive. they were walking home on  prairie avenue. one has a 
serious injury. a tv show was filming in the  adjacent parking lot. the 
driver and passenger walked  away and didn't even check on  the 
girls.  they're really young and they  were scared and frightened.  

0:16 12/12/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

just in, investigators now  believe that deadly warehouse  fire in 
oakland began with a  spark from an overloaded  electrical line. atf 
will be holding a news  conference this the morning to  give us an 
official update on  the investigation.  

1:57 12/13/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this has been the emotional night of the families of three people 
killed in a deadly crash in arcadia and a third person still in the 
hospital. hetty chang with the devastation it's caused.  reporter: 
what is clear by the number of people who showed up tonight for a 
candle light vigil is they're very much loved and very much missed. 
many people telling us they can't believe their nightmare is real. 
candles and memorial messages line the spot where tragedy struck 
so violently taking the lives of three young friends instantly.  now 
they're in good hands.  reporter: some friends and family finding 
comfort in prayer but the pain proving too much for this woman who 
collapsed in agony. 

0:19 12/13/16 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

he was under the car changing the oil when the support system 
failed. this is in an alley behind apartments. the man's wife saw the 
accident and called 911. 

0:20 12/13/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

georgia deputies say trap child. he wads stuck under an atv that 
rolled over. the deputy pulls the atv off the child and the child gets 
off with a few bruises and scratches.  

1:57 12/14/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a search for a bear in the  san gabriel valley. this bear is 
aggressive, it's  shot by an offduty officer when  it charged at him. 
adrian arambulo is live with the  search for the wounded animal. 
bewear of a wounded animal. you never know what it might do. 
there's a serious effort to find  this wounded bear to make sure  it 
doesn't hurt anyone. fish and wildlife wardens and  sheriff's 
deputies are using a  helicopter to try to track the  wounded bear.  

0:36 12/14/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a gruesome discovery for one  homeowner, he woke up to find a  
dead man in his backyard. this happened in san diego, the  body is 
a driver who veered off  the freeway, then crashed into  the 
backyard over night. the homeowner didn't realize the  accident 
happened until this  morning when he discovered the  driver's body 
just a few feet  away from the wrecked car.   

0:58 12/16/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we begin with this breaking news. oo terrible freak car accident in 
panorama city. will. reporter: what a terrible crash. a head-on 
collision. 13,600 block of branford. news chopper 4 was firs on the 
scene when we saw one of the victims being extraicated from the 
crash. it took 45 minutes for firefighters to get the person out of the 
white car and at the top of the screen another black car completely 
obliterated.  
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1:22 12/16/16 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a high-speed crash in whitier sends five to the hospital. nbc 4's 
hetty chang. reporter: chuck and colleen, we're just down the hill 
from where this multivehicle crash happened. here's what we know. 
just before 8:45 this afternoon, they receive reports of possible 
street racing crash. we don't know if that's exactly what happened. 
one possibly overturned in a ditch off the side of the road and at 
least five people were transported to local hospitals. at least one of 
the five in critical condition. we spoke to the l.a. county fire 
department they dispatched the medical personnel. they do tell us 
this is a street known for speeding.  

0:27 12/16/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

hat on, half off. a woman possibly driving under influence in costa 
mesa is very lucky. it ended up there dangling that 55 freeway. 
firefighters tied it to a pole until a tow truck could arrive and take it 
back. they say alcohol may have been involved.  

0:34 12/16/16 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video show as moment a car slammed into a bus stop. four of 
them with serious injuries in san francisco. police and witnesses 
say the driver of the toyota hit two other cars before hitting that bus 
shelter. i just saw the cop and i mercedes benz and he was really 
fast and hit the bus stop.   

0:45 12/16/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a dramatic rescue at the san gabriel river. crews pull two women 
and a litter of shivering puppies from the rushing water. you're look 
athnew video from the sheriff 's helicopter. and a homeless 
encampment in danger not far from the 60 freeway. one of them 
had to be rescued a second time because she had to get the 
puppy.  

0:29 12/19/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a marine who was driving his  family to the airport died early  this 
morning when he stopped to  help a woman who was in trouble  
along the freeway. eric rojo stopped along the 10  freeway in loma 
linda near  mountain view to help a woman  whose car flipped over. 
when he got out of his car along  the freeway, he was hit by a  
hyundai sonata.  

0:59 12/19/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a park in whittier remains  closed after a tree caused a  deadly 
accident there. it was at a wedding party. it happened over the 
weekend.  oh my god, look.  and that is cell phone video  that 
shows the horrific moments  right after the massive tree  came 
down. this sat penn park on saturday  evening. margarita majaro of 
san pedro  was killed.  

0:38 12/20/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the father of a man killed by a  suspected dui driver in victorville. 
they were on their way to pick  optoy for a church charity  drive. 
they stopped to make a turn and  that'ser when they were rear  
ended.  we're out here in the open in  this car and anybody could 
come  behind us and hit us and bam  they got hit.   

1:19 12/20/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a marine killed while  trying to help a stranger. tonight his friends 
and family  are stunned. this happened on the 10 freeway  early 
monday morning. 29-year-old enreco rojo and his  fiance and sister 
were on their  way to the airport when they saw  a woman crash 
into a semitruck.  you saw them tumbling over  and over. and he 
pulled over to the right  shoulder and said there's people  in that 
car.  

0:55 12/20/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight we're hearing from  the the heroes. the woman who livabled 
at this  house was screaming for help,  stuck on the balcony. as the 
flames burned ever  closer. three police officers knew they  couldn't 
wait for the  firefighters so they grabbed the  ladderer from a 
neighbor.  somehow i reached it railing  and it was hot but i was  
determined to do our job. i was able to move her, pick her  up and 
give her to officer clay. 
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0:44 10/5/16 11:17p 
Business & 

Industry 

they goofed. frontier communications is now  apologizing for the 
city of  redlands after cutting down a  historic tree. the oak tree was 
planted more  than 100 years ago by the  founders of redlands. the 
frontier hired some  landscapers to take care of the  overgrowth on 
their property,  but the crew made a mistake and  cut down the 
tree. 

0:25 10/7/16 11:32p 
Business & 

Industry 

warner music group, the  company behind some of the  hottest 
artists is making a  major move. they're relocating from burbank  to 
downtown l.a.'s art district.  

0:28 10/7/16 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

it may not be five-star food  but maybe it's worth five stars  on 
airbnb. taco bell's latest marketing  stunt is happening in canada. 
for one night only this month a  winner and three friends will  get to 
stay there overnight.  

0:23 10/12/16 11:16p 
Business & 

Industry 
john stumph is out. he says it's best for the  company that he step 
down. although, he will forfeit stock  awards.  

0:44 10/13/16 11:16p 
Business & 

Industry 

a fast food run take  as surprising turn after a woman  says she 
found hot laced french  fries in her wendy's order. she says her 4-
year-old  complained her fries tasted a  little bit funny shortly after  
making a stop at a wendy's in  ohio.  

0:19 10/17/16 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

you will not find a  clown mask for sale at target  because of the 
creepy threats  ahead of halloween. sightings nationwide have 
scared  a lot of people. you'll find them outside  schools, stores and  
neighborhoods. 

0:26 10/20/16 11:16p 
Business & 

Industry 

tesla says its new cars will come with the hardware needed to 
become completely self driving. elon musk posted this video of a 
car driving through town and parking by itself. more censors and 
faster radar.  

0:24 10/28/16 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

between planning a mission  to mars, the man on tesla now  has 
his sights set on your roof. today elon musk showed off his  new 
creation, solar panels that  come in four different style of  glass tile 
designed to fit a  wide range of architecture.  

1:04 11/29/16 11:14p 
Business & 

Industry 

new at 11:00. trouble in hollywood between  shop owners and food 
truck  operators. some say the food trucks are  hurting their 
business, sending  sales plummeting by as much as  50%. they say 
they block their store  fronts and leave the streets  littered with 
trash. restaurant and clothing stores  tell us the smell of hot dog sz  
ruining their products and  customer's experiences.  i have all these 
leather  goods. you see that and the it  woman clothing. no woman 
wants  to buy with the smell on that.  

0:28 12/1/16 11:16p 
Business & 

Industry 

many vegans across the pond  are pretty upset tonight over  the 
bank of england's new five  pound note made of polymer. they say 
it should be tossed  because they're made with a  substance 
derived from animal  fat. the bank of england confirms  they do 
contain traces of aloe  sometimes used in soaps and  candles. 

0:24 12/7/16 11:15p 
Business & 

Industry 

the city of los  angeles planning to sue four  major retailers for false  
advertising. the sit i it will file lawsuits  against jcpenney, sears, 
kohl's  and macy's come tomorrow  morning.  

0:29 12/14/16 11:15p 
Business & 

Industry 

uber has apparently hit a  red light with the state of  california, the 
ride service was  forced to pull a small fleet of  self-driving cars off 
the road  just hours after launching the  service in san francisco. 
the dmv says the company failed  to get the proper permits.  

0:20 12/16/16 11:16p 
Business & 

Industry 

the company that makes those epi pens has announced it's 
launching a generic version. the generic version will be in 
pharmacies next week. a two pack will cost $300.  
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2:14 10/18/16 11:08p children & youth 

new tonight a video showing  high school students chanting  the "n" 
word is grabbing a lot  of attention on social media. live where he 
talked with the  young men who posted the video.  reporter: we talk 
would a  young african-american man who  was at a gathering of 
mostly  white people when that chanting  started. and tonight we 
know that the  school has alerted parents that  they're working with 
the school  district, law enforcement and  other students on this 
matter. a controversial video appearing  to show valencia high 
students  chanting the "n" word while  drinking is circulating through  
media.   

1:47 10/19/16 11:16p children & youth 

a teenager publicly shamed  for sexting is spotted in tears  in 
riverside. we dig into the controversial  photo blowing up on social  
media. we see and hear what happened.  this is the corner of a 
busy  intersection where a young teen  stood right here holding a 
sign  intended to shame her for  sexting. she kept the sign high but 
could  not hide her anguish.  krysta wilson was stunned to  see the 
sign.  the girl spoke with a  watchful woman in an suv a few  feet 
away.   i saw her balling her eyes  out, saying she didn't want to  do 
this. 

0:53 11/1/16 11:13p children & youth 

there are a lot of ways to  teach just how dangerous it is  to send a 
text while driving. this is definitely not the way  to do it.  we're going 
to show you some  images of the students lives we  lost.  had is the 
school's morning  announcement, they tell everyone  that several of 
their classmates  had died in crashes. it was actually just a 
dramatic  simulation that didn't end  there.   

0:43 11/4/16 11:18p children & youth 

one of east l.a.'s great  traditions is renewed as the  rough riders 
take on the bull  dogs. it was a big crowd for the east  l.a. classic. 
the match up between roosevelt  and gar field is build as one of  
the longest rivalries west of  the mississippi and there was a  
marriage proposal after the  national anthem and scholarships  
were awarded to deserving  students. 

0:23 11/17/16 11:05p children & youth 
a death investigation is  underway usc for a fraternity. a body of a 
14-year-old student  was found in the gamma episelon  fraternity, of 
an apparent  suicide. we're told this had nothing to  do with hazing.  

0:44 11/18/16 11:14p children & youth 

talk about an unforgettable  trip for a group of students  from new 
mexico. they got stuck in an elevator  inside the empire state  
building. a cable snapped and they were  trapped between the 38 
and 39th  floors. they told the kids they were  closer to the second 
floor but  once the rescue started, the  students saw right through 
that  misinformation.   

0:30 12/8/16 11:09p children & youth 

a school police officer  trying to break up a fight ends  up shooting a 
14-year-old boy  and now a popular criminal  defense attorney is 
joining this  case in reno. he was shot by the officer when  he did 
not comply with commands  to drop those knives.  

0:28 12/9/16 11:16p children & youth 

the reno high school student  underwent emergency surgery  after 
suffering a stroke. cell phone video show them  surrounded by 
students with  kitchen knives before he was  shot. he was showing 
signs of  improvement before suffering  that major stroke today.  
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5:20 10/31/16 11:12p consumer 

they served our country. and now they say their country  is 
deserting them. veterans in desperate need of  operations having 
their  treatment delayed or denied by  the bureaucracy of the v.a.  
medical system. tonight the nbc 4 i-team exposes  yet another flaw 
in the v.a.  system that is supposed to be  helping our veterans. 
investigative reporter joel  grover here now with the story.  reporter: 
if you serve in the  military, the government says it  will provide you 
with good  medical care for life. but we've discovered that some  
veterans, who are trying to get  organ transplants are forced to  
endure long waits and travel  long distances. sometimes preventing 
them from  getting these operations in time  to save their lives.  i 
don't know if i'm waiting  to live or waiting to die.   reporter: david 
brayton  spends most of his time in bed. kept alive by oxygen, 
waiting to  see if and where the v.a. will  pay for a life-saving lung  
transplant.  my lungs are hardening now. they're effectively turning 
into  rock  

4:17 11/2/16 11:14p consumer 

we're uncovering new concerns  over super bug infections. this is a 
story that begins with  a local woman who tells me she  believes 
her husband died from  the killer bacteria. now she is on a mission 
to let  people know the super bug is  more prevalent than first  
thought. we're finding out she might be  right.  i saw a good man in 
decline  by -- in front of my eyes and i  couldn't do anything to help  
him.  for more than 40 years, they  were inseparable.  he was 
everything to me.  diana olson described her  husband as a young, 
active,  78-year-old in good health in  april of 2015.  he suffered. 
that's the hardest thing, that  he suffered. the super bug infection  
destroyed him.  super bugs are resistant to  antibiotics, people are 
often  infected in hospitals. 

4:40 11/14/16 11:13p consumer 

a lot of customers say this  business is a scam.  don't. don't push 
me.   well don't you push me.   i did not even touch you.   he has 
been running for  authority for years. the man they say has ripped 
off  thousand of people looking for  apartments and homes to rent. 
they say he takes people's  money, promising to find them a  place 
to live, but does not  deliver. the nbc 4 i-team caught him four  
years ago, and now joel grover  is hot on his trail again. joel?  
reporter: it appears the  authorities are unable or  unwilling to stop 
the man they  say has been scamming renters  for years. the i-
team found him once again  back in business outsmarting the  
authorities. a lot of customers say you're  scamming them.   
reporter: authorities call  him the mastermind of rental  scams. 
customers say this business is a  scam. and richard rodriguez 
wasn't  happy to see the i-team or hear  that we've uncovered a 
new trail  of customers who all say he is a  fraud, like irina 
gonzalez.   he should be in prison.    

0:26 11/15/16 11:33p consumer 

this may be something that  haunts your dreams. a woman is suing 
clothing maker. they found tiny roadant parts  including a foot. she 
thought it was a loose  string brushing against her leg. she is 
claiming emotional  distress and says she was  diagnosed with a 
roadant  disease. zara is investigating.  
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2:52 11/16/16 11:14p consumer 

frustrations flaired in  hollywood tonight over those  popular 
celebrity home tours,  neighbors are furious, saying  many of the 
tour guides are not  only dangerous, they're  deceitful. a problem 
exposed when our i  team went under cover.  law enforcement, 
local  leaders, concerned neighbors,  even tour bus operators 
crowded  the american legion hall  auditorium tonight to talk about  
ways to fix the celebrity home  bus tour industry.  mulholland is not 
engineered  in such a way to accommodate  buses stopping 
wherever they  like.  i am acquainted with someone  who works for 
bruno marches. he told me why bruno mars moved. he was literally 
run out of town  by the lack of privacy.  

3:01 11/17/16 11:13p consumer 

big fallout tonight from  this nbc 4 i team report  exposing alleged 
rental scams. a los angeles sheriff's  department carts off boxes 
from  this business that was allegedly  scamming renters looking 
for  apartments and homes and they've  made arrests just days 
after the  team exposed the alleged skim  and its purported 
mastermind. joel grover has the latest  developments now which 
could  ultimately result in refunds to  cheated renters.  reporter: the 
l.a. county  sheriff serving a search warrant  on superior consulting 
services  just hours after they arrested  seven employees at a 
business  customers say stole their money.  how do you feel to see 
them  busting this place.  

1:48 11/23/16 11:10p consumer 

happening right now,  shoppers already steaking out  their spots in 
line for the best  black friday deals. more than a day before the 
doors  open there, nbc 4's adrian is  live in atwater village where 
we  saw some of those tents go up  this morning?  we did, colleen, 
checking out  the store hours, the magic  hours, 5:00 p.m. 
tomorrow, we're  still 18 hours away from when  these doors at this 
best buy in  atwater village am reopen.  

0:45 11/23/16 11:18p consumer 

have a parking ticket you  want to fight. now there's a ruling in your  
favor. for years, the city of los  angeles has paid a private  company 
xerox to handle ticket  disputes. the i team exposed years ago  that 
xerox automatically denies  most of those ticket appeals,  forcing 
you to go ahead and pay  the ticket. 

0:25 12/9/16 11:17p consumer 

an email warning for  skramers. they send emails to thousands of  
customers telling them there's a  problem with their order. it asks 
them to confirm personal  information which then directs  them to a 
fake website.  

0:28 12/14/16 11:08p consumer 

continuing the subject of the  data breaches, tonight one of  the 
biggest hacks of all time,  the data breach at yahoo with  more than 
1 billion -- that's  right, a billion accounts  compromised. hackers 
steal names, phone  numbers, birthdates and security  questions. 
this is not the same breach that  was revealed back in september. 

0:29 12/16/16 11:15p consumer 

the children's dental group in anaheim now has to close its doors 
for good. they made that decision after the dental facility's water 
system tested positive again for harmful bacteria. a girl had part of 
her jawbone removed after contracting an infection at the clinic.  
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2:00 10/3/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mother an popular  restaurant owner found stabbed  to death 
inside her home. tonight investigators question  her son. nbc 4's 
beverly white is  live for us in saugus right now,  where she is 
talking with people  who knew the victim. beverly?  reporter: that's 
right,  chuck. this investigation is in its  tenth hour on castile lane in  
saugus. this is where investigators have  been since early hours 
this  afternoon, and they have a lot  of questions yet to confirm. the 
knife attack victims'  relatives got as close as  possible to the crime 
scene but  declined to talk on camera. they told us she is 56-year-
old  maria acevedo, wife, mother and  co-owner of margarita's  
mexicanville on valencia  boulevard. 

2:12 10/3/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a large police response in  downtown los angeles. a metro station 
closed,  evacuations ordered after  officers doing a walk-through  
find a suspicious package in the  trash. nbc 4's adrian arambulo is 
with  passengers who were rushed out  of the station. adrian?  
reporter: our team spoke with  a high-ranking official. right now we 
still don't know  what exactly sparked the  suspicions of officers and 
a k-9  unit. we can tell you that there are a  lot of nervous people 
here in  downtown l.a. after a metro  station down here and several  
streets were shut down. 

2:10 10/3/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family  of a man killed by an lapd  officer tells us they are  
sickened by the story they're  getting from the police and the  
protests continue after now a  second deadly shooting by  officers 
in 24 hours. nbc 4's robert kovacik gives us  a read now on the 
situation. he is over at the police  headquarters. robert?  reporter: 
chuck, lapd chief  beck said today any loss of life  is tragic. but in 
this case the family left  behind insists tragedy should  have been 
prevented.   guns. i never seen him with a gun.   reporter: the great 
aunt of  carnell c.j. snell heard what  the lapd had to say today.   
they made me sick.   reporter: and that is why she  is breaking her 
silence. 

0:55 10/3/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

meantime protestors blocked  traffic in protest of another  deadly 
police shooting in south  l.a. hey hey, ho ho, these cops have  got 
to go.   newschopper 4 captured the  scene overhead as the 
protesters  marched en route to the newton  station. it was in 
response to  yesterday's deadly shooting of a  man who police say 
pointed a gun  at them near ascot and 45th  street that gun turned 
out to be  a replica.  

0:21 10/3/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 73-year-old man is in  jail tonight, accused of  shooting a man at 
a popular park  in yorba linda. jack horn jr. is facing charges  of 
assault with a deadly weapon. 

0:28 10/3/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an arleta woman is reunited  with her dog that was snatched  right 
off her front porch. tonight we have a first look at  the man who may 
have done it. melissa mescua says her deaf  bulldog ruby is back 
home and  safe tonight. 

0:24 10/3/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight the fbi is searching  for a robber who tunnelled into  a bank 
in santa maria and may be  holed up here in southern  california. 
now these are surveillance  photos. early this morning, he dug his  
way into the community west bank  from a neighboring business. 

0:27 10/3/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an arrest in  the beating death of an actor in  the hollywood hills. 
investigators say cameras,  community member, and evidence  
helped track down the suspect  out of state. he is only described as 
a man in  his 20s. he will be extradited back to  l.a. to face charges 
in the next  48 hours.  
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0:38 10/3/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family wants answers about  a confrontation with pasadena  
police. they argue just because it  wasn't deadly force doesn't mean  
it wasn't excessive force. that is the argument from the  family of 
reginald thomas. the man from pasadena died last  friday after a 
struggle with  police.  

0:24 10/3/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details on a video  showing a 7-eleven clerk in  silver lake 
decking a suspected  robber. lapd identified the man in the  white 
shirt as 40-year-old jaime  pena. surveillance video shows a clerk  
knocking him out. 

0:36 10/3/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

whole community get involved  in this one. a san francisco 
community on the  lookout tonight for a package  thief pretending to 
be a mother  with a baby stroller. the thief was caught on home  
security video over the weekend. it shows a woman pushing a dog  
in her stroller, stopping and  snatching a package off the  doorstep.  

2:30 10/4/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, we have an  investigation underway after a  deadly 
encounter with officers. robert kavosic.  and we have a preliminary  
idea of what may have hammond  here. there are plenty of  
investigators on scene. as to what went down in this  residential 
area earlier this  evening. we're about to tell you the  update we got 
from burbank p.d. they had called to the 500 block  of north 
mariposa. some type of domestic problem at  hand. when they 
arrive, a man is at  the door, he fights with two  burbank police 
officers. they fight back, they tase him  and he drops to the ground  
outside of the home.  

0:31 10/4/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now the search is on  for a man behind a car jacking  turned 
kidnapping on the campus  of ucla. the driver of the car was held  
at gunpoint near the school's  center for health sciences.  

2:24 10/4/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police and protesters once  again on opposite sides tonight  after a 
deadly shooting in south  l.a. this comes as police released a  new 
video showing what led up to  that deadly encounter. and beverly 
with emotional  reactions from community  leaders.  reporter: that's 
right,  colleen. the police chief tells  us he consulted with the d.a. is  
the mayor before releasing the  video. it does not show the actual  
shooting. chief charlie beck says it shows  car nel snell with a gun 
before  police who shot and killed him  saturday.   

0:29 10/4/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a suspicious package in  redaundo beach caused several  
businesses to evacuate tonight. video from news chopper 4 shows  
a bomb squad sending in a robot  to examine a package. they 
evacuated the parking lot  around the shopping center for  about 
three hours.  

0:24 10/4/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

creepy clown alerts are  popping up in cities all over  the country 
and now you can add  lancaster to the list. deputies in lancaster are  
working on three cases right  now.  

0:21 10/4/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the woman who lives there  says an alarm scared off the man  
while she was getting ready for  work. this guy got in through a  
sliding glass window and got  away with her purse.  

0:26 10/4/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an alert tonight. they're investigating a scam  involving a fake dog 
care supply  service. they say this woman is part of  the scam. 
victims get an online check for  dog care supplies. cash the check 
and deposit a  small amount in a separate bank  account.  

0:22 10/4/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more breaking news now. cyprus police are looking for a  missing 
woman who car was found. investigators say that she was  last 
seen yesterday in cyprus. the highway patrol found her  2005 
infinity abandoned last  night.  
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2:14 10/4/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

santa monica's new metro  stop reopened after being shut  down 
for several hoirs. they shot and killed a man who  came at them 
with knives. adrian.  reporter: well, you can see  the police tape still 
here at  the downtown santa monica  station. we know detectives 
throughout  the night have been pouring over  surveillance video 
from numerous  cameras at this platform trying  to figure out if this 
man with  the knives was by himself or on  a train with other 
passengers.  

0:38 10/4/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new outrage tonight as the  full dash cam and body cam  
videos released. it shows the deadly police  shooting that set off 
three  nights of violent protest in  south carolina. you can hear 
officers yelling at  keith scott to drop the gun  before they open fire.  

0:29 10/4/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

running a simple errand made  a man a target. they say this is an 
example of a  rising crime trend, something  they call bank jugging. 
apparently a stranger followed  him. he ran up, putted him out of 
the  suv, grabbed whatever he could  from inside.  

0:10 10/4/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we need to correct something  we said earlier tonight. the man shot 
by deputies in  santa monica was not killed. he is in the hospital in  
critical condition but expected  to survive.  

3:12 10/5/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a sheriff's sergeant killed  in the line of duty. the community comes 
together to  remember him and to pay tribute.  right now, hundreds 
of lapd  officers and sheriff's deputies  are gathered outside the los  
angeles county coroner's office. they lined up there to salute  the 
fallen sergeant. sirens marking the emotional  moment as the 
coroner's van  makes its way to the building.  he's the first sheriff's  
deputy killed on duty in more  than a decade.  beverley white is in  
lancaster tonight.  reporter: sergeant owen was  rushed in a patrol 
car to  antelope valley hospital, that's  where he passed away after 
a few  hours. colleagues and the community  preferred to 
remember how he  lived. right here at the sheriff's  station where he 
was promoted to  sergeant just five years ago.    

0:32 10/5/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

after the confrontation with  sergeant owen, the suspect tried  to 
hide into a nearby nand. he broke into their home with  her 
teenaged son inside.   he shot him now. he's like, mom, they're in 
the  house.  you can hear the panic in her  voice as sheriff's 
deputies told  her about what happened. eventually they were able 
to  escort her back to the house. 

0:35 10/5/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

s.w.a.t. officers captured a  suspect in a nearby backyard. we're still 
waiting on word  whether officers or  investigators will release his  
name. we know the suspect has a  criminal past. the suspect was 
on parole for a  prior robbery.  investigators are still  gathering more 
evidence. 

0:30 10/5/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

campus police gave us a  sketch of a man who used a car  during a 
carjacking. 5'8", light brown hair and a  trim mustache or goutee. 
here's the photo that shows him  on monday afternoon in the car  
that he took near the health  science building.  

2:37 10/5/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two teenagers arrested for  making threats against a school. each 
case has that creepy clown  factor we've seen in recent  days. one 
of those arrests happened  tonight.  reporter: it's tough to keep  
track of them all, from fresno  to fontana, the creepy clown  craze 
has come to california,  now authorities say it's gone  too far.  it can 
get kind of spooky  after the sun goes down. the frights can be had 
in  daylight. the reaction when three clowns  are spotted walking 
near an  elementary school this  afternoon. terrifying maybe, but 
they  didn't cause any trouble.   
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0:24 10/5/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

anonymous tips led deputies  to a massive illegal marijuana  grow 
operation in compton. investigators seized more than  2700 
marijuana plan thes this  morning, workers in the area say  they're 
surprised the grow house  was operating right there right  under 
their noses.  

0:23 10/5/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man charged with murdering  his mother in their home in  sawgas 
pleads not guilty. he's accused of stabbing to  death his mother 
maria acevedo  earlier this week, she owned  margarita's mexican 
grill in  santa clarita.  

0:21 10/5/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

casing a neighborhood trying  to break into homes today. a burglar 
is caught on one of  those wifi doorbell camera  systems. a 
homeowner says the man gave up  when the signal was sent to her  
cell phone.  

0:24 10/5/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

harold martin iii is accused  of taking classified digital and  hard 
copy documents from the  nsa. federal agents seized a stash of  
top secret documents from his  home in maryland.  

0:17 10/6/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have more breaking  news in whitier. a woman found shot 
outside an  apartment complex near norwalk  boulevard. they have 
established a  perimeter around the area. we'll be going live to the  
search on the ground in a  moment.  

2:22 10/6/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a salute across l.a.  county today. thousands of people both 
law  enforcement and civilians  stopped to honor sergeant steve  
owen described as a man worth  remembering. he was killed in the 
line of  duty yesterday in lancaster. those close to sergeant owens  
say he made a difference in so  many people's lives and the  
community he protected.  reporter: well, l.a. county's  top cop says 
his colleague was  murdered by a career criminal  determined to kill 
deputies. a miles long processional  escorted the body from the  
coroner's office to a lancaster  mortuary. 

0:27 10/6/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sheriff deputies tell us the  accused shooter's criminal  record 
began before he was 18. his first arrest was for selling  marijuana 
and then 11 more times  and in 2009 he robbed a  community 
safety officer at  gunpoint. although he was sentenced to six  years 
in prison, he was released  on parole as a moderate risk to  society. 

1:59 10/6/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

parents warned to stay close  to their children tonight. deputies are 
investigating a  possible attempted kidnapping  and it happened 
with the parents  of a 3-year-old girl just steps  away. here where 
the incident  happened. hetty.  reporter: they tell us they  are very 
concerned even though  the man didn't physically touch  the girl, 
thiallegedly happened  in the middle of a very busy  soccer pralkts.  
usually this whole park is  crowded with a bunch of kids.  

1:03 10/6/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we're following  breaking news in whitier, a  woman was 
found shot outside her  apartment at norwalk and  broadway. robert 
cuvausic is live on the  scene. robert.  reporter: that's exactly  right, 
chuck and what's  important to know when you look  at the scene 
behind me tonight  is there is an active search for  a gunman. this 
happened a couple of hours  ago. a woman was shot outside an  
apartment complex here. she has been rushed to the  hospital.  

0:28 10/6/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a new video on the terror  aunleashed on a minnesota mall  last 
month. it shows him on a stabbing ram  page. you can see him 
attacking a  store clerk with a large knife. the fbi believes he was  
radicalized.  

0:31 10/6/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sex trafficking and pumping  some of the charges facing the  ceo of 
the adult classified  website, backpage.com. they arrested 55-year-
old carl  furare today.  
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0:29 10/6/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one of the few pursuit  suspects that got away, won't be  running 
anymore, a burglar who  led officers on a chase through  orange 
county is behind bars.  

0:25 10/6/16 11:21p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it is a busy night for  breaking news. this is video out of portland,  
oregon after shaults fired at a  concert for rapper dwhaet game." 
witnesses report seeing bullet  holes in the stage. 

2:17 10/7/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

friends and family are  coming together in pasadena  where a biker 
was hit. tonight his killer is still out  there. beverly white is live in  
pasadena where his family is  demanding justice.  reporter: this car 
thief  speeding in a great tesla last  night is now a wanted killer. he 
abandoned the car after  striking a beloved father,  friend and 
motorcycle  enthusiast. the titan at california  motorcycle 
community is even  closester tonight after last  night's killing of 
fellow rider,  oscar chavez.  

0:44 10/7/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information on the  accused killer of l.a. county  sheriff 
sergeant, steve owen. the suspect has a long criminal  history that 
includes two  arrests this year alone. his rap sheet includes a 6-
year  prison term for robbery on the  usc campus. his arrests this 
year are minor  compared to the murder count he  faces.  

0:19 10/7/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

l.a. county sheriff's  detectives are looking for a  couple that 
burglarized  businesses. detectives say there were no  signs of 
forced entry.  

0:42 10/7/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning for people living  in torrance. burglars are posing as city  
workers to get inside homes. torrence police say they said he  
needed to check a power pole and  she talked to a person oen a  
walkie-talkie who she said was  her boss.  

0:38 10/7/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there's now a $20,000 reward  that could help with an unsolved  
murder in lancaster. they gather to honor thomas  roland gray. 
someone gunned him down at a  friend 's apartment in june. he 
was a promising athlete and  well loved in his community.  

0:20 10/7/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man caught on video trying  to break into the spca. surveillance 
cameras captured  him trying to get into theed a  ministrative office 
garage and  then he stole tools and other  equipment.  

0:24 10/7/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and there's a new video  showing a teacher abusing a  special 
neesds student. this video shows the instructor  in greenville 
dragging a girl by  her hair across the floor of a  gym nazium.  

0:19 10/7/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a brazen gas station attack  caught on camera. surveillance video 
from las  vegas showing a shirtless robber  standing by the 
customer. he drags the man a few feet and  body slams him to the 
ground.  

0:39 10/7/16 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

today marks the fifth  anniversary of coffee with a  cop. it's a 
tradition that started  right here in southern  california. it's coffee 
and a casual  conversation between police  officers and the people 
they  serve. hawthorn police sergeant and his  partner started the 
trend five  years ago and held the very  first one at this mcdonald's.  

1:55 10/10/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a freeway confrontation leads to  a deadly officer-involved  shooting 
with commuters caught  in the crossfire.   beverly white joins us in  
irvine where she spoke with  witnesses at the scene. beverly?  
reporter: that's right. the california highway patrol  tells us there is 
no signs of  the disabled vehicle belonging  to the man who did not 
survive  this unexplained walk down the  freeway. a multiagency 
investigation into  a car accident and chp shooting  closing lanes 
indefinitely on  the southbound 5 freeway tonight  around 7:00 p.m., 
the chp says  rush hour drivers reported  someone walking in 
traffic.  
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0:42 10/10/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more breaking news. this time it is north hollywood  where we have 
a police cruiser  involved in a crash. let's go up to gordon expenser  
in newschopper 4. gordon?  you're looking at that lapd  unit here in 
north hollywood at  oxnard and coal fax. on colfax, the unit spun 
into  that car and there is damage  there.  

2:29 10/10/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a community coming together  after two of palm springs'  finest are 
gunned down in the  line of duty. tonight hundreds gathered to  
show their support to the men  and women who protect and serve  
them every day. nbc 4's kate larsen is live for  us tonight in palm 
springs,  where a large memorial there  continues to grow. kate?  
reporter: chuck, that's  right. i've been here in palm springs  since 
saturday. and absolutely everywhere i go,  whether it's at a 
restaurant,  the drug store, gas station,  eager to come up to us and 
share  their love and appreciation for  the palm springs police  
department and law enforcement  everywhere. 

0:39 10/10/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time, they shared  with us memories of their  27-year-
old daughter.  just an amazing personality. christian girl, grew up, 
gave us  the normal problems any child  does through high school. 
but just loved life.  every holiday will be hard. every day will be 
hard.   

0:25 10/10/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning for parents and  students in manhattan beach  tonight 
after an armed robbery  in a high school parking lot. this happened 
last month at mira  costa high school. the alert only went out today  
after word spread on social  media among the parents.  

0:25 10/10/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a quick pursuit ends in a  metal-twisting crash in san  bernardino 
county. deputies were chasing a driver  in a stolen honda civic just  
before 7:00 tonight. that pursuit ended when the  honda civic 
crashed into another  car on baseline and waterman  avenue.  

0:41 10/10/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a young father in arizona  says desperation is one of the  reasons 
that he left a  5-year-old boy alone inside a  car outside a casino. 
brad porter and the child's  mother were arrested on sunday. 
speaking from jail, porter got  emotional when he said that they  
had been living out of the car  and only went into the casino to  try 
to double all the money they  had to their name, $40.  

0:24 10/10/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an investigation under way  in detroit after video of  another creepy 
clown goes viral. this one hanging on the back of  a bus. the video 
was shot over the  weekend, and it has many public  transit riders 
concerned.  

1:36 10/11/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

officers dodging bullets while  chasing down a wanted gunman. 
beverly white is live in  riverside where that chase came  to a frantic 
end.  and we understand police  recovered a high powered 
weapon?  reporter: it's illegal in  most states because it's cut  down. 
they tell us it was fired during  the running gun battle and it  ended 
with a fender bender and a  foot chase. a lengthy investigation 
ahead at  indiana and van buren where they  caught the man in a 
business  park and the 91 freeway.  

0:24 10/11/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police chase  down a man they say stabbed a  person repeatedly at 
garden  grove intersection just after  4:00 near falling leaf court and  
askot drive. the 47-year-old victim was  rushed to the hospital in  
critical condition and now, as  we understand, in stable  condition.  

0:24 10/11/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police identify a person of  interest from a hit-and-run in  the miracle 
mile area. they're looking for renee gusman  jr. and they believe he 
drive as  mazda tribute. he may have been involved in an  accident 
in august.  
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0:20 10/11/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say coleman pickle  had sex with an underaged  student at 
university high  school. in a statement tonight the  school district 
says pickle will  no longer coach or have any  contact with students. 

0:22 10/11/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman sentenced for  the murder of her 77-year-old  mother in 
law. she will spend nine years in  prison. she pled guilty in march. 
police say she started a fire at  the home of her mother in law,  then 
drove off in her suv with  the large bags containing the  remains of 
her mother in law.  

0:35 10/11/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there's been no sign of the  man known for assaulting and  robbing 
women in their homes in  the riverside area. tonight a suspect is in 
custody.  the lips, the eyebrows, the  eyes. definitely the eyes. 

0:23 10/11/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

former chief of police at  the port of los angeles will be  headed to 
prison. ronald boyd was sentenced to two  years behind bars for his 
guilty  plea in a corruption.  

0:39 10/11/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

controversy as a police k9  is brutally attacked trying to  take down 
a suspect. a warning you may find some of  these photo as bit 
disturbing. they had just cornered a suspect  wanted for a stabbing 
in the  backyard. the dog did as it was trained  and tried to take 
down the  suspect, but that's when the  suspect grabbed sheers 
and  stabbed the k9 in the face  repeatedly. 

0:26 10/11/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in a bazar incident a  dentist pull as gun and shoots a  patient when 
a patient expotions  himself. they say it's a case of self  defense. he 
not only flashed jay elliott  and his staff, he chased them  into the 
parking lot and that's  where the doctor shot the man 

0:24 10/11/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the way this ended was very  dangerous. the driver of the pick up 
truck  gets out, runs across the busy  freeway, just as he leaps the  
center divide, he's hit with a  taser, causing him to collapse  in one 
of the lanes.  

0:25 10/12/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news out of boston  right now, where two police  officers 
were shot tonight. they were responding to a  dispute between two 
roommates. one of the roommas apparently  had a gun. one of the 
officers in is  life-threatening condition.  

2:06 10/12/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

heartbreak and anger as a  gunman opens fire killing two  people. 
police believe the own of bob's  burgers was an unintended  target. 
we go to harbor by.  the more we learn behind the  bob behind 
bob's ham bergers, we are learning more. and his customers loved 
him  right back.  reporter: it is the only  comfort that long-time 
customers can find, as they graped with  the loss of bob, restaurant  
owner and friend.  you don't go hungry with bob  around.  the 
stories are consistent  and kind.  he was a happy man. always 
smiling.   

0:20 10/12/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two men broke into a car but the owner was watching. he spotted 
the two men around  tomorrow morning. he managed to hold on to 
one of  them until police showed up.  

0:29 10/12/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the legal case against the  ex-con who is accused of killing two 
police officers in palm  beach is coming together. john felix is 
formally charged. he was using a bullet-proof vest an using an 
assault weapon.  

0:52 10/12/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dressed like repairmen, two  men walked into grocery stores  and 
installed atm skimmers. and they did it in daylight. the men were 
showed walking by  store security to install the  devices. they're 
wearing uniforms with  the name of the real repair  company. 
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0:26 10/12/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman gets home from a  long day at work to have a gun  
pointed in her face. but she wasn't having it. surveillance shows 
how this all  played out in nevada. the gunman goes after the keys.  

0:33 10/12/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

mystery? maybe, maybe not. a white truck covered in blood. and 
residents want to know if  this was a halloween prank or  something 
more. this is the truck. its smashed windowindows, you can  see.  

1:52 10/13/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin tonight with this  breaking news. a young man badly 
malled around  his face after a dog attacked  him outside a 
sandwich shop. live for us in rudaundo  beach where he's pleading 
with  the dog's owner to come forward  with the animal.  reporter: it 
he tells us his  son is shaken up and going into  surgery to see 
what can be done  to the severe injuries to his  face and apparently 
the dog's  owners just took off after this  attack. we want to warn 
you that the  pictures may be very, very hard  to watch.  

0:22 10/13/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

atf agents arrested a  suspected serial robber using  guns to rob 
gas stations. investigators say that he used  an air soft pistol to rob 
a  chevron station and he's  expected to be behind eight  other hold 
ups across orange  county in just the past two  months. 

0:21 10/13/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a known gang member is under  arrest after a popular  restaurant 
owner and customer  were gunned down. he's accused of opening 
fire in  harbor city yesterday. the long-time owner, bob was hit  by a 
stray bullet in the gun  fire. they believe the shooting was  probably 
gang related. 

0:48 10/13/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teenager convicted in the  brutal murder of a u.s.c. grad  student 
from china. here to study engineering as a  grad student from usc. 
but two years ago the  24-year-old was chased down the  street by 
a group of people. among them, 16-year-old  guerrero, who hit him 
with a  wrench.  

0:22 10/13/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man accused of killing  two palm springs officers says  he is not 
guilty. john felix made his first  appearance in court today. he 
denied a request for a mental  health evaluation before  entering a 
plea.  

0:53 10/13/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he sold ice cream for some  30 years and then it happened. two 
men severely beat him and  stole all the cash he made. now they're 
worried about him  going back to work. the two young men who 
robbed him  punched him in the face with  brass knuckles and then 
ran off  with his money.  he makes maybe $30/40 a day. so, they 
stole $80.  

0:40 10/13/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

as you're about to see  they're not fooling around. a violent fight 
that broke out  at a busy las vegas intersection  as a driver 
captures the whole  thing on cell phone video and  this has gone 
viral with more  than 1 1/2 million views.  

1:49 10/14/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

i don't know. i'm tired of this killing. now that they got my son. they 
shot my nephew yesterday. i just can't do it.  we come with a 
mother  overcome with grief after  learning her son was shot and  
killed.  beverly white is in south los  angeles where there was a  
massive police response.  reporter: that's right,  chuck, a lot of hard 
feelings. but tonight, gang members are  being sought for shooting  
another local teenager. a black man shot to death  tonight, his body 
shielded from  view near 107th and western. streets quickly filled 
with  people worried police were to  blame.  
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0:17 10/14/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news tonight. a homecoming scare with reports  of gun 
fire outside arleta high  school. police swarmed the campus about  
90 minutes ago. the l.a.p.d. confirming this was  somebody 
shooting at school bus  window with a bb gun.  

0:21 10/14/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police officer shot in  san francisco. the bullets just grazed his  
head. within the past few minutes the  s.w.a.t. team arrested a  
suspect. earlier they released a photo of  him after he ran away.  

0:42 10/14/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

supermodels one time malibu  mansion, the scene of a dramatic  
take down. a security guard stabbed in the  eye and an intruder 
shot. miranda kerr moved out just a  few weeks ago. a man hopped 
over one of the  gates right off pch. a private security guard  
confronted him and was stabbed. a guard pulled out his gun and  
fired.  

0:45 10/14/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a confrontation at a local  college campus is caught on  camera. we 
talk to the man you see in  the video. he goes by his first name, 
luis. he says the officer told him to  put out the cigarette and he did  
that but refused to show his id  and that's when it got physical.  

0:36 10/14/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man jumps out of the  bushes to attack her. police are now 
searching for the  driver of this truck. she said he was driving 
around  her neighborhood last night. at one point he threw her to 
the  ground.   

0:21 10/14/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an arrest is made in a  deadly hit and run crash in  studio city. the 
crash killed robert who a  was crossing the street and they  say he 
was not in a cross walk. he worked at the song writing  school of 
los angeles.  

3:03 10/14/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

violence does not  discriminate. tonight for the first time  tonight a 
man talks about the  night he cheated death when  someone 
opened fire on a group  of neighbors. as nbc 4's john tells us that  
man's friend, not as lucky.  that's when he shot me.  reporter: it is 
rare, if at  all that we get to hear from  someone who survived a 
homicide  attempt in south l.a.  i don't do anything to  anybody. i'm 
73 years old. i haven't had a fight since i  was 13 years old.  
reporter: donohue irvin was  shot twice in the legs. august 17th, last 
year one of  the deadliest in l.a. history.  homicide detective says 
the  department knew about the had  so-called hundred days, 
hundred  nights tour. 

0:26 10/17/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with this breaking  news. innocent drivers injured at the  
end of a chase. they tried to pull over the  driver and discovered 
they were  looking at a stolen car. the driver took off, crashing  right 
at this intersection near  east 47 street.  

0:16 10/17/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are searching for a  suspect after a deadly shooting. this in 
echo park. it happened north of sunset near  the intersection of 
mohawk and  montana.  

1:31 10/17/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

gunfire inside a compton  park when police get there, they  find a 
body but little else to  go on. nbc 4's beverly white is in  compton 
live for us tonight with  what investigators are telling  her. beverly? 
reporter: taking a report say  they heard gunfire. that's when they 
raced inside  the park and found a 27-year-old  man shot in the 
west end of the  area. no sign as to who did it or even  why. anyone 
who knew why, rather.  

0:36 10/17/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there was no holding back of  emotions tonight in south los  
angeles for the family and  friends of a 16-year-old girl  who was hit 
and killed on her  way to school. whitney rivas was struck by a  car 
this morning on broadway  between 104th and 105th. 
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0:20 10/17/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

warning for students at el  camino college tonight. a robber is 
targeting people on  their campus. police say someone was held up  
at gunpoint in a campus parking  lot this afternoon.  

0:59 10/17/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family in lake elsinore is  still trying to put together it  all after the 
shock of a truck  rolling over, killing four of  eight family members.  

0:26 10/17/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two people are now in  custody after a shooting in east  palmdale. 
this attack happened near a  smoke shop at the shopping plaza  on 
25th street. police say a street fight led to  the shooting. three 
people were hit with  bullets. a fourth was injured in the  scuffle.  

0:25 10/17/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

up to 20,000 people are  expected at tomorrow's memorial  service 
for two slain palm  springs police officers. lesley zerebny and gil 
vega were  not and killed while responding  to a call. the man who 
shot them is an  admitted gang member and has  pleaded not 
guilty.  

1:40 10/17/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thieves targeted a woman's  home and stole the most precious  
things inside, items that once  belonged to her late mother. nbc 4's 
adrian arambulo has more  on an award now and some  
surveillance video that may  crack this case. reporter: it is a 
daughter's  pain.  they took not just things,  but they were my late 
mother's  things.  reporter: elizabeth donovan  says someone broke 
into her  beverly glen home on aletha lane  last week and stole 
some $15,000  of luggage, items and sunglass. the items priceless. 

0:51 10/17/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we're getting our  first look at surveillance video  that shows 
a man accused of  targeting police before he is  shot by officers. 
vallejo police say this is adam  powell walking towards a  starbucks 
yesterday. later the same camera shows  officers chasing him back 
down  the street.  

1:58 10/18/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in costa mesa, a mother and  her two young children stabbed  in 
their home after they came  face to face with a burglar. hetty chang 
is live with  neighbors who heard screams from  the apartment.  
reporter: and several  neighbors tell us the screams  were so loud 
they could hear  from clear across the street. i want to show you 
the second  floor apartment is where they're  still gathering 
evidence. several witnesses tell us that's  exactly what happened 
here; that  a mom and her two sons came home  and a man 
stabbed all three of  them. 

0:16 10/18/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have more breaking  news out of south l.a. police looking 
for a gunman who  shot and wounded two teen age  girls just 
before 9:00 near 83rd  and main near florence. injuries not life 
threatening. they have not said what led up  to the shooting.  

0:22 10/18/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a news cast tonight could  help. several women attacked help  
police put this drawing  together. they say he followed them and  
grabbed them from behind while  they jogged near gateway park. 
it's described as a tan, newer  model chevy.  

0:31 10/18/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are also following a  developing story out of the san  francisco 
bay area. police looking for four suspects  who shot four high 
school  students on campus this  afternoon. police say the shooting 
happened  in a parking lot of june jordan  school for equity.   

0:41 10/18/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say it took three  tries for the thieves to break  into indian 
restaurant. last week they tried breaking in  through the wall and 
then a door  and finally managed to smash a  window. they headed 
straight for it the  cash registers but the money had  already been 
cleared out for the  day.   
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0:21 10/18/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this disturbing video from  new york city showing a man  sucker 
punching an elderly  woman.. deli workers say the man  had just 
stole an beer when he  attacked her. she was knocked out for 
some 20  minutes.  

0:38 10/18/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

after a night out, little  did they know a stranger was  lurking in the 
darkness. a woman who works in highland  park moment said after 
she and  her husband arrived home, a man  is seen walking up to 
their  front porch and trying to open  the door.  

0:50 10/18/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a young boy gets home from  school, comes face to face with  a 
stranger trying to rob his  house. surveillance video show as man  
walking from room to room. then 11-year-old allen walks in,  but 
less than two minutes later,  spots the man peeking out from a  
closet, allen runs out the front  door to find a neighbor. 

0:46 10/18/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man snatching a baby out  of the shopping cart. the mom was 
shopping when a  stranger picked up her 14-month  old daughter. if 
not for the sound of the man  picking the baby up out of the  seat, 
she may not have noticed. he has not been charged with any  
crime, but the mom is hoping  that changes.   

0:20 10/20/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

news chopper four out of long beach tonight. this is an officer-
involved shooting. details still coming in on this. but we're told 
police were called to the scene around 9:30. no officers were 
injured but the suspect was rushed to the hoshots.  

0:20 10/20/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in victor vill are looking for a hit and run driver who hit a boy 
tonight and left him in the street around 7:20 this evening. a tan or 
perhaps white van hit the teenager on his bicycle and kept going.  

1:54 10/20/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they're still inside the home where the families of a diamond bar 
couple were found this morning. hetty chang is live in diamond bar.  
reporter: more than 13 hours after a family friend made the very 
gruesome discovery, they are still gathering clues, searching for 
evidence. we're told one neighbor said he heard a dog barking 
round midnight and didn't think anything about it, but woke up to 
this. it's usually filled with students. the couple found dead inside 
their home, a popular art teacher and her husband.   

0:24 10/20/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the past week, merino valley police had only a grainy picture of 
a truck, now a person of interest in an attempted kidnapping case. 
they believe he knows something about an incident near hidden 
springs drive and mountain view road.  

0:24 10/20/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a flasher on buses in orange county. they arrested steven garcia. 
they say he exposed himself to women on buses throughout 
orange county. they identified him after looking at surveillance 
video from the buses. but they now want possible victims to come 
forward.  

0:26 10/20/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

formal attempted murder charges for someone accused of killing a 
mother and her two sons. police say the mother and sons arrived at 
their apartment to find a burglar who threatened them with a knife 
and stabbed them when they tried to get away. israel loros jr. will 
have court.  

0:33 10/20/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

stunning new video when a texas police officer is shot point blank 
and although this could have killed him, somehow he survived. 
austin police say that an apartment building concierge was chasing 
a man. after he was tackled, the man pulled out a gun and shoots 
the officer right in the chest. 
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0:38 10/20/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

video captures a police officer saving the life of a 3-year-old boy 
who stopped breathing. this little boy was visiting his mom at work 
when he spiked a fever and had a seizure. the officer wasn't 
directly dispatched but close by and so he rushed to the scene. he 
immediately started cpr until the little boy started breathing again.   

0:34 10/21/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with breaking news. a high-speed police chase just  
ended in glendale.  let's get up to news chopper  4. what do you 
have?  reporter: just ended a little  south of the glendale forest  
lawn memorial park on surface  street. you see the chp doing 
crowd  control. two suspects, one driver and a  passenger being 
taken into  custody.  

2:03 10/21/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a cell  phone video that captures a fire  set by a man who moments 
ago is  accused of killing a baby. beverly white talked with  
neighbors.  reporter: at last report this  murder and arson suspect 
was in  surgery. he was taken into custody using  nonlethal force 
after he  eemerged from the fire with a  steak knife in his chest. 
arson investigators lingered in  north hollywood, where they say  a 
man killed his toddler  daughter, set their apartment on  fire and 
escaped outa wound.  the mother road in and  started yelling and 
the flames  grew out of control and he  reached down the window 
and fell  out and continued walking like  nothing happened.  

0:20 10/21/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have new video from  fullerton after plooes chased  three 
men through two cities  tonight. this is what's left of the car  they 
were in. police chased this car through  fullerton and lahabra.   

0:43 10/21/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies are looking for a  suspected sexual predator. deputies 
believe the same man  broke into at least four homes  in the past 
couple of weeks. most recently into the bedroom  of a girl on 53rd 
street. her father heard her scream and  punched the intruder 
before he  ran out of the house. 

0:17 10/21/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a deadly confrontation  between employees that wilshire  country 
club last night. according to the l.a.p.d. the  motive seems to be an 
argument  that escalated into a stabbing. one died at the hospital 
and  another picked up today.  

0:38 10/21/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a federal investigation is  underway in the pomona police  
department and their rough  arrest of a teen age boy.  hey, don't do 
that.  we bring you this cell phone  video that captured the incident  
at the l.a. county fair. 

0:24 10/21/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police caught two men with  bolt cutters looking into parked  cars 
and they arrested both of  them for burglarly. 24-year-old samuel 
williams and  20-year-old brandon walker were  riding their bikes 
round 4:30  this morning.  

0:18 10/21/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news in el  monte. one is dead and video just in  
from the scene where shots were  fired just before 8:00 tonight  
near the 10 freeway. the victim was taken on the  hospital where he 
died.  

0:26 10/21/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this video from orange  countery shows what appears to  be a case 
of arson. he tosses something out and  drives off. you can see it 
sets off a huge  explosion and a tree next to the  home is on fire 
and burning.  

1:00 10/21/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a neighborhood in pasadena  is on alert tonight after a  group of 
burglars breaks into  homes in that area as one of the  owners 
actually watches the  whole thing in real time on  their cell phone. 
cameras got these very clear  shots of the suspects as they  went 
from room to room with  flashlights.  
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0:38 10/21/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman fights  off a man who attacked and  attempted to rape 
hers a she was  walking home. she says the man in the  surveill.  
video follows her into her  apartment video in new york. he followed 
her from behind, put  her in a choke hold and tried to  rape her. she 
fought back, kicking him  repeatedly until he fought back.  

0:16 10/21/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a million dollar drug bust. this is 46 pounds of cocaine,  over two 
pounds of heroin all  seized today. they will not say where the bust  
took place but did make two  arrests at that location.  

0:38 10/21/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

real-life suspense. body camera video shows an  arizona police 
officer running  after a burglary suspect. here's the tape. and there 
he goes over fences,  through backyards and alleys. he doesn't 
give up and finally  catches the guy who had just  broken into oo 
home and he was  caught wearing some of the  owner's clothing.  

1:35 10/24/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

i would like to see him  caught.  now on the news at 11:00,  stalking 
women and looking into  windows. a neighborhood peeper has one  
south bay community on alert.  nbc 4's hetty chang joins us  in 
torrance where she spoke with  one victim there for the first  time.  
had it not been for the quick  thinking of both of these women,  
police believe these incidents  could have escalated into  
something much worse. one of the women tells us she  noticed the 
man sort of lurking  around before she pulls into the  driveway. 
neighbors tell us most of the  homes on newton street are  
equipped with surveillance  cameras. several of them capturing this  
man lurking around after 11:00  at night earlier this month.  

2:20 10/24/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a rising l.a. star vanishes. shirley quigley danced on stage  with 
singers like t likes of  beyonce, rihanna and missy  elliott. robert 
kovacik live in sherman  oaks where quigley's father is  desperate 
to find her.  reporter: you know whether  it's at a dance studio here 
like  the one behind me in studio  city, or a dance studio in new  
york city, the bicoastal concern  is spreading. dancers as far away 
as london,  paris and peru have joined in a  social media campaign 
as police  continue to investigate this  baffling disappearance.  i just 
want her to come home  or if somebody has her to let  her be.  
reporter: from his home in  burbank, brad quigley speaks to  his 
daughter shirlene back east  every single day.  

0:19 10/24/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a mystery over human  remains found on the side of the  10 
freeway in clairemont. caltrans workers discovered them  as they 
were cleaning the road  and alerted the chp.  

2:20 10/24/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a community in  mourning tonight. what the l.a. county sheriff's  
department a sergeant dies on  the way to a pursuit. he is the 
second deputy now to  die on the job in the last  month. nbc 4's 
adrian arambulo is in  compton live tonight with the  latest on the 
investigation. adrian?  reporter: well, chuck, as you  mentioned, that 
officer was  leaving to respond to a dispute. actually leaving about 
a half  block away from the compton  sheriff's office when he 
crashed  into this fence here. he can see the damage to the  fence. 
he can see the balloons and the  flowers, the notes as well and  all 
this glass left behind. a short time ago i had a chance  to speak 
with the coroner's  office.  
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0:36 10/24/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police tape surrounds a  winnetka street tonight after a  gunman 
shot a couple inside  their home. investigators say he is still  out 
there, still on the run. their bodies were found in the  home on oso 
avenue this morning. police are working under the  assumption the 
gunman knew the  victims.  

0:41 10/24/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a manhunt is  under way for a man detectives  say killed his 
aunt and uncle,  shot four people, including two  police officers, 
stole a car,  and is now taunting law  enforcement on social media.  
you want to know what's up  next? stay tuned to your local news.  
that is 38-year-old michael  vance, and he is on the run  tonight. a 
judge issued a warrant today  for vance on two counts of  first-
degree murder.  

0:18 10/24/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a pair of  brazen thieves strike during a  church service. 
surveillance video shows these  two women walking inside the  
faith lutheran church of  anaheim. you can see them in this video  
walking into an office inside  the building.  

0:41 10/24/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two gang members are found  guilty of killing a developed  mentally 
disabled teenaged boy  because he was wearing red  shoes. this 
was an emotional day in  court for the mother of  19-year-old tavon 
price. the young boys that killed him  near a south los angeles car  
wash, this happened in may. 

0:30 10/24/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in long beach used a  taser to stop a woman accused of  
threatening children at a park.  get on the ground, get on the  
ground!  police say this woman  threatened a child with a knife  on 
sunday afternoon. when they arrived, she would not  follow their 
commands.  

0:22 10/24/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

check your wallets for fake  bills. during a probation check by  
detectives in fullerton, they  discover $2,000, all in  counterfeit bills, 
and the  equipment used to make the fake  cash.  

0:25 10/24/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a surveillance camera shows  a robber creeping around inside  a 
home with a family still  asleep. florida deputies say the man on  the 
right side of your screen  had a gun when he broke into the  house 
while two people,  including a child were sleeping  peacefully in the 
living room.  

0:44 10/24/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an award winning filmmaker  is under arrest tonight in  connection 
with the deadly  shooting in san francisco. the victim's family says 
the  shooting happened at the home of  filmmaker kevin epps. the 
victim identified by his son  as marcus polk sr. would  apparently 
stay at epps' home  from time to time. the two men got into some 
sort  of an argument.  

0:20 10/24/16 11:34p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

all right. you can call it performance art. but police say oh, no, it's 
more  like a misdemeanor. a portland man dressed like a  tree 
arrested today. police say he was blocking  traffic walking slowly 
back and  forth across the street. 

2:47 10/25/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

chaos outside a supermarket. did a security guard go too far? nbc 
4's robert cuvausic.  reporter: there are  restaurants and shops on 
either  side of the street packed with  people. the security guard in 
question  is a military vet in his early  20s hoping to pursue a career 
in  law enforcement, thinking he was  rendering aid to an injured 
man. he is being can tained and  questioned by detectives.  it's an 
extremely unusual  circumstance.  reporter: a private security  
guard shoots a man on a busy  public street.  this man shot a man 
in the  head.  reporter: from witnesses on  the ground to nbc 4 in 
the sky,  piecing together confrontations  that finally turned deadly.  
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1:29 10/25/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a  13-year-old girl followed home  and attacked. that man is 
captured on video  trailing the teenager. nbc 4's hetty chang where 
police  are looking for the person who  stepped in to help the young  
girl escape.  reporter: and police tell us  this is where the it girl got  
off a city bus. he followed her and allegedly  grabbed her. someone 
noticed and started  honking their horn to scare him  off.  

2:00 10/25/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

words of hate  captured on tape and now we have  the voice mail of 
a man accused  of making terror threats against  the islamic center 
of southern  california. here with the recordings that  left a 
community in fear  tonight.  reporter: i spoke with the  man who 
received the threats. he's worried about himself and  all the families 
who worship  here. we saw big changes after the  discovery of a 
number of weapons  at the suspect's home. the islamic center 
tripled its  security and canceled early  morning prayers for a week 
after  mark fibben threatened to kill  people over the phone, voice  
mail and on facebook.  

0:21 10/25/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details in the shooting  of three teenagers. police tell thus 
shooter opened  fire near broad avenue and  pacific coast highway. 
18-year-old richard was killed. the two surviving teenagers are  
students. the gunman is still on the run.  

1:06 10/25/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time we're  hearing from a man killed in a  home 
invasion robbery. steven fleming says two men and  a woman 
surprised him when he  came back from the grocery store  last 
night. they forced him in his home and  demanded cash.  where's 
all the money, we  know you got more money.  

0:19 10/25/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

surveillance video could  help identify a knife wielding  robber in 
malibu. he did get away with some cash. he was wearing an 
american eagle  brand sweatshirt. they didn't release any other  
details.  

0:28 10/25/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man armed with a baseball  bat who now also accused of  
swinging the bat at metro  passengers. we brought you this at 4:00  
today. he's being named by police. police say he smashed a metro  
information box, then took off  for the justice center.  

0:56 10/25/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're still following our  breaking news on the cal tech  campus in 
pasadena where  officers are searching for a  pursuit suspect that 
got away. will.  reporter: students on the  campus at cal tech have 
received  text alerts. at least that's what we're  hearing, via social 
media to  stay inside their rooms and lock  their doors.  

0:36 10/25/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman is  stocked and ambushed as she  returns home from 
work. shows the man ran across the  street, slipped in through the  
door behind her, ripped away her  purse and stomped on her when  
she put up a fight.  now i'm thinking every day  about that. every 
day.  

0:38 10/25/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a college student was robbed  at gunpoint and it was seen live  on 
facetime. it shows one of three men  holding a gun to that student's  
face. he barged into the room, beat  the student up, stole several  
items while he was facetiming  with his girlfriend.  

0:26 10/25/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

miami police looking for a  woman who robbed and shot three  
people over the weekend. surveillance video captured this  brazen 
crime. he walked up to a woman and she  demanded a purse and 
phone and  the victim complied.  

0:28 10/25/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

body cam shows a pursuit  crash and a shootout in ohio. no one 
was hit during the  exchange of gun fire in western  ohio. the 
shootout there followed a  4-hour man hunt. the man car jacked the 
vehicle,  crashed it into another deputy's  car and subsequently 
arrested.  
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0:24 10/25/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a deadly car jacking spree  ends up at a car dealership. it shows 
troopers chasing a  suspect. you can see the driver fish  tailing all 
over the freeway.  

0:45 10/25/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we all like gas from time to  time. a man caught on camera 
grabbing  a drink by the pool. a home owner set up a trail  camera 
after his neighbor's  goats were killed by a mountain  lion. it hasn't 
been seen since. this is where there are plenty  of ranch homes 
and wide open  spaces.  

0:20 10/26/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a busy night for a s.w.a.t.  team in south l.a., news chopper  4 over 
the scene as the officers  first on the ground and from the  air there. 
this neighborhood near 87th and  compton avenue was shut down. 

0:20 10/26/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in san bernardino tonight,  negotiations are still underway,  a man 
refuses to come out of a  home. he is not the man that police  are 
looking for. officers believe the man inside  the home was involved 
in a  shooting.  

0:30 10/26/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in to our newsroom. police need your help to find a  missing 
woman and child. this is 20-year-old jennifer  ledesma and 2-year-
old adrian  ledesma spence. the two were reported missing by  the 
family.  

0:24 10/26/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are getting ready to  release surveillance video from  a jack 
in the box where robbers  shot and killed an employee. man 
wearing a halloween mask,  jumped the counter and shot juan  
vidal last friday.  

0:42 10/26/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the torrance school district  is dealing with another  wrestling coach 
and the case of  sexual abuse. matthew bautista was accused of  
having sex with a teenager. some parents are upset they're  just 
now finding out about it.  this is my second son that's  gone to the 
school. this is the first i've ever  heard of two incidents involving  
wrestling coaches.  

0:45 10/26/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time, a worker  at a store in hemet is sharing  her story 
of being robbed with a  gun just inches from her face. the two men 
are holding the  woman and a customer at gun  point. this is at 
crown gold exchange. the worker tells us she was  trying to stay 
calm and follow  the gunman's orders, it was so  hard with a pistol 
so close 

0:25 10/26/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

prosecutors say they'll seek  the death penalty against john  felix. 
the 26-year-old will face  charges with special  circumstances for 
the murder of  two law enforcement officers and  lying in weight.  

0:55 10/26/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time tonight,  we have a chilling new look at a  home 
invasion robbery. three suspects ambush the  homeowner. 
detectives release this new  surveillance video of the crime  
unfolding. two men and a woman force a  54-year-old man through 
the  front door and demand money. at one point they threaten to  
shoot his dog.  

1:05 10/26/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a wild chase in central  california ended in gunfire. tonight we're 
hearing from the  woman who just happened to be on  a police ride 
along when all  this happened.  this took place in madeira on  
sunday. the suspect is firing at least  14 shots at that squad car. the 
passenger was in the seat  right next to the officer at the  time she 
said she was so scared  all she could do was think about  her kids  

0:23 10/26/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

santa ana is shelling out  $100,000 of a raid at a  marijuana shop 
last year. the video went viral on the  internet. one of the officers is 
also  heard making fun of a woman in a  wheelchair.  
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0:34 10/26/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the orange county daredevil  whose fall off a building in  newport 
beach went viral is now  facing criminal charges.  remember that? 
we first showed you the video  earlier this month of his jump  into 
the newport harbor.  

0:19 10/27/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news right now in  santa ana. police believe that street  
racing is to blame for a car  crashing into a bicyclist. this happened 
at 17th and  fairview street. they say the man riding the bike  is 
seriously hurt. both drivers left the scene.  

0:24 10/27/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

freedom denied for charles  manson's self-described  right-hand 
man. the state parole commission made  that decision tonight. 
watson helped to murder actress  sharon tate and six others in a  
murder spree in 1969.  

0:47 10/27/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a new video shows what  happened moments before a jack in the 
box employee was  shot and killed. a man in a mask jumped over 
the  counter, demands the cash and  shoots and killed 21-year-old  
juan vidal. he recently graduated as a  pharmacy technician. his 
grief-stricken mother is  begging for any witness to come  forward.  

0:27 10/27/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police are still trying  to find a second car suspected  in a street 
race that turned  deadly. people gathered to remember  23-year-old 
jeffrey who was  killed when his car was slam  under to a tree 
yesterday.  

0:17 10/27/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video shows three women  stealing jewelry and handbags  last 
february. police identified one of the  women as 38-year-old linda  
ferguson. they believe ferguson and the  other women are the 
same that  have been hitting stores all  across california and 
arizona.   

0:34 10/27/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a twist here but police  caught it. a wife calling 911 telling them  that 
her husband had been shot  but tonight they say she is the  one 
who actually pulled the  trigger. she made the call just before  4:00 
in the morning from her  apartment on browning avenue  when 
police arrived, they found  her husband, 46-year-old alive  but with 
gun shots to the chest.  

0:53 10/27/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

out to the scene of breaking  news right now. a bicyclist hit during a 
street  race in santa ana. will.  reporter: the santa ana  police 
investigating a very  tragic scene. this is fairview right at 17th. we 
understand a white vehicle  and a dark vehicle were  apparently 
street racing  northbound on fairview when they  hit the bicyclist. 

4:00 10/27/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time new video  tonight of a massive burglary  bust. 
thousands of home ownerser  victimized, millions in loss and  
dozens arrested, but that's not  all. hetty chang unveils what they  
uncovered.  i felt raped. i felt beaten.  reporter: tamera golden and  
her husband sean are on vacation  when burglars tear apart their  
home.  so traumatic to go back to  that moment of realizing what  
has been taken from us.  reporter: irreplaceable  family heirlooms, 
$70,000 in  cash gone.  

0:35 10/27/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a tucson police officer  is recovering after a bullet  grazed his head 
during a  shootout. when police pulled up -- there  you see what 
happened. they saw the wounded officer. he was on the ground in 
the  middle of street and firing that  suspect. 

0:18 10/28/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

desperate for leads in a  murder of a diamond bar couple. they're 
showing david wang and  marion chung the husband and  wife 
found stabbed to death in  their own home last week. so far few 
leads and no arrests.  
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0:48 10/28/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man suspected of killing  his wife, the mother of their  two boy sz 
on the run. 43-year-old jose guzman is armed  and dangerous. they 
were called to the family  home on walker avenue. investigators 
aren't saying how  she was killed, only that her  children were in the 
home at the  time.  

3:35 10/28/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nautd willing to snitch. one took a secret to his grave,  refusing to 
hel his own family  who shot him. here the just released clues  that 
could bring his family  justice.  i'm not eating it.  reporter: beyond 
the smiles  when they're together, there is  anger.  y'all want to say 
black lives  matter and black people are  killing black people.  that 
was my baby.  reporter: for its matriarch,  remembering that 
moment five  years ago, the moment she  thought her son was 
dead is  tough.  i can't do it. it was so hurtful.  reporter: it is a pain 
only a  mother can understand.  once he got to the hospital  and 
they said he was dead on  arrival and i just ran outside  and said he 
cannot die.  

0:41 10/28/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the frightened look on her  face is hard to watch, tells you  
something is definitely wrong  here. a police officer pulled an  87-
year-old woman to safety from  her burning car. take a look. this is 
video from his body  camera.  

0:20 10/28/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

surveillance video shows a  violent robbery at a grocery  store 
parking lot. a man in fresno went up to a  woman and yanked her 
so hard it  knocked her to the ground. he got away with money, 
passport  and driver's license. 

1:43 10/31/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

officers open fire at a gas  station, shooting and killing a  woman 
behind the wheel. they say they turned her car  into a weapon.  nbc 
4's head ditive chang is  live in torrance where the  deadly pursuit 
and shoot-out  came to an end.  reporter: nearly nine hours  after 
the shooting, you can see  we're here on the corner of  sepulveda 
and cabrillo. an nbc 4 viewer in disbelief as  he shoots this cell 
phone video  of the driver he described as  either on drugs or out of 
her  mind. the video shows major damage to  her car, a gray 
sedan. she is blasting her music and  driving with the air bags  
deployed. moments later, her erratic  driving spree comes to a 
deadly  end.  all of the sudden we hear a  volley of gunshots, more 
than  ten  

0:17 10/31/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hit and killed on the  freeway. tonight the highway patrol shut  down 
the pomona 71 freeway near  phillips road. the southbound lanes 
were closed  for some time as officers  searched the freeway for  
evidence this was not a  hit-and-run. the driver did stop and is  
cooperating.  

0:20 10/31/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an investigation  under way right now in garden  grove after a bike 
rider is hit  by a police cruiser. this accident happened on harbor  
boulevard near the section of  harbor grove. we do know the 
bicyclist is  being treated for traumatic  injuries.  

0:41 10/31/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an  investigation is under way in  long beach after thieves hit two  
businesses by tunnelling through  an adjoining wall. this happened 
late last night at  mattalos boutique. the owner says thieves got in  
through the front door and cut  about a three foot wide hole in  the 
wall and tunnelled into the  restaurant that was next door.   

0:24 10/31/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we learned that lapd  chief charlie beck will not need  
surgery for an injury he got  over the weekend while he was  out 
dirt biking. doctors at ucla's keck medical  center determined the 
chief will  be recuperating at home the next  several days.  
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0:28 10/31/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

speeding through the street,  barely missing a school bus, a  
wanted man leads police on a  dangerous pursuit that ends with  a 
crash in van nuys. officers started chasing the  stolen sedan in 
encino, after  crashing several times. the driver slammed into a 
police  cruiser.  

0:22 10/31/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what started with heated  words ended with a deadly  shooting 
outside of the  chatsworth courthouse today. an estranged couple 
arrived this  afternoon together. there was some sort of argument  
inside the car, and at one  point, they say the man began  stabbing 
that woman.  

0:35 10/31/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man riding a  cable car in san francisco  refused to go quietly 
when he  and his dog were told to leave.  i won't get off the bus  
because i have a right to ride  this. i have a right. i have every right 
to ride this  with my dog.  well, this video was posted  online by a 
woman who saw the  confrontation. apparently the man had a pit  
bulldog with him.  

0:56 10/31/16 11:21p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

out to the scene of breaking  news right now. we understand this is 
a pursuit. and the driver might be out of  the car on foot and 
running. let's go to will. where is this? what is going on?  this is on 
lankershim. unfortunately, this person ran  out of the car right here 
near  universal city. we can't see him anymore. i'm going to bump 
the light up  there. he ran off the roadway. the car did not crash. it 
was a brief pursuit, chp  there in universal city. 

0:16 10/31/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

close call tonight right  outside our nbc 4 newsroom. a chase 
ending right at  lankershim and the driver took  off running into the 
l.a.  riverbed. police are still searching for  him. and they're setting 
up a  perimeter around the place right  now.  

2:06 11/1/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

street car racing crash 

2:31 11/1/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

family of women killed by police speaks 

0:42 11/1/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

when i saw the child, when the  mother picked her up, she was  
bleeding, and they ran after the  suspect.  the lapd identified the girl  
as ruby vasquez. police want to talk to anyone  who may know this 
guy. 

0:20 11/1/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

authorities have both  suspects and a beating death of  a 
singer/songwriter outside a  hollywood nightclub. two men were 
charged with murder  late this afternoon. kantor berry is a former 
unlv  football player. devon jelks was trying to break  up a fight 
sunday morning. 

0:40 11/1/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're hearing from the owner  of a jewelry store targeted by  two 
thieves. the two men at franzia jewels in  corona, they asked to see 
some  bracelets and other items in the  display case, when the 
woman at  the counter turns her back for a  moment to get the 
items, the men  grabbed two trays of rings and  ran out with 
thousands of  dollars in jewelry.  

0:27 11/1/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details tonight in the  search for the killer of a young  marine 
shot and killed in  downtown l.a., police and family  hope a 
community march and a  $50,000 reward will generate new  leads 
in the murder of carlos  lopez, he was killed last month  while 
driving his car 

0:17 11/1/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a blind man is  beaten and robbed in his oxnard  home. this 
happened at a home on fair  born place. the 85-year-old victim 
woke up  after hearing somebody in his  bedroom, a burglar then 
punched  him in the face and stole  several items, including the  
man's wheelchair.   
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0:45 11/1/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

san bernardino homeowner took  matters into his own hands as he  
got his gun and he used that to  capture one of two burglars. the 
homeowner was sleeping when  he heard a noise, it was a pair  of 
robbers, rummaging through  his house on genevieve. he caught 
one of the intruders,  a woman, held her on the ground  until police 
finally got there. down the street, a neighbor with  an infant heard 
the gunfire. 

0:40 11/1/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a young father shot and  killed in long beach, he was  doing what 
he could to help a  family dealing with tragedy of  their own. so far 
there are no arrests in  the killing of manuel, he was  shot around 
2:30 a.m. near a  friend's home. 

0:43 11/1/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

facebook live from a police  pursuit and the suspect in the  stolen 
car is the one that's  doing the live feed. watch.  i got five cops 
already. check it out.  that's 25-year-old jod  pitney, driving the 
police car,  the one he just stole after the  female police officer left 
her  keys inside, pitney noticed she  also left her ipad on the seat,  
so he used that to go on  facebook live.  

0:43 11/1/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

from one facebook criminal  to another, a shoplifter in new  mexico 
couldn't help but brag  about his heist on social media,  now police 
know exactly who he  is. this surveillance video shows  him stealing 
a necklace from a  store in albuquerque.  

0:29 11/1/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have word of a settlement  right now, the wrongful death  and 
civil rights lawsuit  involving the death of ezeal  ford. he was shot 
and killed by police  in 2014. he was unarmed and lying on the  
ground when he was killed. court documents show a  statement -- a 
settlement was  reached last week, but details  are not yet being 
released.  

0:24 11/1/16 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

child shot by stray bullet 

1:58 11/2/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

forced into a  freezer, restaurant workers  trapped as a masked 
robber  demanded cash inside a chipotle. one worker reveals his 
close  call. heady jiang live in orange. she spoke with workers who 
think  they were targeted.  we've been out here for the  last few 
hours, getting new  surveillance video that captures  the robber in 
action. he points out the restaurant  opens up every morning at 
10:30. but workers arrive at 8:30 to  prep.  for 30 minutes, no one 
comes  out   

0:42 11/2/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're going to take  you out to the scene of breaking  news right 
now. a deadly hit and run on the 60  freeway in east l.a. will?  this 
just happened a few  minutes ago. the westbound side of the 60  
completely shut down here, at  atlantic.  

0:40 11/2/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is now  behind bars tonight after a  deadly hammer attack 
that  happened in costa mesa late  tonight. police identified the 
suspect,  ivan demov. candles mark the spot where that  attack 
happened. detectives say he confronted a  man who was sitting in 
a parked  car outside a condo complex.  

0:24 11/2/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bizarre robbery has  officers on a manhunt tonight. two men steal 
an suv and crash  it in tarzana. you can see a bum et hole there  in 
the vehicle. at least two other vehicles were  damaged in the crash 
as officers  set up a perimeter to search for  the suspects. 

0:30 11/2/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they linked another crime to the  man accused of stabbing a  three-
year-old girl to death  this week. 34-year-old ricardo otui stabbed  
ruby vazquez at a clothing  factory in downtown l.a. the second 
alleged victim came  forward after seeing otui's  picture, they pleev 
there may be  other possible victims.  
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0:25 11/2/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

homicide detectives have new  leads in the search for a  camareo 
man wanted for killing  his wife. sheriff's deputies say that jose  
guzman took off in a 2002 toyota  silver sew lara. he killed his wife 
last friday  while their two sons were in the  house. he's armed and 
dangerous, if you  see him or the car, call 911.  

0:23 11/2/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

corona police have identified  the men accused of robbing a  
jewelry store on monday. and they are not the only ones  looking 
for them. authorities say deanne thonny  and dejuan lee are also 
wanted  by the sheriff's department's in  san bernardino and 
riverside  counties as well as police. 

0:36 11/2/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

emotions were runs high for  the man in that suv on i-5. officers 
started the chasing of  that suv after 23-year-old roman  was seen 
going the wrong way on  i-5. news chopper 4 was over head as  he 
banged his hands on the  steering wheel and stuck his  head out 
the window for a time.  

0:49 11/2/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a desperate plea tonight for  helping find a group of men who  
jumped a 14-year-old boy on  halloween and beat him  senseless. 
tonight in hemet, friends,  family and strangers came  together to 
support the family. the boy's parents say he was  going to a 
haunted house, when  he was confronted by a group of  young 
men.  

0:36 11/2/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's going to be harder to  sleep tonight for a man in  rancho 
pales verdes. a man in his 80s was tied up in  his own home. it was 
so dark, he didn't get a  good look at him.  it's scary.  

1:04 11/3/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two people shot in fullerton. neighbors being warned to stay  inside 
while police search the  area.  will.  reporter: a huge police  
presence in fullerton. the 1300 block of orange avenue  is where 
this all began in the  9:00 hour. one of those people in critical  
condition. the other person suffering  moderate injuries and a huge  
presence by the fullerton police  department.  

1:49 11/3/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

taleigated and targeted. thieves chase down a driver to  car jack 
him.  hetty chang is live with  video you'll see here for the  first time.  
reporter: we've been talking  with a lot of the neighbors out  here. 
they're shocked and very  concerned they could pee  targeted from 
this surveillance  video. it's very clear this victim had  something 
these robbers wanted. home owners on mar vista street  tell us 
their neighborhood is  quiet and secluded.  

0:25 11/3/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

people inside a pharmacy  forced to hide when a man with a  gun 
walks inside. after the highly addictive pain  killer, oxy codone. 
several people locked themselves  in a back room during the  
robbery. he covered his face with a  bandana.  

0:23 11/3/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators are telling us  that someone intentionally  started this 
fire. we called the l.a. p.d. that  they're looking for an arsonist  but 
they don't have a  description. we know the home owner is okay  
but one of her dogs didn't make  it out alive. 

0:26 11/3/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

orange county coroner --  this happened at van guard and  dan 
berry. a witness says she saw it dim  off use a hammer to attack 
him. he's now being held on $1  million bail.  

0:40 11/3/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an illegal drug lab exploded  and the man running it was  rushed to 
the hospital with  severe burns. police say that it was a honey  oil 
lab. that's the liquid that's  extracted from marijuana plants. people 
who live in the building  say they were shocked to find it  happened. 
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1:02 11/3/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is over the west lake  district. actually, this is over fullerton  
right now. i believe two people were shot  or stabbed, wounded in 
some way. will over the scene where  they've been looking for a  
suspect and warning neighbors to  stay inside.  reporter: i should 
tell you  this could be anything unrelated  or related. we don't know 
the details but we  do see somebody being put in  handcuffs here.  

0:51 11/3/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

since nbc 4 brought you the  story at 5:00, police in anaheim  
arrested a man they say ran  sacked a woman's home. they got 
several tips that led  to matthew kundt and this  surveilliance video 
we showed  you at 5:00. this helped they say. the man  hopped a 
fence before spending  an hour or so in the home. on the way out 
he took the woman  was passport and cash.  

0:30 11/3/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

santa ana police asking for  your help finding a man who they  say 
robbed a 73-year-old woman  and is using her credit cards. newly 
released surveillance  video shows the suspect using a  
surveillance card.  

0:47 11/3/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is still no sign of a  driver who struck a 9-year-old  boy and 
just kept going. this hit and run was caught on  school security 
video. it's grainy but if you look  closely, you can see the silver  car 
turn right where the  9-year-old was on his bicycle in  a cross walk.  

0:19 11/3/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have another update to  this breaking news story out of  
fullerton. they have two people in custody. two people were shot 
along  orange county late this evening.  

2:08 11/4/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police kill a pit bull and  accidently shoot a tourist. they're telling us 
what happened  on the venice beach board walk. beverly white 
spoke with people  who watched the confrontation  unfold.   
reporter: within the last  hour the mobile command post and  
dozens of officers cleared  their on screen investigation  after a 20-
year veteran  unholstered his weapon and  fired. the venice beach 
park path  closed for several hours. around 3:00 p.m., a metro  
officer killed a pit bull mix  that l.a.p.d. says turned  aggressive 
when it approached  its owner.  

0:25 11/4/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a wild  break in wiped out a gun shop  and the video is something 
you  don't see very often. they made a tunnel through the  vacant 
business next door and  stole several rifle type guns  and 
handguns. surveillance video captures at  least one suspect in a 
hooded  sweatshirt and the get away suv.  

0:38 11/4/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a young man left to die in  the street came together to  remember 
victor garcia. this is from tonight's vigil for  the 19-year-old. garcia 
was killed last weekend  during a late night house party. police say 
that his killers were  told to leave the party, got  angry, started a 
fight and  that's when garcia was stabbed.  

0:25 11/4/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a fender bender led to a  road rage shooting, an arrest is  made 
the. they're showing off an arsenal  they found at the home of the  
alleged shooter.  

0:37 11/4/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives say a man was  targeted and killed outside a  jack in the 
box and we'ver  learned surveillance video could  be released as 
early as monday. friends of the victim tell us he  never caused any 
trouble and  they were stunned to learn what  had happened. the 
victim, a homeless man, was  sitting on a curb when it the  suspect 
drove up and shot him  several times.  

0:21 11/4/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new developments on a large  pallet fire that raged overnight  in 
san bernardino. this is now the third fire to  hit the area this week. 
the others were in fontana and  bloomington. four acres burned on 
east river  view drive.  
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0:45 11/4/16 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's disturbing video and  seen from several angles. a car driving in 
reverse in a  strip mall parking lot runs down  an elderly woman. 
we're not going to show you the  actual moment of impact. they 
want you to get a good look  at the car that hit a woman off  
sherman way on october the 17th. now police say the driver  
stopped for just a moment then  took off.  

0:47 11/4/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the missing woman found  chained to a storage container  in south 
carolina may have  witnessed her boyfriend's  murder. police say 
they found a body on  that remote combound and there  may be 
others. police have not identified the  body they found tonight. 
brown was chained by her neck  and ankle to a storage unit and  
had been missing since august.  it's only by god's grace that  she's 
alive.  

0:40 11/4/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a middle school teacher and  archery coach is asking for help  after 
they stole more than a  dozen bows. the coach started a gofund me  
campaign to buy new bows. he says the students are really  
disappointed and he has a  message for the thieves.  

0:32 11/4/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the former playboy model  accused of fat shaming a woman  now 
charged with a crime. she's accused of taking the  pictures at an 
l.a. fitness  while another woman was changing  her clothes and 
posting them  with the caption "if i can't  unseen this, you can't 
either." if convicted, she could spend  six months in jail.  

0:30 11/4/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

robert durst will be facing  first degree murder charges. he's 
accused of killing his  friend in christmas in 2000. in aperal a judge 
in louisiana  charged him on a weapons charge. he was recently 
profiled in a  documentary series where he was  caught on tape 
saying "kill them  all."  

1:01 11/4/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mother pride open the  doors with a school bus with her  bare 
hands because the driver  didn't pick up her daughter but  it's what 
happened next that  terrified the kids on board.  that was so 
ignorant. you seen me coming on the bus  though, right? you seen 
me get my biby on this  bus though, right?  she began attacking the 
woman  driving the bus after using her  car to block the bus from  
leaving and this one was brutal.  

0:47 11/4/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an '80s rap pioneer is  praising the officers who saved  his life. \m 
curtis walker performed under  the name curtis blow in the  '80s. he 
collapsed at a bus stop near  tupankau mall. they performed cpr 
until  paramedics appeared on scene.   

0:20 11/7/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in lancaster. a security guard shot in a strip  mall in 
lancaster. an employee at one of the  business there's told us that 
a  security guard was shot and  killed. nbc 4's beverly white is  
speaking with sheriff's deputies  right now. 

0:26 11/7/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details and new  reward money in the murder of a  worker at a 
jack in the box. police in el monte believe the  person who shot and 
killed juan  vidal was on a crime spree and  robbed a shop in 
irwindale days  earlier. 

0:24 11/7/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details tonight about  what led to an officer-involved  shooting 
near mack arthur park. we have now learned that an  undercover 
officer opened fire  after trying to flag down two  men near eighth 
and alvarado.  
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1:37 11/7/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now out to breaking news in  lancaster. this is where an onduty 
security  officer is shot and killed. nbc 4's beverly white is there. 
and beverly has been talking  with investigators. beverly?  reporter: 
well, chuck, we're  in the 1700 block of east avenue  j at the 
frontgate shopping  center. let's go to the video now and  show you 
the crime scene as it  appears right now. in fact, they're not really 
sure  what they're investigating here. but you're right, a security  
guard was shot here tonight,  shot and killed, a single  gunshot 
wound to the head while  sitting inside a vehicle on this  parking lot 
with yet another  security guard.  

0:46 11/7/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an iphone, ear buds and  strands of hair. those are the only clues 
left  behind after a young mother  vanished last week near redding. 
the search is intensifying  tonight for sherri papini. the 34-year-old 
mom's southern  california relatives hoping and  helping in efforts to 
find her. sherri's husband used track my  iphone app to locate his 
wife.  

0:31 11/7/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

oh, no, he crashed right  into the divider there. what happened?  
that was quite a crash. new details now on this driver,  who is 
leading the pursuit late  tonight. police identified him as sal  lopez. 
he'll be in court tomorrow on  charges of evading and grand  theft 
auto.  

0:24 11/7/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

real estate heir robert  durst pleaded not guilty to  murder in a los 
angeles  courtroom today. the 73-year-old made the plea in  a long-
awaited appearance  regarding the death of a friend. authorities 
believe he killed  her so she could not talk to  investigators about 
the  disappearance of his first wife.  

0:21 11/7/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the heart of times square,  police say a woman was pushed to  her 
death on to the subway  tracks there. and tonight another woman is  
facing a murder charge. and police say this might not be  the first 
time she has done  this.  

0:48 11/10/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now we have breaking  news in portland, oregon where  police 
are declaring another  protest, a riot. things really got ugly on the  
ground when protesters started  damaging vehicles overnight. and 
in fact, one woman stuck in  traffic got out of her car and  sprayed 
the protesters with  laundry detergent before she was  knocked 
down by the group. 

0:54 11/10/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and more breaking news,  while one of our helicopters  keeps an 
eye on the protest, our  second is in pacoima. and a deadly hit and 
run.  reporter: this is the 12,000  block of mont hew street right  
after 9:00 p.m. tonight. we can tell you three people  were struck 
and transported to a  local hospital.  

0:50 11/10/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

here goes lincoln  boulevard. wow. motorcycle just missing him. a 
close call right there.  our chopper's been very busy  with more 
breaking news out of  orange county. only news chopper four 
through  orange, fullerton and santa ana. he hit speeds up to 100 
miles an  hour in a stolen car. police cruisers turn into bumper  cars 
as they try a pit maneuver.  

0:34 11/10/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have additional  details in the search for a  missing northern 
california  mother. her husband has been ruled out  of a 
disappearance. he took a lie detecter and he  passed. he was the 
fist to alert police  his wife sherry was missing  after not returning 
from a jog.  

0:29 11/10/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are asking for  help in finding a man. they say he's behind a 
crime  spree in san bernardino. this man is behind at least six  
armed robberies. he was caught on security camera  at one of the 
businesses robbed  in the past three weeks.  
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0:23 11/10/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in illinois rushed to  save two people trapped in a  burning 
car, a car they had been  chasing moments before. they tried to pull 
over the  driver for a traffic violation  and he crashed into a pole.  

0:16 11/11/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just moments ago we  started seeing some people  arrested as 
officers moved in  and arrested a man they think  tagged a police 
cruiser and a  second person arrested and put  in the back of a 
police van. the crowd is having a huge  impact on the downtown 
area on  traffic and anybody who lives  there. 

0:12 11/11/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and again tonight we launch both  of our helicopters to cover this  
for you as protesters are on the  move. and the l.a.p.d. is on the 
alert  for an even larger demonstration  tomorrow morning.  over 
the crowd in news  chopper 4. this is the 110 south and we  
understand they're back on the  freeway? 

1:14 11/11/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the chp at the  last moment was able to stop the  crowd from going 
into the  southbound lanes of the 110  freeway. this is on the 
wilshire over  pass and just moments ago --  let's go to tape we 
shot. the crowd is moving eastbound on  wilshire when they 
encountered  some officers and they went up  the off ramp and 
that'ser when  the chp moved in and was able to  get the people 
back on the  surface streets just in time.  

1:54 11/11/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nbc 4's beverly white is also  downtown. she's been covering these  
demonstrations every night for  us. where are you now?  reporter: 
significant police  presence here at fifth and  figueroa. with some 
400 pro -- and 3,000  today. and l.a.p.d. determined to keep  the 
peace. it was a little bit  confrontational. one driver was so annoyed 
that  she sought assistant from  

1:06 11/11/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is fourth  street. they're in very small streets. northbound on 
bixal getting away  from wilshire boulevard. they're into some 
neighborhoods  heading west away from the  downtown area on 
the west side  of the harbor freeway where gill  was. and this has 
been the theme of  the night. these protesters have been very  
mobile.  

0:29 11/11/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

flash bangs and tear gas are  being used to break up a crowd  of 
antitrump demonstrators in  portland, oregon. the demonstrators 
have been out  there every night for the last  three nights. this is the 
third night and  tensions are escalating between  the protesters and 
police but  we're not seeing the same amount  of vandalism as we 
saw in  portland.  

0:13 11/11/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a crowd of thousands blocked  traffic over the incoming  president. 
this started with a rally at the  same spot where donald trump was  
campaigning just a week ago.  

2:06 11/11/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a end to high speed street  racing as a crowd gathards to  
remember their friend. hetty.  reporter: all night long  there has 
been a steady stream  of family and friends visiting  this road side 
memorial. where you see the candles is  where only half of the car 
ended  up. the force of the crash was so  strong half of the car 
ended up  on the trees and the other half  on the median. many 
woke up to the news their  friend 21-year-old fred rico  hernandez 
was killed in a  horrific overnight crash.    

0:19 11/11/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a chase in south l.a.  ended when the suspect car  parked into a 
car. and you can see two people jump  out, they begin to run. the 
suspects didn't get very  far. one surrendered jump nothing to  a 
nearby backyard. both are in custody.  
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0:40 11/11/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he's been hit by  taggers several times. now a store owner in 
upland is  willing to pay a price to keep  it from happening again. 
roger bear is offering a $1,000  reward to help catch the vandals  
tagging his ink and toner shop. he recently spent $1,000 to  clean 
up the mess only to have  it tagged two days later.   

0:19 11/11/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're still covering  breaking news. chopper 4 is over the downtown  
area. highway patrol officers did  manage to keep these folks off  
the 110 freeway. we of course are going to  continue to follow all of 
this  and bring you any developments  in this news cast.  

0:41 11/11/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more now on these protesters  downtown. gill in news chopper 4. 
apparently something has  happened outside a 7-11?  reporter: 
that's right. we're looking at the 7-11 when  the group was traveling  
westbound on third street.  

2:44 11/11/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a father and  brother gunned down. the shooter remains free. for 
the fist time, nbc 4 shows  us the new clues that could help  catch 
his killer.  this isn't an easy thing to  talk about.   no.  reporter: alice 
george once  shared a room with her little  brother but life is very  
different now.  the room is empty without  him. my parents aren't 
the same. i didn't only lose a brother, i  feel like i lost both of my  
parents.  reporter: fulton avenue,  north of victory a single gun  shot 
and single victim. alice's 21-year-old brother.  i fell to the floor and i 
can  hear my dad crying.   

0:24 11/11/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we want to take  you to our breaking news. on one side is a picture 
from  news chopper 4. you see how the crowd has grown  and on 
the other side what  appears to be a lot of police  activity. we 
continue to monitor the  situation. we have two choppers up and  
beverly white is on the scene as  well. 

0:45 11/11/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police  officer in new jersey says he  simply didn't realize he shot 
a  man during a struggle that was  caught on camera. well, that's 
how it started with  the man trying to drive off with  the officer 
hanging on to the  door of that pick up truck.  

0:25 11/11/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we continue to follow this  breaking news. protesters zig zag 
through the  motorcade of police cruzzers. police say they will not 
stop  the protesters but they will not  tolerate vandalism. we've 
seen two arrests since we  started this news cast at 11:00  and 
they have managed to keep  all the protesters off the  freeways.   

0:20 11/11/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

last night nearly 200 people  arrested and an officer  attacked. and 
the l.a.p.d. is preparing  for a larger crowd tomorrow  morning. 
some 10,000 people are planning  to march from mcarthur park to  
the federal building. 

0:07 11/11/16 11:34p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have seen them bring in  large buses in the potential for  large 
arrests.  

1:21 11/14/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bullet through a windshield. a shooting on the 5 freeway near  the 
citadel sends a driver to  the hospital.  nbc 4's beverly white joins  
news boyle heights right now  where the victim stopped for  help. 
beverly?  reporter: that's right. the victim is now in the  hospital. his 
car left this location a  short time ago on a flatbed. it's been entered 
into evidence. we're talk about a shooting on  the northbound 5 
freeway in  commerce. it left this man, this  unidentified driver with 
glass  shards in his face.  
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1:55 11/14/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this new video right now  shows a seemingly unprovoked  attack on 
an officer inside a  convenience store. detectives trying to figure out  
if he was targeted. nbc 4's hetty chang live in  santa monica right 
now with a  video you will see here for the  first time. hetty?  
reporter: i can tell you the  santa monica police officer, a  15-year 
veteran on the force is  now recovering and the  department is now 
investigating  the video we're to be show you. they believe at this 
point that  this is an unprovoked and quite  possibly a premeditated 
attack. surveillance cameras at the  7-eleven store on santa monica  
boulevard show the police  officer walking toward the  coolers in the 
back  

0:20 11/14/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

oh, there he goes. he is going down right there. they just tased him.  
newschopper 4 over highway  patrol officers tonight as they  
confront man. you can see what he is doing. he is walking on the 
freeway. they tased him when he didn't  appear to follow their 
demands.  

2:08 11/14/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a sexual  predator is targeting as many as  six women and girls this 
just  one neighborhood. tonight detectives are releasing  a new 
sketch of the man they say  is behind it. nbc 4's adrian arambulo is 
on  the scene tonight and talked  with the mother of one of the  
victims. adrian?  reporter: well, chuck, if it  turns out this one man is  
responsible for all six crimes,  he is targeting our most  vulnerable. 
young girls and even a pregnant  woman. tonight we learn that the 
l.a.  county sheriff's department  special victims detectives, they  
are working on these cases. we also learn that a reward is  being 
offered. 

0:38 11/14/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new developments in the  mystery of a missing orange  county 
woman tonight. police in colorado now searching  a landfill where 
they think her  remains may be located. 36-year-old charlene voigt  
disappeared in july after moving  from san clemente to littleton,  
colorado. tonight we spoke with her  family. they have been told 
new clues  have authorities searching a  landfall just north of 
denver. 

0:47 11/14/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a solemn gathering tonight  for a man killed in a stabbing  rampage. 
it happened over the weekend. friends and family came together  to 
remember 67-year-old federico  hernandez. he was killed saturday 
in a  north hollywood park while he  was on his morning walk. 
detective says that a  29-year-old assaulted fernandez  and then 
repeatedly stabbed him  until he died. hernandez's daughter says 
she is  worried for the rest of her  family. 

0:30 11/14/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a texas mother who truly  lived in an animal house is  facing 
charges of child  endangerment. police arrested terisha meyers  
when they found wild animals  including a tiger, a cougar and  
several monkeys living in her  home. officers were tipped off when 
a  california man said myers tried  to sell him a kitten for $3,000  
but he never got the cat. 

0:24 11/14/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

el segundo police say they  finally caught up with a man  using an 
air horn to terrorize  the neighborhood for weeks. officers arrested 
john nugent at  4:00 on sunday morning. they say that's when he is  
typically been driving around in  his car, blairing the horn.  
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1:52 11/15/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he put it in drive and went  after him.  shopping center rage. a man 
takes aim, driving towards  a crowd. nbc 4 in temecula for us  
tonight with the video and one  witness who tried to help.  reporter: 
well, 25-year-old  bryan fair is charged with two  felonies. good 
samaritans put it on the  line. because it appears the driver  hits 
several of them. temecula police tell us this  driver turned his car 
into a  weapon, aiming it at a crowd of  people who tried to stop 
him.  he didn't seem like he was  all there.  reporter: she witnessed 
the  parking lot confrontation. she said he started acting  iratically 
while arguing with a  woman. 

0:48 11/15/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news in  hawthorn where police are  searching 
for the it gunman who  shot two men outside a liquor  store.  
reporter: you're looking at  the 3800 block where two men  were 
shot just after 3:00 p.m. let's go toground tape shot  earlier. one 
died at the scene. making this the second homicide  in as many 
days in the city of  hawthorn. 

0:18 11/15/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

news chopper 4 over florence  where a 16-year-old boy  barricaded 
himself insad home on  west 62nd street. the stand off started this  
afternoon and they finally got  him out using tear gas.  

0:45 11/15/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three men now facing charges  of a young men in south  
laughingilous. the killing of corporal lopez  made headlines. 28-
year-old rios and aguilar  face charges in the shoolting  death.   
translator: my brother did  not kill this guy. ask his girlfriend's family. 

0:48 11/15/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

meantime the l.a. p.d. says  the immigration policy will not  change.  
los angeles is a community  that has a huge immigrant  population 
and it's so important  to keep all of the community  safe because 
believe me  criminals don't just pray on  immigrants, and citizens, 
they  pray on those that they believe  are weaker than them.  

0:45 11/15/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they now confirmed the man  killed by a deputy outside the  
temecula court house was armed. they spent more than eight hours  
collecting evidence from the  scene. a man and a woman were 
seen  arguing in the parking lot. witnesses say he was being  
verbally abusive to a woman he  seemed to know.  

0:27 11/15/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it took 20 years and tonight  two men are in custody for the  
kidnapping and rape of an  11-year-old orange county girl. 36-year-
old delgado was arrested  in chicago and a second man was  also 
arrested.  

0:29 11/15/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dramatic twist out of santa  monica. it's a new development in the  
story that we first brought you  tonight at 11:00. the officer was 
attacked by a  man he arrested moments ago. the fight between 
the officer  and daryl mackintosh was caught  on security cameras 
inside a  convenience store.  

0:29 11/15/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the gunman who -- he died of  a self inflicted gun shot to the  head 
in the back of a truck  ending an hour's long man hunt  at the 
airport. he fatally shot mark win  chesterer.  

0:23 11/15/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a thief in maryland bared it  whether to get cash. on the way down 
he ripped his  pants open. he tried to use the rest of his  clothings 
to cover up. the cash register was just tooer  tough to break into. 
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1:15 11/16/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with this breaking  news out of baldwin park. a gunman 
takes aim at police,  shattering the back window of a  patrol car. 
we're live tonight in a  neighborhood still on lockdown  as police 
search for the  shooter. adrian? chuck and colleen, there is  an 
urgent search for this  shooter right now. we're able to track down 
this  police cruiser. you can see what's left of the  back windshield 
here. shards of glass hanging here. it is unclear on who opened fire  
on this officer or why. all of this happening right  before 9:00 
tonight. we learned that the officer had  just finished a traffic stop  
when the shooter opened fire. it's not clear if there was any  
connection to the traffic stop. 

1:44 11/16/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man accused of secretly  recording women in the bathroom  of 
this dennys has been caught  and there could be at least a  dozen 
more women who don't know  about it yet. beverly white has more. 
reporter: the l.a. county da  has filed more than two dozen  criminal 
charges against the man  who allegedly hid in the women's  
bathroom stall of this 24 hour  diner. we've on zured the face of  
jesus, arrested early monday at  denny's in lancaster. he recorded 
females in bathroom  stalls violating privacy and  common decency.  

2:18 11/16/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

friends and family hope these  pictures will help them find a  
missing l.a. couple. they're tracing new leads  tonight from the high 
desert,  where they may have gone camping  last weekend. friends 
are getting ready right  now to join the search effort. you talk with 
anyone in this  local arts community about this  couple, they are 
very much loved  and very much missed. news of a cell phone ping 
and a  possible car sighting has been  holding on to hope.   

0:39 11/16/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new information  tonight in a long beach cold  case. 
investigators will start digging  in ridge rest for the remains of  diana 
rojas. she disappeared 16 years ago. long beach police recently 
got  an anonymous tip about the young  mother who went to pick 
up her  daughter and never returned.  

0:25 11/16/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a grandfather in a  wheelchair tied up, robbed and  beaten to death, 
and tonight his  family hopes a new $20,000  reward will generate 
new leads. that reward was announced  today in the case of 59-
year-old  glenn brittner. he was known to many people for  his 
generosity, and  investigators think the killer  may have taken 
advantage of that  fact.  

0:23 11/16/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

former sheriff is ruled  mentally competent to stand  trial. he's in the 
early stages of  alzheimer's, he can proceed with  the trial. bacca's 
attorney say they'll  accept that decision. he's accused of lying to fbi  
agents investigating inmate  abuse inside the los angeles  county 
jail system.  

0:49 11/16/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

criminal charges tonight  against the minnesota police  officer who 
killed a man, the  aftermath of that shooting was  streamed live on 
facebook. he's accused of second degree  manslaughter. the lead 
prosecutor said the  officer did not need to use  deadly force. the 
victim told the officer he  had a gun and a permit in his  possession 
before he was shot.  

0:40 11/16/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they stopped in to get  something for the house, not to  have their 
privacy violated. an employee at home goods is  accused of taking 
up skirt  pictures of women on the sales  floor officers found 
hundreds of  pictures on matthew taurus'  phone. now that they 
have his phone. they're trying to find out just  how many women 
were victimized.  
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1:36 11/17/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with this breaking  news, police unmask wanted for  
raping a woman. tonight, police reveal his  unusual tattoos.   and 
we're live in maywood, a  neighborhood recently hit by a  series of 
sexual assaults and  attacks. beverly.   reporter: that's right. the l.a. 
sheriff's won't tell us  if the sexual assault suspect  they named as a 
prior criminal  history, but they confirm he's  wanted for a vicious 
attack on a  woman who was home alone. l.a. sheriff's investigators  
release photos of a wanted man,  accused rapist, martinez, and  
show close-ups of distinctive  tattoos of babies faces and hope  
someone will recognize him and  turn him in. 

0:39 11/17/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a possible car jacking in  fontana. will?  reporter: a really terrifying  
night for a woman in fontana  living here near the  intersection of 
orange and  williams where earlier this  evening, she believe she 
found  somebody stealing her car. not a lot of information after  
that, whether the car got away  or the suspect got away, but a  
huge presence with fontana  police basically surrounding  this 
neighborhood and  investigating.  

2:03 11/17/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a grandmother so scared  during this road rage showdown,  the 
only thing she could think  to do was turn on her cell phone  
camera. what she record side so vulgar  we can't air most of it. 
we're live where the woman  tooked to her.   reporter: the woman 
certainly  does believe she's a victim of  criminal threats and sexual  
assault and so tonight she did  file a police report about what  
happened at this very  intersection. for nearly two minutes, the man  
driving the white explorer goes  on a profanity-laced attack.   

0:26 11/17/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 14-year-old gang member is  now behind bars tonight for  killing 
two men at a park in  fontana, witnesses say. a group of teenagers 
approached  the men in veterans park on  tuesday night. after 
some sort of a  confrontation, both men were  shot. one died at the 
hospital, and  the other is expected to  recover. 

0:32 11/17/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former taco bell  manager attacking an uber driver  is now 
headed to jail.   get the [ bleep ] out! bleep, bleep.   32-year-old 
benjamin golden  will spend 60 days after  pleading guilty to a 
misdemeanor  today, and got three years of  probation for the 
incident in  costa mesa 

0:53 11/17/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

flagstaff  police releasing body cam  footage showing what 
happened  before and after an officer is  seen punching a woman in 
the  face. this happened on wednesday when  an officer, jeff 
boehner, tried  to arrest merit a morris. the new video shows the  
aftermath, not the actual punch. the officer claims he kicked and  
kneed him in the groin before he  hit her. 

0:23 11/17/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the loser of a late-night  brawl in tampa, florida, wasn't  one of the 
fighters, it was the  car. video shows a fight outside a  bar several 
men throwing punches  when the driver of a black  nissan hits the 
gas and crashes  into the bar. 

0:26 11/17/16 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man accused of  destroying donald trump's star  on the walk of 
fame is accused  of vandalism. james otis took a sledge hammer  
special an ax to auction off  money for the women who accused  
trump of sexual assault.  
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1:26 11/18/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with breaking news. a high speed chase. innocent people 
injured when a  driver on the run collides with  several cars. beverly 
white just spoke to  the mother of one of the  victims.  reporter: her 
son is expected  to be okay. he was bleeding and complaining  of 
sore ribs. this scene just cleared up a  short time ago after the 
impact  involving several vehicles at  the end of a chp pursuit. this 
innocent driver was  slightly hurt and badly shaken  in the jarrish 
crash and the car  they were chasing also damaged a  few yards 
away. this man saw the whole thing.  he was making a left and then  
he was coming down this way  flying. i think he was doing 90 miles.  

0:24 11/18/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in newport  beach where a bar employee is  
arrested in connection with a  deadly over dose. they found five 
men unconscious  on newport boulevard this  morning. one died, 
three others survived  after taking an unknown drug.  

0:38 11/18/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they have arrested an  18-year-old for a triple  shooting near a 
hospital. one of them shot in the head. we first brought you this  
breaking scene at 6:00 this  evening. one now remains in critical  
condition. the store owner told us he was  ready to defend himself 
when he  heard the gun fire. 

0:23 11/18/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a  developing story in elcuhone. police are tracking a man's  
instagram feed while he's insad  home with with a child. this is a 
stand off in its  seventh hour. the man's family called 911 when  he 
fired off several gun shots  inside the house.  

0:44 11/18/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police warn  a couple of scammers are  targeting people. clinton 
rose and lauren congy  are suspects in half a dozen  fraud cases. 
they're accused of trolling  retail sites to find their  victim. when 
confronted, they apologized  and dropped off a second fake  check 
at their home.  i said you can bring my car  back or i'm going to call 
the  police.  

0:25 11/18/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man convicted of posing as  a catholic priest is facing  charges 
once again. edwin mina was arrested after  they learned he posed 
as a  priest in the downtown arts  district.  

0:24 11/18/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new details about a  suspected rapist on the run in  may 
wood. salvador martinez arrested at  least twice in the past. in july 
he was put on probation  for peeping into a gardenia home  and 
now accused of raping a  woman early sunday morning.  

3:00 11/18/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he told his mom he had an  uneasy feeling and just a few  hours 
later, he was dead. for the first time the video  clues that could help 
find a  killer and bring his family  justice.  reporter: surveillance 
video  sets the scene last april 4th in  south l.a. two women turn the 
corner  together and split. one continues on the sidewalk  and 
ahead of them is 39-year-old  warren kelly.  i said remember to play 
and  ask the good lord to go with  you.  reporter: daphne lamb says  
her son told her he had an  unexplained uneasy feeling. so did she. 
when someone came on a bicycle  to tell her, her son had been  
shot.   

0:44 11/18/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a world  war ii veteran is desperate to  get his dog back stolen from 
his  own front porch. he got lola when she was just a  puppy. a boy 
says he saw a woman stop  and pick up the chihuahua from  the 
front yard. she claimed at the time she was  taking the dog to her 
vet.  
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0:29 11/21/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're following breaking news. over a deadly stabbing in  dennis. 
will?  a tragic night right here in  the heart of venice. this is where 
windward meets  pacific. this all began about 9:30 this  evening 
when we understand some  sort of altercation happened  outside 
this bank of venice pub  here on windward and pacific,  and woman 
was unfortunately  stabbed in this melee.  

1:29 11/21/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have more breaking  news to tell you. shots fired inside an 
am/pm. a robber cornered inside the  convenience store. at this 
point they think they  got everyone out. in fact, moments ago we 
saw  glass breaking there.   so we're going to go up live  to our 
second helicopter, gil  leyvas watching this unfold in  news chopper 
4. gil?  a very fluid situation at  beach boulevard and hillsboro in la 
mirada. i'm going to show you this am/pm market on that corner 
now. it was about 9:22 when the l.a.  county sheriffs got the call of  
a robbery in progress. when they arrived they found the suspect 
inside the store.  

1:58 11/21/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police need help finding  someone who hit a woman. she managed 
to cling to the hood of the car for about 100 feet  before hitting the 
ground. nbc 4's hetty chang live where  she spoke with witnesses 
who  helped the woman right after the accident. hetty?  reporter: 
and colleen,  witnesses tell us that the  impact was loud enough 
that they thought it was a car hitting  another car that crosswalk 
there is where the woman was crossing  the street. you can see 
now that her family  has posted these flyers of  showing the car 
leaving the  scene. surveillance video from second  street and 
santa monica  boulevard show the older model  silver sentra 
leaving the scene.  

0:26 11/21/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new surveillance videos  could help find the gunman  behind the 
shooting of a  teenager. someone inside this black van  opened fire 
just before 2:00  this afternoon less than one  block away from 
pacific high  school. a 13-year-old boy was hit just  outside his 
home. he is now listed in stable  condition.  

0:32 11/21/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

if her blue hair didn't draw attention, well, the damage she  left 
behind sure did. sheriff's deputies gave us this  security video of a 
woman who  tagged the hall of justice right next to the downtown 
sheriff  station. it happened around 6:00 last  night. deputy says the 
woman is in her  30s and was carrying a burgundy  tote bag.   

0:23 11/21/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an orange  county man is arrested in  connection with this massive  
fire that destroyed a storage  facility, was full of classic  cars. arson 
investigators say that  albert faulk somehow started the fire on 
november 11th. three people were also injured.  

0:36 11/21/16 11:19p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

cameras capture a very close call in pennsylvania as a police 
cruiser loses control and almost slams into a couple of kids that 
were standing on the sidewalk. police in stowe township say one of 
their cruisers was broadside  during a pursuit. an oncoming van 
didn't hear the  siren, hit the cruiser, causing  it to spin out of 
control,  barely missing four children on  the curb. 

0:47 11/21/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're still right there  following breaking news in la  mirada. 
apparently the robber came out  for a minute, went back inside  this 
convenience store. gil leyvas over the scene in  newschopper 4. 
what are we looking at right  here?  you're looking at the am/pm  
mart at the corner of beach  boulevard and hillsboro. that's where a 
robbery was under way when the sheriff's  department rolled up.  
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1:40 11/22/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news, new and  chilling clues in the murder of  a pregnant 
mother in venice. as they zero in on a  neighborhood to search for  
killers. live in venice with what the  new video we've obtained 
showed.  reporter: all night long  we've seen family, friends of  the 
young mother who was killed  stop by this spot where she was  
murdered. they've left flowers and lit  candles, prayed and cried. we 
have footage caught by that  camera right there that may lead  to 
the killers. new surveillance shows the  moments in venice. it 
appears to show the  22-year-old mother on the left  in dark 
clothing.  

0:55 11/22/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

families evacuated in south l.a. after a shooting inside a home,  gill 
laves over the scene in  news chopper four.  reporter: lapd got the 
call  of a domestic violence call at  the 1400 block of east 51st  
street and they found four  people shot in this domestic  violence 
call. let's roll tape we shot earlier. we witnessed two children and 
an  adult female being escorted away  from the scene and put in a  
squad car  

1:30 11/22/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're tracking  more breaking news. this is in south los angeles. a 
security guard shot at a  marijuana dispensary. now a manhunt for 
two suspects  on the run. beverly.  reporter: well check it was  
around 8:00 p.m. when l.a.p.d.  tells us they showed itch to a  
dispensary. in an industrial area. they indicate they're looking  for 
witnesses to this scene. because it's dark out here and  not a lot of 
pedestrian traffic. they're hopeful somebody  targeted this fairly 
new  establishment  

0:25 11/22/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a violent  attack on a 90-year-old man at  the mall. now they want 
you to see the  video of the man they say did  it. you see him walk 
through the  automatic doors wearing a white  tank top in the 
westfield  shopping center in colver city. 

0:24 11/22/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an uber passenger arrested  after he sexually assaulted his own 
driver. he groped her after she picked  him up saturday morning. 
she called 911 right after she  dropped him off in glendale and  
when officers found him he was  at a house party.  

2:13 11/22/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a store owner fed up with  crime fights back and takes on a  thief 
holding a gun. robert kovacik spoke with a  store owner and his 
cashier  about what went down. robert.  reporter: this guy is very  
familiar with venice. he has a number of businesses  here. but the 
one in question, the one  behind me he bought just a few  months 
ago and now tonight he  shares his story and the  surveillance 
video of what  happened here when he used his  own two hands 
against an armed  robber with two guns. does simon meller 
consider  himself a hero? hardly. what he did at the store that  
bares his name was try and  protect it. 

0:36 11/22/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former orange county high  school swim coach is accused of  
having sex with several  students. investigators say 23-year-old  
joshua owens met the girls as  the water polo and swim coach at  
kennedy high school and he was  there the last two years. owens 
was also a seasonal  lifeguard in long beach. 

0:28 11/22/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it didn't take long to catch  a vandal with bright blue hair  who 
tagged a hall of justice in  downtown l.a. victoria bay arrested less 
than  24 hours after police released  this surveillance video. it 
shows her tagging several  landmarks. they spotted her near first  
street and soto this evening. the 37-year-old is linked to  $10,000 in 
damages. 
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0:20 11/22/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

fast food means fast cash for  one in muroanau. they want him. 
he's already walked into at  least two restaurants, pulled a  gun and 
demanded cash from a  register. we're told he has a very  
distinctive feature, stretched  ears.  

0:35 11/22/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

neighbors say the young man  in el monte was a young man  trying 
to turn around his life. two men pulled up. one fired  three shots and 
took off. homicide investigators say it  appears the victim was 
targeted.  it appeared he was living a  quiet life here, not actively  
involved in any gang activity  currently.  

0:33 11/22/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a couple is charged after  leading police on this pursuit. officers in 
pursuit chased a  stolen red honda civic. at one point he was 
sending  shoppers scrambling for safety. it ended when police used 
the  pit maneuver to stop the car.  

3:53 11/22/16 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we probably got a million  dollars worth of stuff in there  right now.  
hijacked and robbed. it's a crime we rarely see but  we feel its 
impact, especially  with the busy holiday shopping  season about to 
begin. we're talk about cargo pirates  targeting truckers doing  
anything they can to steal their  goods and rip off consumers. hetty 
chang shows us why the  danger is greater than ever.  911 what's 
your emergency?  this is a trucking and i've  just been tied up.  
reporter: it's called  america's invisible crime.  there are at least four 
or  five semitrailers that came in  to steal.  

0:52 11/22/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're getting breaking news  out of south l.a. gil still over the scene 
in news  chopper four.  reporter: we just learned we  understand 
there's been four  people shot at 51st street and  compton avenue 
in a house i can  tell you one person is dead and  three others were 
transported in  critical condition. we did witness two children and  
an adult female being escorted  out of the house and into the a  
squad car and at least one of  those people trance ported to  the 
hospital.  

0:26 11/22/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a robbery leave as cashier  running. you can see him walk in to the  
76 and demand money. when she refuses, he chases her  out of a 
business. the man physically ripped the  cash deposit box from the  
counter and took off. he was last seen in a dark gray  four-door kia.  

0:27 11/22/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this shows an officer  arresting a man and just minutes  before it 
went up in flames. he tried to get the driver out  several times while 
still trying  to put out the fire. eventually they pulled the man  out of 
the car. 

0:27 11/22/16 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news. news chopper 4 is over a police  pursuit that ended 
with this  crash. gil is hovering above.  reporter: this ended about 
15  minutes ago. you can see the white car behind  some business 
off of vermont and  42nd. i can tell you one person was  transported 
to the local  hospital. that's the latest in news  chopper 4.  
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1:37 11/23/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news now at 11:00,  a carjacking confrontation,  bullets 
fly, when thieves take  on a federal agent right off the  110 freeway. 
beverly white joins us live  where she's uncovering new  details 
from investigators about  the gunfire and the injuries. beverly.  the 
federal officer who fired  his weapon this evening left him  moments 
ago. his vehicle remains right here  behind us, near the scene 
where  all the shots were fired as she  heard a short time ago. he 
discharged his weapon right  here, just off the 110 freeway. 
evidence markers litter the  street, where investigators say  around 
offduty federal officer  took aim and fired his weapon,  during a car 
to car  confrontation that felt like a  carjacking.  officers determined 
did to be  an outside agency officer  involved shooting, with the  
department of home land  security. 

2:55 11/23/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have more breaking news  right now, a police stand-off  
appears to be escalating in  north hills. people evacuated from their  
homes out in the cold the night  before thanksgiving. robert kovacik 
where the  s.w.a.t. team just moved in.  yes, moving us out, you're  
going to have to walk with me,  josh is going to turn around and  
show you the scene we have here,  we have a number of people 
on  this cold and chilly night,  right before thanksgiving, hours  
before the holiday starts. out of their apartments, the  people that 
you see here are  just looking. but an apartment has been  
evacuated. from what we understand there  was a man inside of 
that  apartment. sergeant can you talk to me  while we walk?  
there's a gentleman that was  in the apartment complex, some  sort 
of domestic violence  occurred.  

0:44 11/23/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have more  breaking news, a police pursuit  over, but police 
describe this  as a very dangerous chase. speeds up to 150 miles 
an hour. gill over the scene in news  chopper 4, gill.   this pursuit 
just ended on  the nosh 57. this was a 150 mile per hour  pursuit. it 
was a motorcyclist on the  side of the freeway.  

1:54 11/23/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the possible motive behind a  firebombing, as a liquor store  owner 
is accused of taking out a  rival business by setting it on  fire five 
times. heady jiang is live with more  tonight.  we spoke with the 
liquor  store owner tonight, he tells us  he's happy and relieved, but  
very shocked, police did not  have to go very far, this is  sonny's 
liquor store, their  investigation took them right  across the street.  
the surveillance cameras show  the arsonist dumping gas all  over 
the door. the storefront is in flames,  owner speaks with tony shin  
after a serial arsonist burns  his store for the fifth time. 

0:40 11/23/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators are calling the  death of a woman found in her  san 
gabriel backyard suspicious. tonight we know the woman was 79  
years old, and neighbors say she  is a former teacher, but  deputies 
are not releasing her  name yet. they tell us she has a history  of 
mental issues and there are  some clues at the scene that  need 
more examination. 

0:24 11/23/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

wearing masks and armed,  we're getting our first look at  two men 
who robbed a gas station  at gun point. the men were seen wearing 
hats,  jackets and carrying large  weapons this morning. this is the 
kelly's market in  newbury springs, one robber held  a store clerk at 
gunpoint while  the other grabbed the cash and  gets.  
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0:29 11/23/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it had to be a terrifying  scene inside a coffee shop in  orange 
county. robbers rush in to get everyone  on the floor. take a look at 
the man sitting  at the counter. detectives point out he's  nervously 
shaking his leg,  looking around, texting. robbers charge into the 
store  and clean the cash register.  

0:31 11/23/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a community fighting to  reduce crime, is now trying to  solve a 
triple murder in their  kmoont. investigators say last night's  deadly 
shooting at raymond  street park was most likely gang  related. 
three men were shot several  times inside the park's public  
restroom. anna tells us that her  22-year-old cousin was one of  the 
victims. 

0:24 11/23/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a symbolic  statue of hope stolen, how  police now need your help 
to  catch the thief. someone apparently took this  three foot bronze 
sculpture from  an outdoor garden area at the  cancer support 
community known  as garden of hope. this is in thousand oaks. 

0:25 11/23/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, crooks break  into a huntington beach high  school, 
killing dozens of fish  that are on the verge of being  endangered. 
the white sea bass were being  carried for by students at  edison 
high school. the vandals broke in, shut off  the power, including the 
pumping  for the fish tanks and the fish  died as a result. 

0:26 11/23/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thieves ripping off packages  left on front porches, an nbc 4  viewer 
says this happened to  her, she shared the video of the  thief on 
facebook, this is in a  neighborhood just off pioneer  boulevard. the 
whole thing took just a few  seconds. 

0:17 11/23/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for the  person who's been out slashing  tires in 
el segundo. in the last two days, the tires  on four other cars have 
been  slashed. all of them once again in el  segundo, near marra 
pose is a in  california.  

0:40 11/23/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family owned business hit hard tonight just before the  holidays. 
the thieves not only stealing  from the store itself, but from  its 
employees. they took $5,000 from augie's  coffee warehouse in 
redlands. that money was meant to be a  holiday bonus for the 
employees. the thieves took $50,000 in  construction tools, 
computers  and ipads. 

0:28 11/23/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

shocking police ambush caught  on camera here. the officer 
stopped the car  matching the description of a  wanted man's car, 
inside the  officer found the man's mother. the suspect suddenly -- 
there  you see, jumps out of the trunk  of that car, he's armed with a  
gun and attacks the officer.  

1:07 11/23/16 11:19p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're going to go back out  to robert kovacik in north hills  with an 
update on the s.w.a.t.  situation out there.  we got an update from 
the  lapd while erin and her daughter  among the evacuees not 
allowed  to go back into their apartment  building, now we know 
why. the lapd tells us, there is a  man inside, they believe the man  
is armed, they believe the  domestic violence incident that  
triggered this, involving a  woman, she has been taken out of  the 
apartment.  

0:30 11/23/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're going to show you this  live picture from the ground. this is 
north hills, stand-off  in its 7th hour there, this is  going to be a long 
night for  folks on this thanksgiving eve,  many of whom are in a 
mobil bus  shelter provided by the lapd. officers are still trying to get  
a man believed to be armed to  come out of this apartment  
complex, the area of columbus  and chase was shut down, we'll  
continue to monitor the  situation overnight. and have the latest on 
today in  l.a.   
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0:21 11/28/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teenaged boy is now being  treated at hospital tonight  after a 
gunman opened fire in  san pedro. this happened just after 6:00  
near west second street. right now there are not many  details on 
what exactly led up  to the shooting.  

0:35 11/28/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lapd shot and killed a  burglary suspect in south l.a.  this afternoon. 
investigators still on the scene  late tonight in south l.a. officers on 
patrol shot the  20-year-old man after they say  they suspected he 
was about to  break into a car. they chased him into a backyard. 
that's a where the shooting  happened.  

2:08 11/28/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a prayer vigil was held  tonight at ohio state  university. 11 people 
hospitalized after an  18-year-old student went on a  rampage on 
campus. first with a car and then going  after people with a butcher  
knife. nbc 4's robert kovacik has what  we know about this attack, 
and  the student apparently behind  it.  chuck, he had only been in  
this country since 2014 and  appeared to be focused on his  
education. he spent two years at a  community college in 
columbus,  graduating cum laude before  continuing his studies at 
osu. now his social media posts could  help determine what pushed 
him  over the edge.  

0:19 11/28/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the driver who careened  through an anaheim skate park  and 
crashed into a tree on  friday night is set to appear in  court 
tomorrow. nbc 4 obtained the cell phone  video, the pursuit 
narrowly  missing dozens of people. police say ivan arroyo stole the  
car from the driveway of a home  in irvine.  

0:25 11/28/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight the search continues  for two escaped inmates from  santa 
clara county. laron campbell saw their way out  of the jail on the 
night before  thanksgiving. sheriff's deputies received  several tips 
last night that one  of the inmates was hiding inside  a motel.  

1:45 11/28/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a holiday nightmare caught  on camera. vandals etch hundreds of 
words  on a woman's car. this happened on thanksgiving  night. but 
that's not the worst of it. nbc 4's adrian arambulo talked  with her in 
east hollywood.  the owner of this car says  her thanksgiving 
nightmare  started when a complete stranger  broke off a 
windshield wiper and  started etching hundreds, if not  words into 
her car. these cameras right here  captured the vandal on video. 
and it's an act that lasted  hours. new video tonight shows the  
vandal after police caught her  in the act decimating this car  near 
east hollywood.  

0:41 11/28/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thieves are  stealing christmas decorations  in fontana, and police 
say it's  happening all over the city, not  just in one area. 
decorations are being taken from  the front yards of a lot of  homes, 
including this one right  here. not clear how many thieves may  be 
involved. but police say they're stealing  new technology 
decorations as  well as some of the older  timeless ones.  

0:20 11/28/16 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sheriff's deputy recovering  after injuring herself during a  dog 
attack. a pit bull knocked the florida  deputy to the ground on 
saturday  while she was looking for the  dog's owner. when the dog 
attacked, the  deputy fired her weapon and a  bullet grazed her 
finger.  

0:40 11/29/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news right now in  the hollywood hills. a manhunt 
underway for a man who  stole a car while  imporousinating a 
police  officer.   now they say he flashed a gun  and a badge and 
put the victim  in handcuffs. then drove away in his victim's  car.  
the officer asked me if i had  an outdoor camera that could  have 
caught any of this on film  and that's probably the first  thing i'm 
going to do is install  a camera.  
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0:29 11/29/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one of two inmates has been  caught. law enforcement sources tell  
inetnet news they arrested  26-year-old campbell in antioch. but 
they're still searching for  33-year-old chavez of san jose. the 
inmates broke out of jail  last wednesday when they used  bed 
sheets to propel down from  their second-story jail sell  are. there's 
a reward leading to  chavez's capture.  

1:52 11/29/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

parking lot brawl caught on  camera. a case of road rage turns into 
a  demolition derby. we hear from a  man who says he tried to 
break  up the fight. hetty chang is live with the new  developments 
for us.  reporter: that's right. since we first brought you the  story on 
the nbc 4 news at 4:00  and 6:00, we learn this is not a  random 
road rage incident. police sources confirming that  two women have 
a history  together. [ bleep]  reporter: shabez is the woman  on the 
ground getting stomped  and punched.  she said you cut me off and  
i'mer like i didn't but if i did  i'm sorry.   

2:13 11/29/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a developing investigation  in the hollywood hills after a  body is 
found in an apartment  complex known for its famous  former 
resident. robert kovacik.  reporter: well, chuck, you  want answers 
and so do we. the crime scene is behind me but  we're not getting 
anywhere near  it. security is keeping us far back. this is, afterall, 
private  property. there is so much we do not know  except we've 
been here before. the coroner arrived behind the  gates of an 
apartment complex  with a hollywood history. news chopper 4 live 
over a  parking garage during our 5:00  p.m. news cast for wr an 
actor  tells us he spotted the body of  a man next to a car.  a 
mercedes gla or something.  

0:28 11/29/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

well tonight a grieving  family gathered to remember an  11-year-
old boy found dead in  his family's echo park home  while his 
mother remains jailed  for his murder. the service took  place in 
downtown l.a. the 11-year-old was found dead  in augustx wrapped 
in a blanket  and hidden in a closet. he weighed just 34 pounds.  

1:50 11/30/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he was out of uniform,  offduty. he told me he was waiting for  his 
backup. he said, i'm waiting on backup  right now, they should be  
getting here. a woman reveals her  terrifying encounter with a fake  
cop. and the red flag that had her  calling 911. the victim is warning 
other  drivers. heady jiang joins us live in  corona. this is not the 
first time  we're telling you about a police  impersonator. it is the 
first time we're  hearing from the victims. the couple describes how 
they  were interrogated, even followed  home.  

1:11 11/30/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

shots fired. a father caught in a botched  carjacking outside a mall 
in  temecula. since we first brought you this  story at 6:00 we met 
the  military veteran just moments  after he left the hospital  tonight.  
he upset me. he threw a shotgun in my face. you know, i -- at 23 
years, the  united states marine core, it  just pissed me off. this is 
the damage to david's  truck. he was waiting for his van pool  this 
morning. he tried to drive away and  rammed their car. that's when 
one of the men in  the car shot at him twice.  

0:24 11/30/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an officer shot while  responding to a domestic  violence call has 
died while the  suspect remains barricaded. about an hour ago, 
officers  lined the streets in tacoma  washington, as a van carried 
the  body of the officer from the  hospital to the medical  examiner's 
office. the suspected gunman remains  barricaded tonight, armed 
with a  rifle.  
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2:05 11/30/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a neighborhood on alert after  a woman is attacked during her  
morning run. nbc 4's beverly white is live  for us tonight near the 
trail  entrance where she managed to  fight back. beverly? the 
sheriffs from the temple  station tell us they're  canvassing the area 
at royal  oaks drive and oak avenue. looking for video of the  
suspect's getaway car. it was witnessed by one person,  for now, 
this crime remains  unsolved. even after dark, people were  out 
tonight enjoying the fence  lined hiking trail that  separates 
bradbury from duwarte. it was last sunday in broad  daylight. a 
woman out here alone was  ambushed.   

0:40 11/30/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, gps isn't just  for cars. tustin police are using the  
technology to catch bandits. they broke into a compounding  
pharmacy and stole cough syrup. police recently put gps tracking  
devices on syrup bottles because  of a number of pharmacies 
being  targeted for their cough syrup. i was hoping they took the  
gps tracking device with them.  

2:12 11/30/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

heart breaking heist. thieves ransack a van nuys  warehouse, 
stealing dozens of  wheelchairs that were going to  be given to 
disabled children  and adults. nbc 4's robert covasik is  working this 
case right now.  reporter: where i'm standing  right now, this is the 
space  where that van was. where that van had all of those  
wheelchairs inside, now it is an  empty space. as nbc 4 has learned 
tonight in  the san fernando valley, there  are very full hearts.  it's a 
van nuys workshop that  would make santa proud. here, a nonprofk 
organization,  with a year round mission. we provide children and 
those  in need around the world.  

0:40 11/30/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

branded by her captors,  that's just one of the new  details 
emerging from a northern  california mother now telling  her story. 
she described her assailants  as two hispanic female adults. both of 
the subjects spoke in  spanish, the majority of the  time of her 
captivity. the suspects concealed their  faces, in an attempt to hide  
their identities from her.  

0:21 11/30/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

authorities caught up with  33-year-old rohilio chavez in  san jose 
tonight. laren campbell was arrested last  night. they sawed through 
the bars and  used bed sheets to repell down  from their second 
story cell.   

0:36 11/30/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a homeowner takes owners  into his own hands, shooting and  
killing a man who may have been  trying to break in. they're 
investigating the apple  val eye home well into the night  tonight. a 
man shot to death just before  2:00 a.m. investigators are trying to  
figure out if the intruder and  homeowner knew each other. or if this 
was a random home  invasion.  

0:21 11/30/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, a pair of  porch pirates stealing charity  
donations in victorville. this is surveillance video. it shows several 
women stealing  bags of and boxes of donated  items. police are 
still looking for  them.  
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2:25 12/1/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

flames and fists flying. deputies try to pull a man from  burning 
house. but when he starts swinging, the  bazar confrontation 
unfolded  right on the front line.  six deputies were hurt  including 
one who was bitten.  robert kovacik with a video  you will see here 
for the first  time.  reporter: we are learning  tonight that here at san 
antonio  and san lewis they were  assessed. five transported for 
minor smoke  inhalation. the man involved transported to  an area 
hospital as well. after what happened here just  before 4:00 and 
captured on cell  phone video from resident who is  shareing it only 
with nbc 4. tonight this strong response  simply explained. a lot 
going on that starts when  l.a. county fire responds to a  medical 
call. 

2:20 12/1/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught in the act. a vandal debasing a downtown  neighborhood 
with swastikas and  messages of hate. we're seeing the video for a  
first time after an nbc 4 viewer  asked us for help. kate.  reporter: 
chuck, these the  street where this happened is a  mix of 
businesses and  apartments. and everyone iseger to share  this 
story with the community  and police to try and stop these  very 
unwelcome messages of hate. watch right here as this man  walks 
up to a wall, takes out a  can of paint and sprays this.  why would 
you go around  painting the swastika?  reporter: sun manages the  
store and his camera caught it  at 10:50 tuesday night. 

0:28 12/1/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

no charges for an lapd  sergeant and two officers  involved in a 
deadly skid row  shooting. video went viral back in march  of last 
year. today the l.a. district attorney  announced the shooting was  
justified. an african immigrant was killed. the d.a.'s report states the  
officer 's acted appropriately  when he tried to reach for one  of 
their guns.  

0:31 12/1/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

additional eyes will be on a  middle school in redlands after  a man 
tried to lure kids into  his car parked in the principal  parking space. 
this happened wednesday morning  that moore middle school. he 
told the kids if you want to  see what's inside the car get in  and i'll 
show you. the school district says the  children were a lot smarter 
than  that and reported him right away  to the staff.  

0:22 12/1/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thanks to alert neighbors,  they've been -- they were called  to 
porter avenue after they  notice this man, little peeking  in windows. 
he didn't get very far. he was caught hiding under cars  at ford 
dealership.  

0:24 12/1/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is caught on  camera breaking into a sushi  restaurant. he 
smashed the glass door in  alhambra. the video shows him roming  
around with a flashlight. and he tries to turn off the  surveillance 
camera and takes  the cash register.  

0:19 12/1/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's only december 1st. but that hasn't stopped the  holiday grinch 
from stealing  christmas decorations in long  island. the surveillance 
video caught  the thief in monday. police say a similar theft  
happened at a home nearby.  

1:56 12/2/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a usc professor murdered. tonight we have learned his  identity and 
connection to the  student connected to his murder.   hetty chang is 
on campus now.  reporter: today is the last  day of instruction for 
the  simester here at usc. we're told by students it's  usually 
somewhat of a  celebratory mood and tonight,  shock and sadness. 
and this very large crime scene  as police try to piece together  a 
motive. the mud building, home to  science students and classes 
now  the scene of a deadly stabbing,  sending shock across usc's  
campus.   very scary and sad. obviously my thoughts are with  his 
family. 
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2:09 12/2/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing right now a  mother is found dead inside a  home in 
huntington beach. police say they do have a  possible suspect. the 
investigation started on  lichfield driver. robert.  reporter: chuck, 
there is a  manhunt underway as you look at  aerials shot by news 
chopper 4. of huntington beach detectives  going in and out of this 
home  where a divorced mother lived  with her three children. they 
say the eldest child, a son  came home around 1:00 this  afternoon, 
saw his mother's car  was not there and assumed she  wasn't 
home. so she commenced playing video  games until there was a 
knock on  the door. 

0:47 12/2/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man considered armed and  extremely dangerous is now in  jail 
just one day after he was  put on the fbi's list of the 10  most 
wanted fugitives. police arrested marlen jones  just before 7:00 
tonight. officers tried to pull him over  on the 110 freeway and he 
jumped  20 feet over the wall and tried  to hied in a nearby 
apartment  complex.   

0:22 12/2/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, 20 cif-ss  championship rings were stolen. he's most 
upset about his laptop  because it had so many memories  from his 
students.  

0:22 12/2/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thieves sworm an apple store  robbing it twice. they rushed in 
grabbing  electronics on display and  running between customers 
and  employees to grab more iphones  before running out the door. 
and four days later, another  robbery. they got in and out in less 
than  15 seconds each time.  

0:28 12/2/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former usc running back,  joe mcknight. his accused killer has a 
history  of road rage. in 2006, the man was -- charges  were later 
dropped. gasser is out of jail and has  not been charged in the 
mcknight  shooting. they say the stand your ground  self defense 
law could come into  play here.  

0:22 12/2/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in the murder  of a pregnant mom in venice. at least 
one person is in jail  bebelieved to be involve ind the  attack. they're 
saying that person  tained, not yet charged. she was out on a date 
when she  was stabbed during a fight at  the board walk. three 
people coneced to the  killing.  

2:14 12/5/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

terror on the  train. the fbi investigating a plot to  blow up a subway 
station in los  angeles.  nbc 4's beverly white live in  universal city 
now on this  developing story for us as  police increase security. 
beverly?  reporter: that's right,  carolyn. the law enforcement 
community is  calling this an eminent threat  against this specific 
station,  the metro red line in universal  city. now they are planning 
extra  patrols and much more starting  tomorrow because credibility 
of  the source cannot be established  l.a.'s top cops confirm they're  
on high alert since a tip from  someone overseas this morning  
threatened terrorism tomorrow.  there was a potential threat  from 
an anonymous phone call  that was made on a public safety  line 
regarding the red metro  line at -- that stops at  universal studios. 

0:14 12/5/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

that's what happened earlier  today. nbc 4 cameras were there as  
police moved in on a man near  the universal red line station. 
someone reported a man with a  gun to the lapd. he was then taken 
into custody  for questioning.   

0:24 12/5/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news to tell  you about out of beverly hills  as 
police slowly approach a  mansion with weapons drawn and a  k-9 
at their side. newschopper 4 over walden drive  where it is still an 
active  situation there. beverly hills police say the  homeowner was 
not at home.  
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2:02 12/5/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a random attack outside a  fast food restaurant lands a  teen in the 
hospital and the  video on social media. tonight the victim's family is  
sharing those disturbing images  of the senseless assault. nbc 4's 
adrian arambulo is live  in east hollywood where you  spoke with 
the 14-year-old  victim about this vicious  attack.  reporter: carolyn, 
we just  got down from the teenager's  hospital room where we 
spoke  with him as well as his father. you mentioned they wanted to  
share this video with us, even  though it is very difficult to  watch. 
because they have a message they  want to get out to you tonight. 
this video shows teen jordan  pisner sucker punched by a teen  he 
doesn't even know. 

0:36 12/5/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in highland are  hoping the public can help find  the driver 
who ran over a  3-year-old boy in a parking lot  and then took off. 
surveillance from saturday shows  the boy's mother rushing to his  
side after he was hit. people nearby screamed at the  driver to stop, 
but they say he  backed out of the parking lot  and sped off. 

0:32 12/5/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for a  group of men tonight involved in  the 
robbery of a downey liquor  store. surveillance video shows the 
men  entering that store, pulling a  gun on the clerk at community  
liquor on imperial highway. the store's owner says this is  the 
second time one of his  businesses has been robbed since  
thanksgiving.   

0:28 12/5/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, the video  you're about to see is difficult  to watch. it 
shows a police shooting in  wisconsin and the officer will  face no 
charges. now back in june, a police  officer near milwaukee 
stopped  jay anderson who was sleeping in  his car. this new dash 
cam video shows  the moment the officer fired  several shots when 
anderson  reached for a loaded handgun.  

1:08 12/5/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an nypd  detective stripped of his badge  and gun after video shows 
him  rolling dice to decide a man's  fate. the i-team at our nbc 
station in  new york obtained this video of  then officer david turrell 
in  uniform rolling dice on the  screen. kenny claims he was 
hanging out  with his friends when turrell  and his partner 
approached them.   as soon as i rolled the dice,  the officer, david 
turrell comes  up the block.  

0:30 12/5/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a new jersey team is facing  animal cruelty charges tonight  after an 
instagram show showing  her throwing a cat from the  third floor 
balcony. a group of teens laughing as the  cat is tossed over the 
balcony. police arrested 19-year-old  takima lassiter.  

0:21 12/5/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police searching for two men  tonight that were caught on  camera 
attacking a woman inside  of a philadelphia laundromat. this video 
shows two masked men  attacking the laundromat clerk,  throwing 
her to the ground and  going through her pockets.  

11:33 12/6/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

making a right turn. oh, bicycle right there just  almost took that 
bicyclist out. bracing news a chase with  many twists and turns. a 
bicyclist hit by a driver on  the run and this wasn't the only  close 
call. more sparks there. that rear wheel just on the rim. and police 
after that  suspected dui driver who just  wouldn't stop, even with 
sparks  start flying. nbc 4, the first to bring you  the chase live on 
our nbc l.a.  app. and live over head in news  chopper 4 with every 
turn. reporter: and it continues  here northbound on ocean view  
from the 210 freeway. really the focus has been the  crescenta  
valley. that's where it all began bute a  good hour 1/2 ago. we 
understand the l.a.'s  foothill division suspected the  driver of dui. 
so they tried to pull him over  and it went all the way the to  the 
valley.  
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1:56 12/6/16 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are also tracking more  breaking news for you. a school attack 
plot, two  high school freshman arrested  after officers find 
weapons. nbc 4's beverly white outside  mlk high in riverside with  
details. reporter: well, riverside  police tell us they have no idea  
what motivated the boys but  they're both arrested and booked  in 
the juvenile hall on charges  including conspiracy to commit  
murder. they credit an anonymous tip  with the king high school  
resource officer detaining two  freshman students before class.  

1:48 12/6/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now a developing scene  unfolding. a jewelry heist and a 
thieve out  smarted by a store owner. live in north hills tonight  
where he spoke with a witness to  the confrontation.  reporter: we 
had dozens of  lapd officers here for hours in  the north hills strip 
mall  parking lot. they just tore down the crime  scene tape but the 
owner of the  jewelry store is inside cleaning  up and what we saw 
just outside  of the store is unusual. a wild robbery north hills  
tonight. 

0:35 12/7/16 10:53p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news on the 405, a  pursuit comes to a crashing end  after 
speeds reaching over 100  miles per hour. this is the southbound 
405 at  sun set where the driver lost  control on the offramp, 
crashing  through the barrier and then  ending up on the other side. 
chp officers tried to stop the  driver in encino for possible  dui.  

2:11 12/7/16 10:54p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he just kept saying, i  thought i was dead.  a music producer is in  
critical condition. hit by a driver who took off in  the heart of 
hollywood.  adrian is live outside  cedars-sinai medical center,  
where his family spoke with us  for the first time, adrienne?  jason 
cole is a freelance  music video producer, worked  with musicians 
like katy perry  and the killers. tonight he was hoping after  surgery 
he would be able to see  liz baby boy.  shattered pelvis, five broken  
ribs, he has a tear in his liver  four facial fractures around the  eye 
socket and cheekbone.  those are just some of jason  cole's 
injuries.  he said he only lost  consciousness for a little bit.  

0:33 12/7/16 10:56p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have developing news to  tell you about tonight. a fast moving 
house fire has  turned into a full blown drug  investigation in sun 
valley,  since we first brought you this  breaking story during our 
4:00  p.m. newscast. since then we have learned the  fire may have 
been caused by an  explosion from an illegal honey  oil lab. 

0:51 12/7/16 10:57p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details about the men  arrested after a wild chase that  started 
in fontana. police arrested a total of 7  people ranging in age from 
15 to  18 with one man hiding in the  trunk. all are active gang 
members. this started with a shooting in  fontana. 

0:26 12/7/16 10:57p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a break in the case of a  3-year-old boy run over in a  parking lot as 
his mother  watched. a captain with the san  bernardino county 
sheriff's  office beating out a photo of  this truck saying they made 
an  arrest. the boy is recovering.  

0:29 12/7/16 10:58p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're getting a firsthand  look at how dea agents took down  a ring 
of suspected drug  traffickers. this takedown the result of a  nearly 
year long investigation  in four counties. we rode along with agents. 
here in southern california, the  bust took place in l.a., san  
bernardino, riverside and orange  counties. 
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2:15 12/7/16 10:58p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they should be on their way  to a fresh start in a new city. on their 
last night in long  beach, a thief stole nearly  everything they own. 
much of it cannot be replaced.  you know, robert, they lost  
childhood memories, souvenirs  from trips, stuff that money  cannot 
replace. the couple thought they were  safe and organized, ready 
for  their move. they packed up ahead of them. they bought u-haul 
insurance. little did they know, they set  themselves up to lose  
everything.  it was so fast and smooth.  jared and alicia describing  
the theft that left them with  nothing.  

2:02 12/7/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

our top story tonight,  developing news after a house  explodes, a 
drug task force now  joining the investigation at  this sun valley 
home, the blast  rocking the entire neighborhood,  critically burning 
two people  inside.  beverly white, the first  reporter on the scene, 
she joins  us now.  crime scene investigators  with has matt gear 
are standing  by to go inside this residence. concerned about 
chemicals after  a fire that was extinguished  leaves behind an 
investigation.  dozens of firefighters  battled the flames late this  
afternoon. an explosion and house fire that  police tonight think 
started in  a butane honey oil lab. 

0:43 12/7/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police have identified the  suspected drunk driver who led  police 
on a wild hour long  chase, you watched here live at  11:00 last 
night.  making a right turn, bike. right there, just almost took  that 
bicyclist out.  news chopper 4 over head as  he hit a bicyclist. and 
drove on surface streets on  three tires.  

0:28 12/7/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a court case is expected to go  forward next month.  lapd looking 
for a man  accused of stealing from a  ritz-carlton hotel, and he's  
accused of stealing a car from  that downtown luxury hotel. he's 
accused of stealing it from  a private parking garage, a  person 
walking by saw him inside  of a victim's car, and then told  security.  

0:25 12/7/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man booked for stabbing and  killing a toddler says he didn't  do 
it. ricardo appeared in an l.a.  county courtroom this morning. he's 
charged with murder for  stabbing his co-workers  3-year-old 
daughter to death on  halloween. latoya is also accused of trying  to 
kill a woman march 10th. he pleaded not guilty to the  charges.  

0:23 12/7/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a school police officers in reno  nevada tries to blake up a fight  and 
ends up shooting a student.  

0:24 12/7/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a south florida woman has  been charged with making death  
threats against the parent of a  child who died in the sandy hook  
school shooting massacre. lucy richards is among internet  
conspiracy theorist who said it  was a hoax. the gunman killed 
himself and  his mother along with 20  students.  

0:22 12/7/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say 43-year-old jose  guzman was on the run for more  than 
a month. officers found his wife dead  inside their home. the 
couple's two young children  were at home at the time, they  were 
not physically injured. guzman was found in imperial  county 
sunday. they say he died of a  self-inflicted gunshot wound.  

0:43 12/7/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a terrifying site in seattle  a wrong way driver crashes not  into one 
not two, but ten cars  on i-5. witnesses say the driver knew he  was 
going the wrong way, but  continued to zoom in and out of  traffic 
just before 6:00 this  evening. as soon as rush hour hit, the  driver 
lost control and plowed  into one car, which then crashed  into nine 
others.  this really left a wake of  destruction.  
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0:29 12/7/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the corruption trial for lee  bacchus started today. and opening 
statements,  prosecutors say baca abused his  power and was the 
heartbeat of a  plan to keep the fbi from  investigating abuse. his 
defense placed the blame on  baca's former second in command  
paul tanaka who is about a year  into his prison sentence. he'll face 
a second jury to  answer to charges of making  false statements.  

0:36 12/7/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a judge sentenced a campus  security officer to 30 days in  jail, for 
a deadly crash last  december. dresser was in her car when  garrett 
crashed into her. police say garrett was speeding.   i was glad that 
he spoke to  us and he showed real remorse.  

1:44 12/7/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a music video producer is in  critical condition. the victim of a hit 
and run  right in the heart of hollywood. his family is revealing new  
details that could help find the  driver.   jason cole has worked with  
musicians like katy perry, he's  in critical condition in cedars  sinai. 
he remembersed wheels of the  dump truck running over his  head. 
skull fractures, five broken  ribs, a torn liver, shattered  pelvis and 
many other injuries. it's remarkable he's alive  tonight.  

0:33 12/7/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a comedian forced to run for  cover when gunfire interrupts  her 
standup routine. i see a lot of --  [ gunfire ]  tony byrd posted this 
video  on her facebook page. she was on stage when the  gunshots 
suddenly rang out five  minutes into her set. six people were 
treated for  injuries that are not life  threatening.  

0:19 12/7/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video tonight, catches a  thief on a bicycle, snatching a  
package in long beach. this happened on north bell  flower 
boulevard. the home security camera  captured the man grabbing 
the  package.  

0:47 12/7/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

smashed windows are out of  style it seems. thieves are now going 
high-tech  to break into and steal your  car.  the target is your 
keyless  car fobs most of us have. crooks are using a device that  
can copy the electronic signal. as long as they get close to  you, 
they can hack your keys and  get into your car without  causing a 
big scene. 

0:43 12/7/16 11:20p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we want to get to some  breaking news right now, north  of el toro 
where a pursuit has  just ended?  high speed chase came to an  
end about 10 minutes ago. you can see the collision here  into the 
center divider, we  don't know which car was the  pursuit vehicle, it 
might be  this one here, you can see fire  departments on scene 
working on  someone in this vehicle.  

1:35 12/8/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in long beach,  the search for an armed man  
barricaded on an elementary  school campus. s.w.a.t. team is 
moving in.  will, what have you got?  reporter: a huge swath of  long 
beefrp under lock down  because they believe an armed  man who 
atemped to rob a woman  is on the loose. starting at about 730, 
near the  intersection of anaheim and a  woman was held up with a 
gun and  police were already in the area. they spotted him running 
away,  they gave chase, he got away and  they believe he's 
possibly  inside the campus of lincoln  elementary school.  
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2:17 12/8/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman attacked by a man in  a clown mask. chilly new 
surveillance video  shows him lying in wait. hetty chang.  she joins 
us live with  critical clues that could help  stop another attack.  
reporter: the victim's father  says she's so shaken up she will  not 
go into the parking garage  alone. this is where the robber may  
have followed someone in. the attacker is scene on this  
surveillance video standing just  outside the victim's underground  
parking garage. he's talking or pretending to  talk on his cell phone. 
for more than 10 minutes he lies  in wait and watch as he spots  the 
victim and rushes her with a  knife. 

0:11 12/8/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the chp has just updated us  on this lapd cruiser crash in  lawn 
dale. near the hawthorn exit. a big police response but just  bumps 
and bruises.  

1:57 12/8/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's video hard to watch but a  woman tells us she had to record  it 
to save an, animal's life. this shows what appears to be a  dog 
beaten by his owner. the woman is sharing her story  with beverly 
white hoping it  will help ulthers stop abuse.  reporter: that's right 
the  video is tough to watch. it's upsetting in fact. but the activists 
are praising  the witness by documenting the  animal abuse, she 
enabled the  lapd and cpca to run  interference. a 3 month old 
named 50 after his  owner was caught on tape and  arrested, 
accused of body  slamming and beating the puppy.   

0:23 12/8/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman robs two local banks  in just four hours. her head 
wrapped in a turquoise  color scarf in these  surveillance videos we 
obtained. she handed a note to a teller  just after 2:00. it indicated 
she had a gun and  this was a robbery. and just after 5:00, the 
same  woman walked into a bank in west  mont village.  

0:25 12/8/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a person accused of  videotaping up the skirt of a  girl. a witness 
called police after  seeing him using his cell phone  to record 
underneath the girl's  dress. officer's arrested the  53-year-old and 
found the  recording of that girl. police then searched his home  and 
discovered about 200  additional up-skirt videos.  

0:17 12/8/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ucla students are on alert. the student saw someone taking  
packages and when they  confrnlted the man, he pulled  out a box 
cutter and threatened  to kill him. he has a shaved head and was  
carrying a red backpack.  

0:25 12/8/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they're trying to find a man  stealing people's identities. they say 
this man seen in the  surveillance video is opening  fake credit 
cards and buying  things online. he sends items to the address  and 
reroutes it to local post  offices.  

0:48 12/8/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

out of control. police in spokane, washington  feared the worst as 
they chase  after a stolen walmart truck.  extremely reckless, place  
everyone in harm's way. i don't know how to stop it.  you can see 
the truck barely  complete a turn. speeds up to 70 miles per hour. 
witnesses could not believe what  they were witnessing. 

0:26 12/8/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

stand off on the sunset  strip. a man strips down to nothing and  
climbs atop a bus. he's sitting on the bike rack  before climbing to 
the top. he was up there about an hour  before they coaxed him 
down.  

0:38 12/8/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the damage done by an  arsonist can be repaired but a  sense of 
safety for a church in  redlands has taken a big hit. an arson team 
is investigating a  series of small fires. someone set them either 
tuesday  night or wednesday morning. we spoke with a church 
member  tonight who says they don't  deserve this. 
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0:24 12/8/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and musical instruments from  sandalals church riverside. they 
convinced staff they were  inside the building and once  there they 
carded off $25,000 in  church instrument and equipment. they were 
in itted off when a  man who bought a guitar said  they offered to 
sell him more  musical equipment. 

0:35 12/8/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search for thieves who  robbed a preschool of its  supplies. the 
intruder broke into the  little tree preschool in  ventura. he walked 
casually through the  school over the past weekend. school officials 
who came in  monday morning found the mess he  had left behind.  
a lot of these items when we  came in monday morning were on  
the floor and that's the most  upsetting part is he stole from  young 
children.  

0:32 12/8/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a father in corona is  missing the tools he needs to  support his 
family. thieves hitched it to their  truck and drove off. a neighbor's 
security camera  shows it. the mobile detailing business  was sitting 
outside his home  wednesday morning and they  pulled up in an 
older model blue  and green pick up.  

0:41 12/9/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in from peekau rivera a  masked man walks into a dairy  and 
demands cash. sheriff's deputies say the man  motioned he had a 
gun but no  weapon was seen. he was wearing a black face mask  
and got away with cash.  he show one gun and i opened  the 
cashier and he staelt steal  the money and left. like four or five 
seconds.  

0:52 12/9/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have details about a hit  and run in riverside. the it driver may 
only face a  misdemeanor and that is because  they say the victim 
may have run  a red light at the time of the  crash. friends and 
family identify her  as 19-year-old linda rodriguez. she was killed 
when she clipped  a van and crashed into a power  pole on 
magnolia avenue.  

0:23 12/9/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they're warning others to be  on the lookout for people with  two 
guns. the owner tells us a woman  walked in, ordered food, then,  
within a couple of minutes, a  man walked in as well, pointed a  gun 
at employees and demanded  cash. they got away with a few 
hundred  dollars in a matter of seconds.   

0:22 12/9/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former orange county  youth pastor will serve two  years in prison 
for sexually  assaulting women in his church. a judge sentenced 
john aday to a  day. he pleaded guilty as part of a  plea deal and 
now avoid as  possibility 29-year jail  sentence.  

0:35 12/9/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an actor is in custody after  police say he attacked his uber  driver. 
and uber says it's launching its  own investigation. the lapd got the 
call in a holly  bood hills neighborhood. it according to tmz it started  
with an argument about trump and  ended with t.j. miller slapping  
the uber driver in the head.  

0:41 12/9/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an iowa man is left  paralyzed after he was shot by a  police officer 
and tonight he  says he never resisted arrest. for the first time new 
dash cam  video shows the traffic stop as  it unfolded. this video 
only released after a  grand jury decided not to indict  the ceder 
rapids officer. the 37-year-old driver says he  was unarmed and 
that the officer  was the aggressor.  

0:31 12/9/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it definitely got ugly  during thursday night football. a brawl between 
chiefs and  raiders fans going viral.  break it up, break it up.  and 
that's not even the most  graphic part of this video. at one point two 
men are seen  fighting when one tosses the  other one down 
several rows of  seats.  
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0:36 12/9/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they're looking for vandals  throwing raw eggs at homes and  cars. . 
we talked with one who says he's  been targeted several times.  
they hit me pretty hard and  heavy for about almost two ask a  half 
three weeks. hit my house pretty hard, broke  a window in the front 
and a  bunch of times on the car. they're cowards, chickens.  

0:19 12/9/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an 18-year-old is in  critical condition after he was  shot while riding 
in a car in  south l.a. they're looking for a group of  men. it 
happened early this morning. two other teenagers in that car  were 
not hit.  

0:33 12/9/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and for the first time we're  hearing the confession of the  man 
charged in the south  carolina church shooting last  year. the video 
of that confession was  played today at dillen roof's  death penalty 
trial.  i went to that church in  charleston and i did it.  

0:57 12/12/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now live at 11:00, we're  following breaking news. deputies open 
fire, hitting at  least one person.   gil leyvas in newschopper 4  over 
the street shut down at  budlong and 87 in south l.a. gil?  that's 
right, kathleen. you're looking at manchester and  budlong. one 
street south is where the  shooting occurred about 9:40  this 
evening. let's go to hardship tape shot  on the ground and in the air 
as  well. one person was shot and  transported to a legal hospital. 
that person's condition is  unknown.  

2:17 12/12/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

here it goes. pit maneuver right there. he is still moving right there  
on the corner. no, it still does not disable  the vehicle.   and we 
have more breaking  news. a wild and dangerous police  chase that 
wound through compton  tonight.   police using the pit maneuver  
two different times. but even that wasn't enough to  stop this 
woman on the run. nbc 4's adrian arambulo joins us  live to show 
us how it finally  took a taser to stop her.   reporter: newschopper 4 
flew  over the entire pursuit is and  our cameras were on the 
ground  after that woman was tasered. she began kicking at our  
cameras. we saw a bunch of bizarre  behavior and dangerous 
driving.  

2:02 12/12/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a curly wig on his head and  a gun in his hand. a man caught on 
camera using  this same disguise on a robbery  spree. hetty chang 
in corona spoke to  an employee who came  face-to-face.   the 
woman tells us she knew  something was wrong when the  robber 
walked into the store. it wasn't just his wild wig, but  his m.o., his 
demeanor identical  to the robbery that occurred at  their other 
store 72 hours ago. the employee is alone at crown  gold exchange 
on ontario avenue  when the robber walks. in.   and i kind of knew 
something  was up.   she says the man disguised  with what 
appears to be a  woman's wig and women's designer  sunglasses 
seems about nervous  about the holdup. 

0:28 12/12/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police have made a second  arrest after a teenaged boy was  
sucker punched outside a  wendy's. we first brought you the story  
at 11:00 last week. the blow to jordan pisner  developed into a 
serious brain  injury. first officers arrested a  14-year-old boy. then 
last thursday in the attack  they took in a second juvenile  on a 
felony conspiracy charge. the family believes this attack  was done 
just to get attention  on social media.  

0:25 12/12/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this surveillance video  shows a burglary as it goes down  in 
riverside county. cameras caught four men  ransacking what 
appears to be a  jewelry store, perhaps a  pawnshop. two were 
wearing orange  reflective vests. the burglars pried open the  door, 
loaded up bags and then  took off.  
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4:27 12/12/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's video that's hard to  watch. an unarmed and naked man  
attacked by a police k-9.  we are showing it to you  because it's 
now raising  questions about excessive force.  turn around.   no! 
no!  for the first time, nbc 4  investigative reporter joel  grover 
obtained this video  exclusively that has been under  wraps until 
now. he joins us with what his  investigation reveals.  these images 
are from a  police body cam, and this is an  issue that every 
department in  the state faces. when to order their dogs to bite  
people and when to tell them to  stop.  come on, bro, keep walking. 
we're going to give you a hand. come on. medics are here. they'll 
check you over.  reporter: it was 8:30 on an  august morning. san 
diego police get a call that  a naked man roaming in a canyon.  turn 
around for me when you  get to the top.  the man was unarmed and  
officers say under the influence  of drugs.  turn around.  turn 
around.   

0:39 12/13/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police looking for a suspect after a chase that ended in seretos. gill.  
reporter: this is the bueno park police in pursuit of a vehicle. it came 
to a sudden end at bloomfield when the suspect ran across the 
lanes and into the town center. they have one suspect in custody. 
the second one is outstanding.  

1:46 12/13/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sucker punched. a man beaten and bloodied as a metro station 
platform. live from the hollywood and vine stop right now with what 
witnesses say this video does not show. adrian.  reporter: well, 
colleen the video of that man being punched in the face is 
disturbing and graphic especially now that we know that man may 
be mentally disabled and elderly. there was a second way the man 
was kicked in the face. this cell phone video show as man taking off 
his shirt and sucker punching another man at the metro red line 
station around 1:00 this morning.   

0:24 12/13/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details about a violent robbery at a santa ana coffee shop. 
they're looking for the inside man in the hold up. two armed and 
masked teenagers were caught after robbing the store late last 
month.  

0:38 12/13/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a fast thinking san bernardino store owner and his would-be robber. 
the suspect armed with a knife attempted to rob this store and they 
locked the crook inside. he tried to smash a window to get out, but 
security was right there on the other side waiting.  i immediately 
went to approach him and noticed he had a knife in his right hand a 
blade and i took actions.   

0:31 12/13/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a community remembers a man killed in an officer-involved 
shooting. the candle lite vigil honoring francisco who was not 
armed. officers say he was not following their orders and that's 
when he was shot. the victim's family says he did not own a gun 
and was actually beginning to show signs of early dementia.  

0:48 12/13/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this could be the heartless crime story of the it evening. thieves 
took off with a woman's rented u-haul truck containing all her 
belongings, including the urn with her husband's remains. she was 
driving back on sunday after the death of her husband bart and to 
break up the drive, cathy and her family stopped in a hotel in 
bairstow and they got up and the u-haul with all of their belong shz 
and the ashes was gone.  

0:43 12/13/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

anaheim police searching for any cell phone video that could lead 
to an arrest in a deadly street racing crash. a memorial stands 
where one of those cars crashed over the weekend. the driver of 
the infinity and his passengers were killed. tonight we talked to the 
manager of the building damaged in the crash.  
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0:20 12/13/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a vandal arrested after leaving a trail of graffiti. they captured him 
on camera tagging walls with gang symbols near west first street 
and on franklin as well.  

0:44 12/13/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a woodland hills woman is accusing her neighbor of being a 
lot more than a nuisance. she claims things have escalated to a 
disturbing new level. it started with a neighbor stealing items from 
her porch. she points to this theft and things recently got a lot 
worse when that same neighbor urinated and deaficated on the car 
and left her cryptic notes. 

0:27 12/13/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

22-year-old under arrest for shooting two georgia police officers 
during a traffic stop and we want to warn you the new body cam 
footage shows the moment the man opened fire. they tried to arrest 
him, he pulled out a handgun and shot both of the officers. one still 
in intensive care tonight. the suspect facing charges of attempted 
murder and assaulting a police officer.  

2:14 12/14/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a wild chase through orange  county that came to a crashing  end. 
nbc 4's heady cheng the first  reporter to bring us coverage  from 
the scene at 5:00, is live  on the scene. we know those two young  
children are one of the  suspect's 4-year-old nieces,  they were in 
the back seat the  whole time during this wild  pursuit, we also 
know the  suspects were armed, ramming  into police cars, and 
here at  this mobil gas station,ny hit a  pole an innocent driver and 
kept  on going.  

0:20 12/14/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man gunned down inside a  parking garage, the shooting  
happened just after 9:00  tonight. the victim is in critical  condition 
but still alive. it's still unknown at this point  if it was gang related. a 
car was in fact seen speeding  away.  

0:27 12/14/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a high speed chase and now a  super slow speed chase. a police 
sur suit that led to  a short stand-off. this in an anaheim mobil home  
park. this began with the driver of a  silver honda. speeds topped 
100 miles an hour  through newport beach in costa  mesa. he rolled 
out of the car and  simply gave up.  

0:44 12/14/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time, the  victim of a $200,000 jewelry  heist is talking 
about what  happened as detectives try to  find the man who did it. 
beverly hills police say the man  in this surveillance video is  
someone they want to find. the thief broke into her condo  and ran 
out with gold and  diamonds that she's been  collecting for 
decades.  

0:32 12/14/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're getting new video in a  deadly street racing incident. it was 
taken across the street  from where one of the cars  crashed over 
the weekend in  anaheim. police believe these people may  be 
involved in an accident. the car exploded into flames, a  third 
person in that car  survived.  

0:21 12/14/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the ex-boyfriend of a woman  found at the bottom of the water  is 
charged with her death. we've been following this case  since last 
week, that's when  lang's body was found along the  l.a. river near 
her abandoned  car.  

0:48 12/14/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning for people living  in the high desert tonight. two people, 
two men burglarizing  homes diseased as construction  workers. 
take a look at this, can you see  the two men walking over to this  
house in victorville, they're  wearing bright construction  vests. 
eventually break in through a  side window, walk right out the  front 
door with a few items,  including a shotgun.  
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0:47 12/14/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just released video tonight  shows a brutal attack outside a  bar. 
two women beaten with a baseball  bat. this video may be difficult 
to  watch. in san diego tonight,  investigators release photos of  the 
man they say hit the two  women targeting their heads with  an 
aluminum baseball bat. surveillance video shows him  walking up 
behind one of the  women, he delivers a blow to the  head. 

0:37 12/14/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're hearing from the  mother whose 3-year-old was  stabbed to 
death on halloween by  a co-worker. this happened in a garment  
factory in downtown los angeles. maria rodrigez says she was  
forced to bring her daughter to  work with her because she didn't  
have child care.  

0:27 12/14/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now investigators plan to do  new dna testing in the case of  6-year-
old jonbenet ramsey. boulder colorado prosecutors  tell nbc news, 
this new testing  was ordered because of flaws in  how dna 
evidence was  interpreted. 

0:46 12/14/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is a strange one, new  tonight, a british backpacker  keeps her 
cool and finds a way  to call for help after she was  kidnapped by a 
man who believed he was an alien. she was traveling with a man  
staying in the same hostile, he  became very manic in the car and  
simply wouldn't let her get out. 

0:39 12/16/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

to developing news in hawthorn where a house fire looks to be 
turning into a murder investigation. arson and homicide detectives 
are still out there some 12 hours after the fire started on jefferson 
avenue. we've learned the elderly woman who live there had was 
shot in the head and her son, who was also her care taker, died in 
the fire.  

0:33 12/16/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

surveillance video had us doing a double take. a man wearing a 
wig, carrying a gun looked very familiar. turns out he's linked to a 
crime spree. this is him december 9th. the wig, the glasses, dark 
clothes look a lot like other armed robberies at gold exchange 
shops we've covered for you this week.  

0:24 12/16/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a brazen thief, a man walks into a video post production shoot in 
hollywood and fools people into thinking he actually belonged 
there. the owner tells us the man walked in, took a laptop, hid it 
under his shirt and walked right out through the front door. still 
unclear what was on the laptop.  

0:29 12/16/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

robert durst admits he was high on meth while on the hbo mini 
series "the jinx." it covered his links to three tragedies including the 
murder of his best friend, susan berman inside her home in beverly 
hills. court documents reveal dursz told the prosecutors he was 
high the whole time while on "the jinx."  

0:43 12/16/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man shot and killed outside of venice have signed a multimillion 
dollar lawsuit with the city of los angeles. brendan glen was killed 
last may. they got a call about a homeless man. they tried to arrest 
him and he resisted. officers shot him twice. a judge has approved 
a $4 million settlement with glen's family.  

0:31 12/16/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in bountiful, responded to a high school student who just 
fired a gun in a clasroom. the 50-year-old took a pair of guns to 
school and fired one of them in the classroom before his parents 
got there and stopped him. they say they noticed their son was 
acting differently that morning and that's when they noticed the 
guns were missing and followed him to school.  

0:29 12/16/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now everyone is seeing it. we want to warn you the following video 
is graphic. in 2014 oklahoma football running back joe nixon is 
seen punching a woman in a bar. she's knocked out after giving 
him a shove and a slap. nixon struck a plea deal, suspended for a 
year by the teen.  
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0:19 12/16/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

video shows two men stealing sprint phones from a sprint store. 
they steal the two cell phones right off the display. then run out of 
the store with the employees trying to catch them outside. the 
phones were valued at about $1,600.00   

0:21 12/16/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in the san fernando valley a rush to pick a man called the "skipper 
bandit." he got that name from the hat he wears. he struck as 
recently as july in north hollywood. they're putting his picture out 
there hoping to drum up new leads.  

0:27 12/16/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

closing arguments in the corruption trial against former los angeles 
county sheriff baca. he is accused in stopping an investigation into 
inmate beetdings and other civil rights violations. he did not take 
the stand in his own defense and has another trial ahead of him on 
charges making false statements to the federal government.  

1:07 12/19/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with this breaking  news. the lapd. we're looking live here 
at a  very tense situation. this is the intersection of  broadway and 
43rd with a this  gentleman is on the front of a  billboard, as you 
can see in the  middle of the screen. he was for a while running  
around on top of a nearby roof. at 10:00, lapd got the call that  an 
armed man was on the roof of  a nearby building, threatening  
perhaps to harm himself. and at this time, now, we've not  been 
able to see a weapon from  newschopper 4. but police do believe 
he may be  armed. 

2:01 12/19/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

at 11:00, a woman missing,  disappearing after a birthday  party. 
the new clues just released  tonight, and her family's plea  for help.  
nbc 4's adrian arambulo spoke  with her family. he joins us now 
from san pedro. adrian?  reporter: colleen and chuck,  an extensive 
interview with the  family tonight. they're extremely emotional and  
concerned, and they're hoping  that we could help. we're checking 
out the last  known location of the woman when  the family 
contacted us and told  us there is a major police  response. the 
crime scene is up, but we  don't know why, and this mystery  
deepens.    

2:14 12/19/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a corona family  shocked and angry tonight after  a grandmother 
was killed by a  hit-and-run driver just as she  was leaving a 
birthday party for  her grand son. now her family hopes new  
surveillance video will help  them find the driver. nbc 4's hetty 
chang live right  now in corona where the family  gathered for a 
night of prayer. hetty?  reporter: colleen, it is  clear from talking with 
this  family that this grandmother was  the true matriarch. she 
leaves behind more than a  dozen grandkids. in fact, she was leave 
one of  their parties on byron street  when she was hit. and the 
surveillance camera you  see right next to the light  there caught 
the car that hit  her.  

2:05 12/19/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

family and friends  gathered for a candlelight vigil  in south l.a. 
tonight for a  20-year-old man who was shot and  killed by police. 
tonight they are asking for  players, and they're also asking  for the 
lapd to hold the police  officer accountable for that  shooting. nbc 
4's beverly white spoke to  relatives and joins us live at  lapd 
headquarters in downtown  l.a. beverly?  reporter: that's right,  
colleen. the lapd has yet to release any  information about the 
officers. but tonight dozens of citizens  gathered in south l.a. and 
they  say they're dissatisfied with  what's been revealed so far.  i 
want you to be especially  in prayer for the mother. be especially in 
prayer for the  mother.   
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0:23 12/19/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an armed man peacefully  surrendered tonight after a  three-hour 
standoff in san  bernardino. police chased him into an  apartment 
complex on virginia  about a block from riley  elementary school. 
officers believe that the man  had a gun. people in the building 
were  evacuated, and the s.w.a.t. team  was brought. in as we said, 
he gave up.  

0:49 12/19/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight nbc news has  obtained video of l.a.  prosecutors 
interrogating real  estate heir robert durst.   you have the right to 
remain  silent. do you understand? you have to acknowledge me.   i 
understand.  the video and audio were  recorded last year when he 
was  arrested in new orleans on a  warrant. durst is now charged 
with  murdering his friend susan  berman. in the interrogation 
footage,  durst does not admit to the  murder.  

0:41 12/19/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three police officers with  the extra title heroes tonight  because 
they went to  extraordinary lengths to rescue  a woman from a 
burning home. flames tore through the home on  dublin drive in 
glendale early  this morning. witnesses say the woman who live  
there's was trapped on the  balcony, trying to escape the  fire. the 
officers used a ladder to  climb up and bring her down to  safety.   

0:27 12/19/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a serial robber wearing a  wig and carrying a gun is behind  bars 
tonight. now this happened just days  after riverside police put out  
this video of a robber at a  metro pcs store. this was on december 
the 9th. the wig, glasses and dark  clothes look a lot like another  
armed robber at a gold exchange  shop.  

2:32 12/20/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he sat there and watched me  do this thing. i begged him. i begged 
him.  a family's worst fear. a nurse and one-time reality  show 
contestant found murdered. a man with the family just 24  hours 
ago confessing to the  crime.  and he joins us live in  lennox. 
adrian.  reporter: well, chuck and  colleen, an active scene here. we 
had a chance to speak with  her family tonight obviously  
devastated by these tragic  developments and the bazar thing  
about this case is last night  that interview suspect was  sitting with 
us the whole time.  a nightmare, a living  nightmare and i want to 
just  wake up and --   reporter: the heart broken  family of lisa marie 
nagle  talked to us about the nurse and  one-time reality show  
contestant's murder and her  friend accused of killing her. rogers 
was in the room when we  interviewed nagle's wruther and  sister.  i 
begged him.   

1:52 12/20/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

armed with an assault-style  rifle and wearing a mask, a man  hits 
two stores in just two  hours. and we have video of both  heists. 
hetty chang is live where  detectives believe he might  strike again.  
reporter: yeah, chuck, they  say that because he didn't get  away 
with a whole lot of cash  and concerned about the very  large 
weapon in had his hand. his face is covered with a ski  mask and in 
both robberies he  points a large assault-style  rifle with the clerks.  

0:24 12/20/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a fatal hit and run that  took the life of a corona  grandmother. they 
offered a $10,000 reward  for the driver of a car who hit  and killed 
rozario guzman. she was hit by a silver honda  accord. guzman 
was leaving her  grandson's birthday party.  

0:27 12/20/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

years after their bodies  were found dumped on local  freeways, a 
renewed push to find  two young local woman. they're upping the 
reward money  and her body was found on an off  ramp to the 5 
freeway in 2011. guzman's body was found along  the two freeway. 
they believe both murders are  linked.  
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0:50 12/20/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police officer on the long  road to recovery after being hit  by a 
drunk driver. on december 10th, he suffered  serious injuries when 
he was  pinned beneath his patrol car. now his wife talked about 
the  first time she was able to talk  to him.  he didn't remember me 
at  first. he looked at me kind of weird  and i said do you remember 
who i  am and he shook his head no. that was kind of scary.   

0:20 12/20/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a fresh reminder about the  holiday porch pirate. this woman snag 
as box off of  the front steps of this home. theome owner says the 
thief  stole a $1500 baseball bat they  bought for their son. police 
are still looking for  this woman.  

0:24 12/20/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's not the end of the  rainbow but los angeles might be  the end of 
the line for a pot of  gold thief. they believe the person who  stole a 
pot of gold flakes might  be in los angeles. he's a career criminal 
and been  deported at least four times. it's worth over a million  
dollars.  

0:42 12/20/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

no special treemnts for an  off duty police lieutenant who  was 
spotted weaving in michigan.  i'm not losing my career over  you. 
leading with fellow officers  and they're not having any of  it. and 
they want to give him a  field sobriety test. he repeatedly refuses to 
budge.  

0:36 10/11/16 11:33p cultural 

the library unveiling their  new lgbtq archive at the west  hollywood 
branch, along with  resource fair, members of the  community are 
inhad vited to  share their own storis to be  included in a new oral 
history  collection. 

0:36 10/25/16 11:10p deaths 

astronaut buzz aldrin  called him an aviation pioneer. bob hoover, 
revered for his  skill as a pilot passed away. he was 94 years old 
and lived in  palos verdes estates. he stole a german plane to  
escape. he went on to fly over 300 types  of aircraft.  

0:22 11/14/16 11:33p deaths 

veteran journalist and pbs  news hour co-anchor gwen ifill  has ifill 
passed away today  after a battle with cancer. she was a former 
reporter for  "the new york times" and "the  washington post" who 
eventually  switched over to television. gwen ifill was 61.  

0:42 12/1/16 11:06p deaths 

new reaction from the  coach who helped make joe  mcknight a star 
before his days  at usc. the standout running back was  killed in an 
intersection near  new orleans when he and another  driver got in 
an argument. the driver pulled out a gun.   

0:55 12/8/16 11:15p deaths 

war hero, astronaut,  senator, american icon. john glenn has died at 
the age  of 95. he had been hospitalized the  past few dies. he's 
best known as the first  american to orb thet earth  during the space 
race in 1962. work done by glenn inspired  generations of 
americans,  including today.   

0:24 12/9/16 11:14p deaths 
he played the iconic villain  on "days of our lives." actor joseph 
mascolo has died. he battled alzheimer's for many  years. his wife, 
pat says he was a  biggole bear with a puppy dog  heart. 
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3:23 12/13/16 11:01p deaths 

if you guys came in running call 911.  allen thicke's sudden death. 
tonight his family, fans and hollywood mourning one of tv's greatest 
dads.  a lot of kids would get smacked for remarks like that.  you 
can't hit me you're a humanest.  net net 4's robert kovacik has 
rushed down the people who rushed to help the 69-year-old actor 
on the ice.  reporter: this is what they have to say, the people who 
were inside when allen thik and his son arrived this morning to 
skate together. he entered this cold rink with his typical warm 
greeting. allen thicke playing the sport he loves.  you don't say 
hockey shoes ever to a canadian.  reporter: a sport the tv dad, who 
starred in the hit comedy "growing pains" shared with his own 
family. fellow hockey dad and his son bringing flowers to pick with 
ice tonight.  those tragic moments when it's sudden like that. 

0:35 11/14/16 11:33p diversity 

dazzling turnout tonight for  glamour magazine's woman of the  
year summit. the ceremony in beverly hills  celebrated inspirational 
and  courageous women around the  world. and a recurring topic 
for many  honorees tonight was the new  president-elect donald 
trump.  

0:39 11/29/16 11:15p diversity 

hundreds gather at a vigil  to support a mosque that  received a 
hateful islamaphobic  leather. the same letter was sent to a  
mosque in san jose. saying that donald trump will  quote do to you 
muslims what  hitler did to the jews. they say they refuse to be  
bullied.  this reaffirmed the social  bonds that we have in this  
community, that we can count on  one another, that we will be  
there for and with one another. 

0:21 12/2/16 11:14p diversity 

victims of hate crime, and  now a church in the san fernando  valley 
is increasing its  security. the assyrian church is sharing  photos of 
the damage. this happened last week. the graffiti displays bible  
verses that referenced a mass  killing for syrians native of  iraq.  

1:30 11/10/16 11:14p education 

outrage tonight after a  south l.a. teacher told his  students their 
parents would be  deported now that donald trump  is the president 
elect. jane yamamoto is under  investigation in the story new  
tonight.  reporter: jennifer tonight  telling us what a substitute  
teacher told an 11-year-old  daughter 24 hours after the  election. 
her daughter recorded part of  the conversation on her friend's  cell 
phone.  

0:38 12/12/16 11:05p education 

new tonight, a college  professor says she is getting  death threats 
over her reaction  to the election. her comments recorded by a  
student at orange coast college  classroom.  our nation is divided. 
we have been assaulted. it's an act of terrorism.  

0:23 11/17/16 11:09p 
Elderly-Seniors-

Retirement 

a desperate search continues  to find a woman with special  needs 
who vanished outside an  adult service center in palms. the photo 
was taken from a  surveillance camera outside the  national adult 
care center this  afternoon. 

0:45 12/8/16 11:08p 
Elderly-Seniors-

Retirement 

city leaders trying to come  up with a solution to help  seniors facing 
eviction at a  retirement home. they're under rent control at  the 
vintage westwood retirement  home, but the new owners have  
given them four months to move  out so they can renovate the  
facility. l.a.'s affordable housing  shortage means many have 
nowhere  to go.  how do you chase people out  who have given a 
whole lot to  this country, who have fought  for this country? 
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4:39 11/21/16 11:13p employment/labor 

 nail biting movie moments  get you to line up in the  theater or 
perhaps spend a day  binge watching on the sofa. but the people 
who make the  shows and movies you love are  showing an 
increase of getting  hurt. jenna susko looks at the force  
undermining safety on set.  reporter: a freight train  speeds towards 
actor and  production team on a remote  railroad trestle.  they were 
playing russian  roulette.   as the director's admitted  recklessness 
results in tragedy.  like that.  reporter: and more crews  could face 
danger as filmmakers  continue to make careless  choices.   that's 
got to stop. that gets people killed.  

0:58 10/3/16 11:14p entertainment 

and the question tonight is  was this an inside job. that's just one of 
the questions  in that multimillion-dollar  jewelry robbery of kim  
kardashian west during fashion  week in paris. the reality tv star is 
now back  at her tribeca, new york  apartment with her husband,  
kanye west. five armed men dressed as police  burst into her luxury 
paris  apartment.  

0:41 10/3/16 11:33p entertainment 

after hours of waiting fans  got time with bruce springsteen. he was 
at the grove this morning  signing copies of his new  autobiography 
at barnes & noble. many die-hard fans here started  lining up four 
days ago just to  get a few seconds with the rock  legend.   i 
wouldn't stand there for  jesus, but i would for  springsteen. 

0:27 10/6/16 11:10p entertainment 

testimony today from a woman  accusing an nba star and his  
friends of rape in a civil case. the woman testified that in 2013  she 
got drunk and says she was  drugged and then raped by rose  and 
his two friends at her  apartment.  

0:34 10/7/16 11:11p entertainment 

nba star, derek rose is  giving his side of the story in  a multimillion 
dollar sexual  assault case. he said an encounter between a  
former girlfriend and two  teammates was consensual. that differs 
from her statement  that they had sex with her while  she was 
passed out.  

0:21 10/10/16 11:34p entertainment 

okay. now we're going to find out  something very important to  
dodger fans. what time will the game start?  keep in mind if the 
cubs win.   yes.   the dodgers play at 5:00. if the giants win, the 
dodgers  play at 2:00. and right now the top of the  13th, the cubs 
have grounded  into a double play.   no.   the score is still tied. and 
the giants are hitting in  the bottom of the 13th. 

0:32 10/12/16 11:33p entertainment 

the sex assault trial for  star derrick rose is going to  continue. a 
judge ruled against a  mistrail. rose and two friends are accused of 
raping a woman. his lawyers wanted the mistrial  because the 
woman failed to  disclose text messages she went  to him. 

1:39 10/13/16 11:02p entertainment 

off the bat of justin  turner. and it's off the wall. here comes ruiz.  
reporter: the dodgers stay  alive. winning a do or die game five. 
tonight, it's a champagne  celebration.  nbc 4's fred roggin is the  
only local 4 guy from action  inside the locker room after the  big, 
big win. fred.  reporter: we're going to have  highlights later. we'll let 
you hear from clayton  kershaw  

0:39 10/13/16 11:04p entertainment 

others at home are in sports bar  but one thing we all have in  
common, we're all fans and all  on the edge of our seats  tonight. 
we're going to do it again.  very close game. on the edge of my 
seat the whole  time. but we pulled through. go dodgers  

0:23 10/14/16 11:10p entertainment 

a star witness in the derek  rose trial took the stand today. chavez 
is a former friend of the  woman suing the nba player and  his 
friends for allegedly raping  her. she said the accuser is a  
pathological liar and said the  woman told her the sex was  
consensual.  
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0:49 10/20/16 11:08p entertainment 

we will soon find out if an alkter who played a "power ranger" will 
go on trial for murder.  just had an argument over my girlfriend.  
what you heard there is a portion of the 911 call made by ricardo 
mudeena after stabbed joshua shutter with a samurai sword.  

0:40 10/21/16 11:16p entertainment 

a play boy model's sudden  death after a trip to a  chiropractor has 
been ruled an  accident. they look under to the case of  katy may, a 
34-year-old mother  also known as the queen of  snapchat. she 
posted about a pinched nerve  and went to get it checked out. 
hours after the procedure known  as neck manipulation, she died  
as a stroke. 

0:28 10/21/16 11:33p entertainment 

surfers take note. for the first time one of the  most exclusive and 
dangerous  surf competitions will be coed. this time the mavericks 
of titan  competition will include women. they say there are enough 
women  in the sport to make a separate  division possible.  

2:52 11/2/16 11:00p entertainment 

this is going to be a tough  play. the cubs win the world series! 
that's it, the curse is  over. fans are celebrating the first  world 
series win in 108 years.  here's a live look from  wrigley field 
tonight. thousands of fans in the  streets. despite all the rain there  
tonight, while they are  celebrating in chicago, just the  opposite in 
cleveland. what a game it it was, robert  kovacik joins us live. some 
fans crying in burbank. robert?  you know, chuck and colleen,  
you're going to be surprised  when you see this how many  chicago 
cubs fans are here in  burbank. look at the video from chicago,  the 
overflow of people  celebrating, what about what  happened right 
here in southern  california. the indians were down by just  one. 
they had a runner on base. two men out. 

0:34 11/15/16 11:33p entertainment 

it was a race to 30 rock for  lester holt tonight. weather delays 
almost caused him  to miss the news cast. lester documented the 
ordeal  after wrapping up a shoot in  boston. he got stuck there with 
just two  hours to air time.   

0:25 11/18/16 11:33p entertainment 

and dodgers will be  squeezing a little more money  out of loyal 
fans next year as  season ticket prices go up. double digit price 
increases in  store for the second straight  season. season tickets 
increase by 20%. the least expensive season  ticket will be $11 per 
game. parking will also be more  expensive. it's going up 27%.  

2:29 11/21/16 11:00p entertainment 

we are following more  breaking news right now. witnesses 
describe a chaotic  scene as kanye west is rushed to the hospital.  
nbc 4's robert kovacik is  live for us outside the ucla  ronald reagan 
medical center. we have learned new details  since we broke the 
story at  5:00.  reporter: nbc news has  learned that kanye west 
was  taken here to ronald reagan ucla medical center after 
members of  the los angeles police  department and the los 
angeles  city fire department showed up  for a medical welfare call 
at  1:20 this afternoon.  

0:18 11/28/16 11:33p entertainment 

well, tomorrow -- pardon me. it's such a big day at mountain  high, i 
got all choked up here. the lifts will open at 8:30 in  the morning. 
conditions on the mountain are  great. they've been making snow 
for the  start of the season. skiers and borders will have  access to 
three trails with more  on the way as conditions  improve. 

0:28 11/29/16 11:33p entertainment 

you can't get enough of  super mario or donkey kong,  universal 
studios is about to  help. nintendo and universal studios  are 
creating themed worlds  bringing characters, action  anded a vench 
of nintendo video  games to life.  
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0:28 11/30/16 11:07p entertainment 

kanye west is back at home  after spending more than a week  at 
the hospital. he checked out of the ucla  medical center and is back 
with  his wife kim kardashian. doctors treated kanye west for  
exhaustion and sleep  deprivation. nbc 4 broke the news of his  
hospitalization. the move came 24 hours after he  cancelled his 
tour, and followed  a series of political and  personal rants during 
his  california tour stops.  

0:38 12/5/16 11:17p entertainment 

after a long night of  reading the news, ron burgundy  has a new 
place to unwind, at  least for the next ten days. "stay classy l.a." is 
a pop-up  bar in hollywood. it's a spin-off of a will  ferrell themed bar 
in new york. it has memorabilia from his  movie, custom drinks. and 
it's only missing one thing.  i'm calling you out, ron  burgundy. 

0:31 12/7/16 11:33p entertainment 

all smiles in west hollywood  tonight where people gathered to  
watch "hairspray" live on nbc. guests sang along to the musical  
numbers and say the show has a  very timely message.  it's a 
message of inclusion  and diversity, and something  that we really 
should embrace. 

0:26 12/8/16 11:14p entertainment 

beverly hills  cop star, judge reinhold has  been arrested for 
disorderly  conduct. he had passed through security  at love field in 
dallas this  afternoon but was stopped when  his bag set off an 
alarm. that's when they asked to pat  him down again.  

0:22 12/9/16 11:33p entertainment 
the force is with them. they await "rogue one" a star  wars story. 
look at this, an x wing fighter  sits in the middle of the  street. it's at 
pantages theater. it opens world wide next friday.  

0:29 12/12/16 11:08p entertainment 

the l.a. rams are in the  market for a new head coach. jeff fisher 
fired less than 24  hours after an embarrassing loss  to atlanta. that 
game in front of the  hometown fans leaves rams with a  dismal 
record of 4-9.  

0:45 12/12/16 11:10p entertainment 

awards season is  officially under way. tonight many people 
celebrating  diversity in the golden globes  nominations. the musical 
"la la land" leads  all movies with seven  nominations. the lineup 
getting attention  after last year's oscar so white  controversy. the 
diversity of this year's  picks not just limited to race  alone. 
nominees range in age,  experience, and shape.   

0:22 12/12/16 11:34p entertainment Tonight show 

0:24 12/13/16 11:00p Entertainment the voice 

0:29 12/13/16 11:33p entertainment 

new artist has been crowned "the voice." there you saw it. america 
chose teen blake sun dance head. he comes from a musical family. 
his father was in the band, the trace. and his original single "darlen 
don't go" which he wrote himself.  

0:23 12/13/16 11:33p entertainment 

tonight they're there in anticipation of the new "star wars" film, 
rogue one. and there's been plenty to keep them entertained, 
including several boxes of pizza. it will be shown thursday night and 
it will raise mini for the starlight children's foundation.  

0:25 12/20/16 11:33p entertainment 

tonight allen thicke's  widows are thanking fans for  their support. 
they mourn the death of the  69-year-old actor who died one  week 
today. his widow says people are donate  to the juvenile diabetes  
foundation in his name because  he was very passionate. 

0:24 10/5/16 11:33p environment 

safe to say no one knows  when the big one will hit. after a swarm 
of small quakes in  southern california last week. researchers 
discovered a new  fault line. apparently it sits along the  edge of the 
sultan sea and runs  parallel to the san andreas  fault. 
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0:41 10/13/16 11:14p environment 

state wildlife officials  wrapped up a coaty operation  after a 6-year-
old boy was  attacked over the weekend. the coyote bit the little boy 
on  the arm, then tried to drag him  away. his father scared off the  
coyote. since then, they have trapped  and euthanized four 
coyotes, but  don't know for sure if they  found the one responsible.  

0:31 11/11/16 11:09p environment 

wildlife officials were  called out this evening when a  black bear 
climbed into a  backyard tree. they estimate it weighs about  300 
pounds. they don't believe it's  aggressive and they're waiting  for it 
to simply come down.  just give it space, go back  in your homes 
and let it come  down on its own.   

1:56 11/28/16 11:01p environment 

wildlife official says one  of the largest known mountain  lions in 
southern california  killed nearly a dozen alpacas  over the 
weekend in malibu. nbc 4's beverly white live right  now in malibu to 
explain why the  big cat may have to be put down. beverly?  
reporter: that's right,  colleen. neighbors tonight tell us  they're 
planning a meeting later  in the week regarding the  granting of a 
permit to kill  this particular mountain lion,  believed to have mauled 
local  livestock, as you indicated over  the weekend. let's take a 
look at the video. the predator in question is  p-45, a male mountain 
lion who  is currently under observation  by state biologists, a 
mountain  lion with a history of  aggression toward animals in  pens  

0:18 11/28/16 11:33p environment 

there are a lot of coyotes  in our area. and a warning tonight for  
families in the riverside area. video from a viewer shows what  
appears to be a coyote. this is in fairmount park at  broad daylight 
walking around  near the rose garden and the  playground area. 

0:51 11/29/16 11:05p environment 

now for the first time a  state senator is talking about his fight to 
save a mountain  lion that killed at least a  dozen ranch animals last  
weekend. the big cat known as p 45 killed  11 alpackaus and other 
animals  at ranches in malibu. that prompted wildlife officials  to 
issue a special permit that  allows the mountain lion to be  legally 
killed in the next 10  days.  

0:23 11/29/16 11:16p environment 

thousands of jelly-type  creature have been showing up  the last 
couple days. scientists are stumped. their best guess is that it  
might be a burrowing sea  cucumber. however, on social mediax  
speculation is far out, like  alien eggs.  

1:54 11/30/16 11:13p environment 

no one wants anyone to shoot  p-45. protect your animal. and the 
best protection.  tonight activists gather to  save the life of a 
mountain lion  that is behind a string of  deadly attacks on pets and  
livestock in malibu about the  fate of the cat known as p-45  hangs 
in the balance.  they want to change the law. certainly, that's their  
prerogative. hundreds of people packed  into this firehouse tonight. 
some even stood outside in the  cold for what turned into the  fate 
of p-45.  

0:22 12/5/16 11:16p environment 

of surveillance video out of  santa clarita where a bear is  trying to 
get into a dumpster  overnight. this happened at the crescent  
valley mobile home park. that's on the old road by the  cal growth 
exit.  

0:17 12/14/16 11:00p environment 
shaking in the inland  empire. the seismigraph picking up this  
magnitude 3.2 earthquake just  after 10:00 tonight. we've had 
reports of people  feeling it there's no word of  any damage.  
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0:32 12/14/16 11:05p environment 

tonight for the first time,  wildlife officials have  identified a dead 
mountain lion  on the 118 freeway, as one  they've been studying 
for at  least the last year. an nbc 4 viewer alerted us to  the animal 
two weeks ago,  officials confirmed p-39 was  killed after she was 
hit by a  car. a park ranger tells us it's  unlikely her three 6-month-
old  cubs have the necessary hunting  skills to be able to survive on  
their own. 

0:21 10/11/16 11:16p foreign news 

heart breaking video,  especially for parents as rescue  teams in 
syria shot this video  of a young boy as he's pulled  from the rubble 
in aleppo. the city has been inundated with  air strikes from their 
own  government, the syrian army has  said to have killed more 
than a  dozen civilians there.  

0:30 10/12/16 11:05p foreign news 
we have breaking news out of the middle east, where the u.s.  has 
launched a missile stake  into yemen. the pentagon says the 
targeted  territory is held by  iranian-backed rebels.  

0:25 10/12/16 11:32p foreign news 
just a few minutes ago, nbc  4 got this video of tomahawk  cruise 
missiles fired into  yemen. these are the same strikes we  told you 
about earlier in the  newscast. 

0:29 10/18/16 11:15p foreign news 

the judge over seeing  the case against the infamous  mexican 
drug lord, el chapo, was  shot outside his home in the  middle of the 
day. it does show him jogging near  his home, about 40 miles 
outside  of mexico city. man runs up behind him, shoots  the judge 
in the back of the  head and runs to a moving car.  

0:19 10/21/16 11:15p foreign news 

a sailer from anaheim was  killed in northern iraq. the pentagon 
confirmed that he  was killed on thursday by an  improvised device. 
he's the first armed forces to  die since an operation to retake  
mosul from isis militants.  

0:25 10/24/16 11:32p foreign news 

we have this breaking news  out of australia right now. four people 
have been killed in  an accident at a very popular  theme park 
there. the name of the park is dream  world. it's located in 
queensland. apparently the accident happened  on a river rapids 
ride at the  park.  

0:47 10/26/16 11:07p foreign news 

it's already thursday in  central italy, where many woke  up after 
spending the night in  their cars or out on the street  worried about 
staying inside  after two strong earthquakes. seismologists say they 
are after  shocks from a devastating  earthquake, that killed 300  
people in august.  

0:24 11/11/16 11:05p foreign news 

breaking news tonight  from afghanistan. it is on lock down after a  
suicide attack. a terrorist vest was detonated  as people were 
gathering for a  post veterans day run. three people are dead and 
13  others injured.  

0:22 11/18/16 11:16p foreign news 

a wild ride. this is in argentina. it show as police officer  clinging to 
the hood of a car. she started to pull out and the  officer did the only 
thing he  could, grabbed on to the hood  and away they went until 
he lost  his grip and fell off and broke  his knee.  

0:30 11/21/16 11:10p foreign news 

the danger  appears to be over after a 6.9  earthquake hit northern 
japan. scientists now believe it's an  aftershock of that deadly 
quake  that caused a tsunami in 2011. this quake hit off the coast of  
fukushima. japanese seismologist saying it  was much stronger. 
they measure it at 7.4.  

1:01 11/28/16 11:00p foreign news 

colombia authorities say they  are responding to a plane crash  with 
81 passengers and crew  monies board.   the plane crashed on its 
way  to medellin international  airport. the airport said on its twitter  
account the plane had departed  from bolivia. these are photos 
coming into our  newsroom. this was a charter aircraft  carrying 
members of the soccer  team from brazil. the pilot declared an 
emergency  before the crash.  
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0:29 11/28/16 11:07p foreign news 

tens of thousands of cubans  continue to pay their respects  to fidel 
castro during this  nine-day period of national  mourning. massive 
lines today snaked into  havana's revolution square. many of the 
mourners waited for  hours, clutching photos of the  revolutionary 
leader.  

0:39 11/28/16 11:13p foreign news 

we continue to follow this  breaking news out of colombia  right 
now. these are new photos just in to  our newsroom from the scene 
of a  plane crash near medellin's  international airport. this is a 
charter plane. it was carrying 81 passengers  and crewmembers, 
including the  chapecoense division 1 soccer  team from brazil.  

0:24 11/29/16 11:10p foreign news 

hundreds of thousands  flooded revolution plaza where  they spoke 
at a memorial service  for fidel castro. schools and many 
businesses are  closed during this period. castro was cremated and 
per his  wishes tomorrow his ashes will  begin a journey across the  
island that will end with a  public funeral on sunday.  

0:40 11/29/16 11:10p foreign news 

a missed fuelling stop is  now in the investigation of a  crash of a 
plane that fell 9,000  feet with a brazilian soccer  team on board. 
the bodies of 71 people and 6  survivors. there was no fire and no 
smell  of fuel according to rescue  teams. the plane crashed after 
circling  in bad weather just a few miles  from the airport.  

0:45 12/19/16 11:06p foreign news 

still developing tonight,  police in germany are  questioning a 
refugee from  pakistan suspected of plowing a  truck into a crowd at 
a  christmas market in berlin,  killing 12, injuries 48 others. and 
tonight there seems to be  agreement this was a terror  attack. the 
truck ran through the market  at a public square in berlin. one man 
was found dead inside  the truck. but investigators say he is not  
the driver.  

0:39 12/19/16 11:06p foreign news 

right now investigators are  trying to figure out if a  terrorist group 
helped the  gunman who publicly assassinated  russia's 
ambassador to turkey. that shooting was caught on  video. and we 
want to warn you going  in, this footage is disturbing.  

2:00 12/20/16 11:04p foreign news 

developing right now. the death toll is rising  following an explosion 
at  mexico's most popular fireworks  market. that market crowded 
with  shoppers stocking up for the  holidays. live in the newsroom 
with the  latest developments.  reporter: heart break and  
investigations continuing  tonight north of mexico city  where earl 
today an parent  industrial accident killed 31  and injured dozens at 
a  fireworks marketplace. cell phone video captured the  technicolor 
explosions and in  the town of tultepec.  

0:37 12/20/16 11:09p foreign news 

the man hunt is continuing  tonight for the driver of a  truck who 
drove into a crowd at  a christmas market in germany. they 
released their only suspect  because they simply did not have  
enough evidence. there have been reports of  people seeing the 
23-year-old  coming out of the truck but that  was not the case and 
tonight  isis is claiming responsibility  for the truck attack that left  at 
least 12 dead and nearly 50  injured.  

0:42 10/3/16 11:15p 
funerals and 
memorials 

they were all there. members of the ventura county  fire department 
for a last  goodbye to one of their own who  died in the line of duty. 
38-year-old ryan osler's fire  truck rolled over en route to a  wildfire 
in santa barbara county  last month. his younger sister julie says  
scherr remembers when his phone  accidentally dialed her while he  
was responding to a call. 

0:49 10/5/16 11:15p 
funerals and 
memorials 

honored for the last time,  19-year-old camp penned elton  marine 
gunned down in south los  angeles.  this was the funeral for  lance 
corporal carlos lopez,  followed by burial at the los  angeles 
national cemetery.  
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0:30 10/11/16 11:09p 
funerals and 
memorials 

the 11:00 a.m. service a  week from today for sergeant  gill vega 
and lesley zerebny and  thousands from the community are  
expected to attend. tomorrow the district attorney  is expected to 
announce formal  murder charges against the only  suspect in the 
shooting, john  felix, who is a convicted felon.  

1:21 10/13/16 11:08p 
funerals and 
memorials 

from a grieving family to  the governor and a procession  that was 
over eight miles long. this was just as moving as it  was emotional, 
as a community  came to honor a fallen hero. sergeant, steven 
owen. today's memorial and funeral  paid tribute to a father, son  
and brother loved by those he  served.  we all knew the inherent  
risks that dad had, that all of  you had when he put on that  uniform 
every day. but i think i speak for everyone  here when i say we 
never viewed  this as a possibility.  sergeant owen was gunned 
down  by a parolee last week while  responding to a burglary in  
lancaster.  

0:50 10/18/16 11:11p 
funerals and 
memorials 

a public goodbye, to a pair  of palm springs police officers  killed on 
the job.  i'll always stay with us. he will be watching us. he won't 
ever leave us.  those words from one of the  eight children left 
behind by  jose gill vega. he and lesley zerebney were  killed during 
a domestic dirs   -- disturbance call.  

0:50 12/1/16 11:09p 
funerals and 
memorials 

the arrowhead formation in  the foothills above san  bernardino 
mountains will be lit  in memory of each of those  killed in the terror 
attacks  last year. they're hoping to offer hope to  the community 
and we talked with  a man who saw the lights from a  distance and 
stopped to reflect  on their meaning.  

2:46 12/2/16 11:08p 
funerals and 
memorials 

families say remember these  faces, remember these lives. tonight 
a community honors those  killed in the san bernardino  terror 
shooting a year ago. at this memorial wall i had a  chance to talk to 
families  having the strength to carry on. it's difficult but something  
they have to do for the children  left behind. for this woman faith 
has been  her survival as she struggles to  build a life without her  
husband.  i was diagnosed with ptsd a  couple months ago which i 
know a  lot of the loved ones survivors  have been. you keep 
anticipating something  is going to happen.  her husband was a 
health  inspector and she says she  thinks about him every minute. 
beverly white is live for us in  san bernardino where hundreds  
gathered to heal.  reporter: that's right,  candles, flags, flowers. this 
as citizens struggle to  cope 12 months after the  shooting. 
hundreds gathered at cal state  san bernardino still reeling  since 
they killed 14 at a  workplace christmas party one  year ago. 

0:54 12/2/16 11:10p 
funerals and 
memorials 

returning to say thanks a  survivor of the san bernardino  attack and 
his family share a  moment with the police chief.  very nice. very, 
very nice. thank you very much.  a plaque and some art from  the 
children of john reed given  to the chief. reed has spent the last 
year  recovering from seven gun shot  wounds and has had to learn 
to  walk all over again. it's been emotional for him and  the chief.   
been a lot of emotions  thinking about all the friends  that passed 
away.  

0:49 12/5/16 11:08p 
funerals and 
memorials 

meantime, tonight campus of  usc tonight, a candlelight vigil  held 
for a graduate killed in  oakland. friends and those who were once  
classmates of jonathan birnbaum  gathered outside the usc school  
of cinematic arts to pay their  respects. birnbaum graduated in 2008 
and  worked as a visual artist at  concerts and electronic music  
event.   he was a great guy. i would describe him as a  renaissance 
man. 
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0:30 12/5/16 11:09p 
funerals and 
memorials 

a memorial for a slain usc  professor killed on campus.  he is gone, 
and this leaves a  hole in my heart and in my life.  students and 
staff  remembering bosco jean as a  generous mentor who spent 
extra  time helping his students. the 53-year-old researcher was  
stabbed to death friday  afternoon in his classroom. 

1:02 10/3/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight in colorado, donald  trump deflecting criticism about  his use 
of tax laws, calling out  hillary clinton's wealthiest  supporters he 
said use tax laws  to their advantage.  and in 2014, warren buffett  
lost $873 million. i wonder if they deducted that. do you think? no. i 
don't think so. i don't think so. why would they ever do a thing  like 
that?  

2:25 10/4/16 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

he's called women slobs,  pigs, dogs, disgusting.  that's small 
potatoes  compared to hillary clinton  calling half of donald trump  
supporters a basket of  deplorables.  tim kaine and mike pence 
may  have been sitting side by side  on stage but they were miles  
apart in their only presidential  debate. both praising their own 
running  mates and taking shots at  hillary clinton and donald  
trump.  who came out on top and did  they really change any 
minds?  keep in mind both served as  governors and both obviously  
prepared. one to emphasize  issues with donald trump.  reporter: it 
was a fooisier  debate than expected with russia  dominating the 
exchange on  foreign policy.   

0:27 10/4/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

during tonight's vice  presidential debate there was a  lot of talk on 
social media  about the pen tim kaine was  wearing on his lapel. he 
wore a pin that recognizes  blue star military families,  those that 
have sons or  daughters serving overseas.  

1:52 10/5/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight the two women vying  to become california's next u.s.  
senator battled each other at a  debate at cal state l.a., adrian  was 
there for the only debate  between attorney general camela  harris 
and loretta sanchez.  harris has a double-digit  lead heading into 
this month. with a month to go before the  election, sanchez would 
be more  aggressive tonight.  

0:49 10/5/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

in just four days we'll have  the next presidential debate,  now, 
except for a fund-raiser  tonight in washington hillary  clinton is 
really off the  campaign trail. donald trump continues to  campaign. 
tonight he's in nevada.   pence just bobbed and weaved,  tried to 
get out of the way,  after all, trying to defend  donald trump is an 
impossible  task.  

2:38 10/7/16 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

i've said and done things  that i regret and the words  released 
today on this more than  a decade old video are one of  them.  
trump in his own words on his  comments about groping women. 
the video leaked to the media  and there are questions about  
whether his campaign will  survive this new controversy.  ahead of 
sunday nights debate  and tonight, trump released his  own video.  
anyone who knows me, knows  these words don't reflect who i  am. 
i said it, i was wrong and i  apologize.  the social media apology  
released on the candidate's  facebook page.  

0:15 10/7/16 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

the top republican says he is  sickened by what he heard. paul ryan 
disinviting trump to a  scheduled event in wisconsin  tomorrow. it 
would have been the first  public appearance since ryan  embraced 
trump as the party's  candidate. 

0:39 10/7/16 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

her campaign chairman admits  his personal g-mail account was  
hacked. some include speechers with  bankers that show a closer  
relationship with wall street  than what she is talking about  in her 
campaign.  
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1:53 10/10/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

24 hours the debate tonight,  another high profile republican  says 
he will not vote for donald  trump. but for the trump campaign, it's  
nothing but full steam ahead.   reporter: his base behind  him. but 
tonight further proof that  the republican heavyweights want  no part 
of donald trump. senator john mccain distancing  himself from the 
nominee.  i said i would rather lose a  campaign than lose a war.  
so who are you going to vote  for?  i think i might write in  lindsey 
graham. he is an old good friend of  mine.   reporter: earlier house  
speaker paul ryan says he is  turning his attention from trump  to 
keeping a gop majority in  congress. if trump's campaign is in  
crisis, it didn't look like it  tonight in pennsylvania.  

2:13 10/11/16 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

four weeks from the  election tonight and sinking in  the polls, 
donald trump launches  new attacks on hillary clinton  as he tries to 
move on from the  access hollywood scandal.  and here with what 
may be  donald trump's new approach in  the final days of the 
campaign.  donald trump said today on  social media now that 
house  speaker paul ryan has pulled his  support, the quote 
shackles have  been taken off and with a rally  tonight, 30,000 
unattendance. an unscripted donald trump  ripped into his 
opponent.  

0:40 10/11/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

hillary clinton is facing  her own issues tonight. wikileaks released 
more hacked  emails. the new batch appears to show  
conversations between clinton  aids about how to change her  
position on the keystone  pipeline without making it look  
manufactured.  

2:10 10/12/16 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

the campaign trail takes a sharp turn for donald trump.  i remember 
feeling  embarrassed. like, what has happened?  several women 
coming forward  tonight, accusing trump of  sexual assault.  
although the claims are  decades old, they are just  coming to light 
tonight.  and the trump campaign is  calling the claims completely  
false. and they're threatening to fire  back. we have a closer look at  
allegations and who is making  them.  the allegations of groping  
and inappropriate behavior kept  controlling in tonight. one after the 
next, woman after  woman, from new york to arizona, adding to the 
growing list of  people that says trump does not  treat women with 
expect.  

0:41 10/12/16 11:02p 
Government and 

Politics 

hillary clinton is in las  vegas tonight, dogged by  newly-released e-
mails obtained  by wikileaks. today, clinton said nothing  about the 
e-mails. instead, she called out the tone of trump's campaign.  
that's how desperate they  are.  

0:18 10/12/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

vice president joe biden be  in town to speak for clinton. that should 
happen alt 7:15. the exact location has not been  announced yet. 
and that means there's no word  on traffic closures so far.  

2:30 10/13/16 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

hillary clinton is in  southern california right now  attending a big 
fund raising  dinner in beverly hills that  included a performance by 
sir  elton john and earlier today she  stopped in burbank to tape an  
episode on "the ellen show." and a look now at another big  day on 
the campaign trail.  reporter: that's right, the  presidential candidate, 
hillary  clinton was in beverly hills  making good on a fund raiser  
that was canceled when she  caught pneumonia last month.  
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2:19 10/14/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

after a week of a campaign  under siege, we're seeing women  
come to defense of donald trump. that includes a former miss  
u.s.a. contestant.  and there is more. after hearing a restaurant 
owner  in huntington beach claim she  was sexually assaulted by 
donald  trump, her first cousin says he  is quote shockd and 
bewildered. he writes that for almost a  decade she had almost 
nothing  buts glowing things to say about  donald trump and hours 
ago an  off the cuff donald trump had  plenty to say as well.  trump 
framed.   

0:38 10/14/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

and hillary clinton takes aim  at donald trump in seattle.  if we do 
our job in 25 days,  donald trump will stop being on  the news every 
single day.  this was the latest in a  series of fund raisers for the  
clinton campaign grammy winning  rap artist macklemore 
welcomed  her to the stage. this weekend's clinton's focus  will shift 
to the third and  final presidential debate in las  vegas wednesday 
night. 

0:26 10/14/16 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

the obama administration  wanting possible payback. a cyber unit, 
the obama says  those leaks are made by russia  to influence the 
u.s. election. it would compromise russian  computer networks and 
possibly  financial deals involving  vladimir putin.  

2:29 10/17/16 11:01p 
Government and 

Politics 

no, that's not the sexual  assault. he didn't say he did it. melania 
trump goes public  tonight about the very subject  that her husband 
wants to  change. all of this just days before the  final presidential 
debate. nbc 4's robert kovacik joins  us live right now with her first  
public comment on the audio and  the accusations against her  
husband. robert? reporter: colleen and chuck,  the missing leaked 
audio in her  words boy talk. melania trump went on cnn to  declare 
that her marriage is  strong, and that the two are,  quote, moving on 
from the  comments she calls  inappropriate.  

0:58 10/17/16 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

no campaign events for  hillary tonight. but her daughter and 
husband  helped to put on a live  fundraiser on broadway. the 
campaign event featured a  long list of hollywood "a"  listers. 
audience members paid as much as  $10,000 to attend. now that 
all comes amid new  questions of clinton's e-mails  of secretary of 
state. did one of her aides work with  the fbi on a quid pro quo 
basis?  

0:36 10/17/16 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

an exercise in democracy  tonight ends with a moment of  
frustration as the los angeles  district attorney jackie lacy  walked 
out of a town hall event. lacy said she had enough adds  she 
walked out of the ask lacey  community town hall. moments before 
that, lacey told  the crowd she would not respond  to shouting, 
which apparently  continued.  

2:14 10/18/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

the final show down less  than 24 hours away. an nbc 4 is in las 
vegas to  cover the final debate between  donald trump and hillary  
clinton. nevada, one of the swing states  that could ultimately help  
decide this election. chuck henry live in las vegas  setting the scene 
for us  tonight. chuck.  reporter: well, colleen, the  candidates are 
here, the stage  is set and the wind is really  howling down the strip 
tonight. a city known as superficial, so  many of the people we 
talked  with are hoping for substance  over performance. donald 
trump arriving in las  vegas tonight on the campaign  trail he's not 
backing off from  his warning about voter fraud  that could cost him 
the  election.   

0:42 10/18/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

for the final time as  president and first lady, the  obamas held a 
state dinner at  the white house tonight. and the first couple, as 
always,  impeccably dressed. 
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0:43 10/19/16 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

i think so, colleen. the candidates tonight focused  on the issue. it 
didn't feel as contentious as  those other debates, but it did  have 
its moments.   that's because he'd rather  have a puppet as 
president.   no puppet. no puppet.  it's pretty clear --   you're the 
puppet.   you won't admit.   no, you're the puppet.  the russians 
have engaged in  cyber attacks against the united  states of 
america.   

2:12 10/19/16 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

the debate is supposed to be  a competition of ideas. while there 
was some of that,  one issue came up that frankly  nobody thought 
would be an issue  at the start of this entire  process, the integrity of 
the  vote itself.   she's been proven to be a  liar.  you're not up to 
doing the  job.   there was rancher, but also  substance on illegal  
immigration.   i want to build a wall, we  need the wall.  i don't want 
to see the  deportation force rounding up  people who are 
undocumented.  her plan is going to raise  taxes.  we invest from 
the middle out  and the ground up.  it was this exchange for  which 
this debate may long be  remembered.   first of all, the media is so  
dishonest. 

1:45 10/19/16 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

certainly a different tone  tonight, chuck. that's what so many 
americans  wanted from the candidates,  people fed up with all the 
name  calling.   that's right, colleen. nevada is one of those crucial  
swing states. before tonight's debate, hillary  clinton had a slim lead 
here. here on the strip tonight we  found not only people from  
around the country but indeed  around the world, and no matter  
where they come from they all  seem to have an opinion on this  
election and what the candidates  had to say tonight.   

0:39 10/19/16 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

newt gingrich watched the debate  from orange county tonight. he 
had a message for undecided  voters.  however confused you are  
about donald trump, you can't be  confused about hillary clinton. 
she's the most corrupt, most  dangerous and most dishonest  
person. she and bill in the white house  will corrupt us in a way that  
resembles venezuela or  argentina, but it does not  resemble the 
united states. 

0:34 10/19/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

debate parties held all across  southern california tonight.  who 
wong the debate?  i'd say clinton. she was more under control, it  
seemed like, trump seems to  repeat himself a lot and talks  over 
everyone.  i'm thinking about voting for  hillary, i'm thinking about it,  
but i'm not there yet. 

2:01 10/19/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

there were a couple moments that  lit up social media right away. 
we put nbc 4's robert co vassic  on the case, he joins us from  the 
newsroom. what did you find?  our team has been busy  tracking 
what's trending. here's just some of what we  found.   we have 
some bad hombres here  and we're going to get them out.  early in 
the debate, that bad  men comment all it took to get  social media 
spinning. throw in yet another twitter  trending line.  such a nasty 
woman.  and that led chelsea handler  to poll, are you a bad 
hombre or  nasty woman.  

0:43 10/19/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

it was a test run of a trump tv  channel. the gop candidate invited 
those  who are tired of biassed  mainstream media reporting to  
watch a facebook live broadcast  on his page.  when you look at 
donald trump  what is it that sticks out? 
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1:32 10/19/16 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

in fact the trump hotel  right here in las vegas was made  with 
chinese steel. he goes around with crocodile  tears about how 
terrible it  is --   donald trump has made his  mark on the skyline, 
you knew it  was going to come up tonight. the trump hotel sits just 
off  the las vegas strip. chuck henry went there tonight  during the 
debate. what did you find?  that's right, we wanted to  see what 
they were doing at the  hotel.  

0:26 10/19/16 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

one of the attractions was a  baldwin brother. not the one who is 
known for  lampooning trump on snl. steven baldwin gave his take 
on  the impression. he says he doesn't think alec  baldwin and his 
trump act is  damaging the candidate in  anyway. 

0:29 10/19/16 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

really it is just  entertainment at this point.  it's like two bullies at 
each  other's throats and i'm not  interested in that.  i'm going to 
vote for a third  party. i don't care which one, i'll  vote for mickey 
mouse.   they're personal attacks on  each other.  fatigue, the mood 
on the road  to las vegas, over it, a lot of  people tonight just glad 
these  debates are over, the debate and  the election less than 
three  weeks away.  

0:45 10/19/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

chuck, what was the sense you  got from people as you get  closer 
to the end of the  campaign?  well, colleen, we made a few  stops 
along the i-15 to las  vegas, everybody seemed to have  an opinion 
on what we've seen  this year, i have to tell you,  it wasn't very 
good. we met this veteran who pulled a  desecrated american flag 
off an  anti-trump pink cadillac that  drove by us.  

2:02 10/20/16 11:11p 
Government and 

Politics 

this one's going to get me in trouble.  i just want to put you all in a 
baskets of adorable.  tonight, les than 24 hours after their 
contentious debate, donald trump and hillary clinton separated by 
only a few feet and a little divine intervention in the form of cardinal 
timothy dolan. the annual charity dinner in new york raises money 
for catholic charities and the candidates were there for good 
natured ribbing, but even the presence of the cardinal didn't stop 
the jabs.  in fact, many people tell me that modesty is perhaps my 
best quality.   

0:50 10/21/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

just 18 days left in the  most unorthodox campaign in  memory and 
now that final debate  in las vegas is over, the focus  is on getting 
out the vote.  we have to get everybody  together. we have to get 
out and vote. we're go having to -- believe me  this is brexit times 
five. you watch what's going to  happen. 

0:30 10/21/16 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

california voters  returning ballots in droves  already. early voting is 
off to a strong  start ahead of the general  election les than three 
weeks  away. in l.a. county, election  officials say they're running  
higher than usual for a  presidential election and if  you're still not 
registered to  vote, the deadline is quickly  approaching.  

0:23 10/24/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight security very tight  outside the w hotel where  president 
obama is staying  overnight. he arrived in l.a. this morning  for a 
quick visit, 23 hours. he made an appearance at a few  fundraisers, 
including a  $100,000 a plate event at the  home of dreamworks 
ceo jeffrey  katzenberg. 

0:50 10/24/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

now tonight with two weeks until  the election, the fight is on  for the 
battleground states. hillary clinton in new hampshire  today getting 
some help from  senator elizabeth warren. both taking aim at 
donald trump.  get this, donald. nasty women are tough. nasty 
women are smart. and nasty women vote.  
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0:33 10/25/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

hillary clinton picked up a  surprise endorsement tonight,  adel, not 
a u.s. citizen and  can't vote, but at her concert  in miami she said 
she is 100%  for clinton who also happened to  be in the audience 
tonight.  i think this all started when  george washington refused to  
become a king, right?  

0:25 10/25/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

trump has a fresh attack line of  his own, tying clint thun  fordable 
care act and the price  hikes coming next year.  job killing obama 
care is  just one more way that our  system is rigged. believe me.  

2:47 10/26/16 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

donald trump's star on the  hollywood walk of fame is  covered after 
a man with a  sledgehammer and a pickax  destroyed it. now he's 
telling us why. robert kovasic is live in  hollywood.  he's considered 
to be a  fugitive. the conversation you're about to  hear took place 
minutes ago.  this man, the lapd and his  lawyer assure us he will 
turn  himself in, before he  surrenders, he has this to say  to nbc 4.  
the reason i did this event  was, it was an act of civil  disobedience, 
a freedom of  expression. it was an act to educate people  on 
donald trump's acts.  

0:56 10/26/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

13 days and every hour counts  for the candidates. hillary clinton 
and donald trump  focusing on swing states where  votes are 
already being cast.  13 days left in this  election. we cannot stop for 
a minute. no complacency here. nobody -- hillary clinton warning 
her  supporters in tampa, that donald  trump could still win. a new 
poll of voters in florida  does give him a slight edge.  

0:32 10/26/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

state experts will be  working through the night to fix  a software 
problem that has  crippled the dmv systems this  week. frustrations 
were running high  at this office in winnetka  today. 

0:24 10/26/16 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

a wisconsin couple got a big  surprise when they discovered  
someone torched their donald  trump sign on their front lawn. they 
found a man dressed only in  his underwear setting the sign  on 
fire. turns out it was one of their  neighbors.  

0:51 10/27/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

we have a new look  inside the plane carrying vice  presidential 
nominee, mike pence  after it skidded off a runway in  new york 
tonight.  remain seated.  an nbc political reporter  shot video from 
inside the plane  moments after it stopped  skidding. fortunately no 
one was hurt, but  his running mate, donald trump  spoke about the 
incident towards  the end of his rally tonight.  

1:05 10/27/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

it's a first, not just for  this campaign but for american  politics. two 
first ladies campaigning  together in a presidential race  in which 
one of them is running  for the white house.  seriously, is there 
anyone  more inspiring than michelle  obama?  first ladies, we rock.  
michelle obama giving her  strongest push yet for hillary  clinton's 
campaign.  

2:50 10/28/16 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

developing news tonight. the l.a.p.d. is now  investigating this 
incident  caught on camera. an attack, a woman pushed down  and 
bullied while defending the  trump star.  nbc 4's robert kovacik is  
live in hollywood where officers  are searching for that woman so  
they can find out what happened.  reporter: it all stems from a  
piece of video going viral,  video gaining traction on social  media. 
video that has caught the  attention of the trump campaign. and 
minutes ago the l.a.p.d.  tells nbc 4 they have been quote  bum 
barded by phone calls nation  wide, people demanding an  
investigation, including two  calls to 911. a crime report has now 
been  opened.  did you see that?  reporter: and this is the  reason 
why. a video that show as woman, a  homeless woman protecting 
donald  trump's star on the iconic  hollywood walk of fame after it  
was damaged earlier this week. and the taunting becomes ugly as  
a person takes handmaid trump  signs.  
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2:09 10/28/16 11:02p 
Government and 

Politics 

a horrible  mix up at the los angeles county  coroner's office as the 
wrong  man is cremated. kate.  reporter: chuck, jorge  hernandez's 
girlfriend of seven  years and family were trying to  come to grips 
with losing him to  begin with when they got news  that coroner had 
accidently  cremated his body before they  got to have their 
planned  service and get closure. he died suddenly on october 7th. 
his girlfriend says part of the  reason he was here to determine  his 
cause of death.  

0:58 10/28/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

the drama in this  presidential election seems to  be nonstop. every 
day it seems there's  something new and tonight  hillary clinton put 
the director  of the fbi on notice as her  email scandal over 
shadowed  everything on the campaign  today. a letter from james 
comey  breathes new light into  clinton's use of a private email  
server. 

0:35 10/28/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

in iowa tonight, donald trump  still trailing in the polls and  hopes 
this new revelation will  be a game changer with just 11  days left in 
the campaign.  the investigation is the  biggest political scandal 
since  water gate. and it's everybody's hope that  justice at last can 
be  delivered. 

0:21 10/28/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

spooky cyclists held a  demonstration showing that  bikers and 
drivers can share the  road. it's expected to wrap up in just  about 
10 minutes at sunset and  western.  

0:33 10/31/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

eight day roosing now from  the election, and tonight the  attention 
is focused on the fbi  investigation and hillary  clinton's e-mails.  
there is this new e-mail  story about why in the world the  fbi would 
decide to jump in to  an election without evidence of  any wrong 
doing with just days  to go.  clinton in cincinnati tonight  not ignoring 
the big story, but  also trying to downplay it. 

0:29 10/31/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

donald trump, meantime, won't  let it go, once again hammering  
clinton's judgment tonight in  michigan.  you know, i have a son 
named  barron. and i want to tell you, she is a  terrible example for 
my son and  for the children in this country  that i can tell you.  
trump might have some issues  with the fbi of his own. 

0:31 11/1/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

one week from tonight we'll  be bringing you the results in  the most 
bizarre presidential  campaign in a lifetime as  hillary clinton and 
donald trump  fight for votes in the crucial  swing states.   you know 
the best way to stop  him? by showing up and voting and  getting 
the biggest turnout in  history. 

0:33 11/1/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

donald trump is seizing on  clinton's renewed e-mail  investigation 
37.   wisconsin is one of several  states where you can change your  
early ballot if you think you've  made a mistake. a lot of stuff has 
come out  since you voted.  tonight donald trump is  making an 
extraordinary appeal  to millions who have already  voted for 
clinton, to recall  their ballots and vote for him  instead. 

0:26 11/1/16 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

aclu is suing for your right  to take a selfie with your  ballot. any law 
that bans voters from  sharing their marked ballots is  
unconstitutional and a violation  of free speech. the aclu filed the 
suit  yesterday, the judge is expected  to hear the case tomorrow. 

0:31 11/1/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 
debate over recreational marijuana 
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0:56 11/2/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

they knew there was going to  be a huge audience tonight,  that's 
why hillary clinton and  donald trump purchases plenty of  ad time 
during tonight's world  series game. the election is really coming  
down to the wire now.  no sidetracks donald. nice and easy. nice 
and easy. i've been watching hillary the  last few days, she's totally  
unhinged, we don't want any of  that.  donald trump is in florida  
tonight where some new state  polling shows it's a tossup. florida is 
a must win state for  him. hillary clinton just wrapped up  a western 
campaign swing in  arizona, a typically red state  she's trying to turn 
blue   

0:21 11/2/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

late tonight, mike pence paid  his respect to those two iowa  police 
officers ambushed and  shot to death over night. the gop vice 
presidential  candidate visited the memorials  in des moines and 
urban dale at  the police departments there.  

2:08 11/3/16 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

a possible glitch in the system causing election concerns  five days 
out and dozens of  ballots turn up outside a san  pedro home. 
robert kovacik spoke with the  man who found them.   reporter: a lot 
of people may  be concerned gist where is your  ballot? is it 
possible your mail-in  ballot could be in someone  else's mail-in 
box.  reporter: they are  investigating the mishap that  happened 
here at the apartment  building behind me and they are  closely 
monitoring the situation  and on the look out for any  other possible 
problems.  reporter: joey just went to  get his mail. instead he found 
83 ballots all  unused, all addressed to  different people, all living in  
the same apartment  

1:01 11/3/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight the candidates  weren't just fighting for the  same state, they 
were on the  same turf. hillary clinton and donald trump  holding 
events just 30 miles  apart in north carolina.  we are led by stupid 
people,  okay. we're led by stupid people and  one of them is 
campaigning just  too much.  trump with a back drop of  military 
veterans promising he  would be the better commander  and chief.  

2:11 11/4/16 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

it's the final push as we  enter the final weekend for the  2016 
election. for hillary clinton that meant  share the stage with beyonce  
during a campaign rally tonight. robert.  heading into the last 
weekend  now of the presidential campaign  this evening both 
candidates  were in battleground states. both reaching aught to big  
audiences but in very different  ways. hillary clinton had some high  
wautage harmony while donald  trump went acapella.  

0:34 11/4/16 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

if anything is done to  impact the election, the u.s. is  ready to act. a 
hacker who goes by the name  guchefer. nbc news has reviewed 
top secret  documents showing they have  already penetrated 
some russian  control systems involving their  power grid and the 
kremlin.  

0:19 11/4/16 11:34p 
Government and 

Politics 

in the heart of central  l.a., you'll find something few  in this area 
would expect. it's a taco truck for trump. he served up political  
conversation along with his  tacos. he says he supports some of  
donald's views on immigration.  

2:12 11/7/16 11:01p 
Government and 

Politics 

we are outside of  the hilton here in midtown  manhattan that is 
donald trump's  election headquarters. barricades already in place 
on  both sides of the street. on some point on tuesday, donald  
trump will leave trump tower and  come to the hilton ballroom to  
address supporters who like the  candidate on the campaign trail  
late tonight are feeling  confident. a welcome wagon waiting at 
trump  tower. their candidate is finally on  his way home. after 
midnight in michigan,  donald trump finishing a  five-state 
battleground blitz in  the campaign's final hours.  today is our 
independence  day. 
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1:56 11/7/16 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

good evening from  new york where we're told  hillary clinton will 
arrive by  plane in about an hour to be  welcomed by campaign 
staff. this following a frenetic swing  through three different states  
in the effort to lock down every  possible vote before the polls  open 
in just a few hours. her final rally of a campaign  odyssey unlike few 
in the  nation's history. hillary clinton tonight within  the hour in 
raleigh, north  carolina.  tomorrow you can vote for a  hopeful and 
close-up,  bighearted.   

0:24 11/7/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

the first results  are. in the polls opened and closed  in three small 
new hampshire  towns. communities with under 100  voters can 
open their polls at  night and close them as soon as  everyone 
votes.   

1:55 11/7/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

polling locations are bracing  for a big turnout as you might  expect 
in a few hours in  california. just like the candidates, this  is going to 
be a long night for  poll workers as well. nbc 4's hetty chang is live 
in  santa ana where they'll be back  in a few hours under tight  
security. hetty?  reporter: it has been a very  busy night here in 
santa ana. we're told that poll workers did  not turn any voters 
away. a lot of the workers will be  back here in the morning. for the 
first time, they're  going to be joined by  investigators from the d.a.'s  
office.  

0:39 11/7/16 11:18p 
Government and 

Politics 

donald trump's star on the  walk of fame in hollywood is  drawing 
an impromptu either  tonight with supporters and  detractors. take a 
look.  make some noise!  this is new video of a  gathering around 
his star. those who support trump and  those who don't came out  
tonight. one person even brought out a  sound system there.  

1:46 11/10/16 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

it's live breaking news at  11:00. protesters shutting down streets  
once again downtown and officers  trying to block them from  
marching on the freeway.  where is this group right  now?  reporter: 
this group is  marching south on figueroa near  12th street. we've 
been parked in front of  the l.a. convention center for  quite some 
time. there's large banners that have  profanity on them. trying not 
to show them there. but we're looking at figueroa  heading 
southbound  approaching -- getting away from  12th street and for 
the longest  time, the chp has really been  guarding. we'rer close to 
an on ramp but  it looks like they're going to  be heading east or 
continuing  south.  

2:07 11/10/16 11:01p 
Government and 

Politics 

you mentioned a large group  at city hall. beverly white is live in that  
location where police are  protecting the doors to city  hall.  
reporter: that's right. there's a handful of cops at  city hall where the 
marchers  stepped off a short time ago. last night there were 
thousands  of marchers and some of them  broke away and over 
took the  freeway. emotions ran high as l.a.p.d.  cleared out 
protesters who shut  down the freeway for hours. many rallied 
against donald  trump at city hall. similar passions tonight but  
much smaller crowds,  inhadcluding student marchers  from usc.  

0:17 11/10/16 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

here you see demonstrations  in denver, baltimore and our  nation's 
capital. this one outside trump's new  hotel. and there are no 
reports  of violence. donald trump sent this tweet  late tonight. 

0:19 11/10/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

just had a very open and  successful presidential  election. now 
professional protesters,  incited by the media, are  protesting. very 
unfair. president elect donald trump met  with president obama at 
the  white house today for the first  time.  
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0:46 11/10/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

let's go back up thrive will  in the downtown l.a. area. will.  reporter: 
they're headed  northbound making a big old  circle. they may be 
headed back towards  beverly white's location in city  hall. they're 
kind of slowly coming  around here. we saw them around pekoe.  

0:58 11/10/16 11:20p 
Government and 

Politics 

we're going to take you to  the breaking news, the protests  in 
downtown l.a. will, what are we seeing right  here? a police line?  
reporter: yeah, here's what's  happening. there has been one arrest 
that  we know of for sure for  vandalism. alleged vandalism. this is a 
big crowd that has  gathered along grand facing  olympic.  

0:59 11/10/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

we're going to take you back  out to this breaking news we've  been 
covering, the breaking  protest in downtown l.a. will.  reporter: just 
seconds ago we  saw a bit of activity. we're on olive. olive and 
olympic where  protesters just a few moments  ago pushed over 
that temporary  fence protecting a construction  site and they 
surged into the  crowd and formed a line west. 

0:58 11/11/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

there's word there might  be some wiggle room in one of  donald 
trump's biggest campaign  promises. in his first television  interview 
as the president elect  he suggests not everything about  
obamacare needs to go.  let me ask you about  obamacare which 
you say you're  going to repeal and replace. when you replace it, 
are you  going to make sure people with  prekpesing conditions are 
still  cover snd.    

0:24 11/11/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

and the future vice president is  taking over the transitional  team. 
he will lead the way in  narrowing down who will serve in  the key 
positions in donald  trump's staff. three of donald trump's adult  
children and son in law are  playing a role in the transition  process. 

1:13 11/14/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

the trump transition team could  be focusing in on a key cabinet  
position currently held by john  kerry. nbc 4's robert kovacik 
following  the possible front-runner to  become secretary of state.  
reporter: on the campaign  trail, he was one of donald  trump's 
staunchest defenders. now hours ago former new york  city mayor 
rudy giuliani made it  clear his first interest is  becoming secretary 
of state. nbc news learning that "the wall  street journal" dinner 
tonight  in d.c., giuliani there focused  on foreign affair, telling the  
audience donald trump's top  priority is to defeat isis and  to reset 
relations with china  and russia  

0:28 11/14/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

united, never be divided!  we have word tonight that  this walk-out 
by lausd students  today may not be the last. thousands of high 
schoolers left  their class to march over to  city hall. they say they're 
marching to  protect undocumented students,  lgbt students and 
minorities and  anyone who feels unsafe  following the election of 
donald  trump.  

0:38 11/14/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

a showing of solidarity in  sherman oaks tonight. both sides of the 
aisle came  together to voice their thoughts  about a donald trump 
presidency. the event, rise up, kicked off  inside the sherman oaks 
women's  club tonight. organizers say it was created as  a safe 
place for people to voice  their fears and what they hoped  to see 
as change in america in  the next fewer years.  
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2:22 11/15/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

another unconventional move  from president elect donald  trump 
and a prominent political  figure in los angeles opens up  about the 
incoming  administration. robert kovacik live in downtown  l.a. 
tonight new at 11:00.  reporter: what we had here  tonight at a 
private event  inside of union station where  political, labor and civil  
rights leaders voicing post  election concerns, especially  regarding 
immigration. since being elected, donald  trump has not yet held a 
press  conference and tonight he  avoided the press altogether.the 
miguel contrars foundation  celebrating those who empower  l.a.'s 
underserved employees. honoraries include dodgers star  adrian 
gonzales.    

2:59 11/16/16 11:02p 
Government and 

Politics 

signs and  shouting, protesters take to the  streets in downtown l.a. 
tonight  over the man donald trump says  will be his chief strategist. 
the group gathered to protest  the appointment of steve bannon. 
robert kovasik is live with  more. i want to show you a short  time 
ago, what could have been a  very sticky situation, you're  looking 
at a couple hundred  protesters who found their way  to 11th and 
figge just outside  of staples center, before the  clippers game was 
set to get  out. everything was peaceful under  the watchful eye of 
the lapd. just as these protesters  promised. they had been here in 
downtown  los angeles since 7:00 this  evening, the name they 
were  yelling all night long was not  donald trump.  

0:34 11/17/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

late tonight,  president-elect donald trump  made a key decision for 
his  transition. he's asking lieutenant general  michael flynn to serve 
as  national security advisor. mr. trump will meet with mitt  romney 
to talk about secretary  of state. he's not a major trump ally and  
was very critical in the final  weeks of the campaign. earlier tonight 
trump met with  shinzo abe. 

2:23 11/18/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

tough crowd tonight for the  vice president elect. he arrived to see 
the hit  musical "hamilton" to boos and  some applause from the 
audience. tonight those jeers online are  grabbing headlines.  and 
trump will spend the  weekend at golf course in new  jersey. robert 
kovacik shows us what's  next inside.  you know that this is the  
hottest show on broadway about  one of america's founding  
fathers. take a look now. this is what happened just  before the 
curtain rose and the  vice president elect arrived to  take his seat. 
cell phone video captures the  reception mike pence received  
tonight by the audience of  hammalten.  it was the most gross 
display  i've seen.   i think it's cool people are  still vocalizing their  
opposition.   

0:32 11/18/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

the president elect is  paying up on a case that he once  said he 
would never settle. $25 million to end lawsuits that  could be a 
distraction from his  transition. the settlement will end three  
lawsuits over trump university. trump was set to appear in court  in 
san diego this month and  possibly testify.  

0:36 11/21/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

president-elect donald trump is firing back over new reports about a 
potential  conflict of interest when he  takes office. now this came 
just as the trump  transition team released a new  video of the 
president-elect  spelling out his vision for the  first 100 days in 
office.  my agenda will be based on a  simple core principle, putting  
america first.  

0:19 11/21/16 11:11p 
Government and 

Politics 

there are concerns  that many of trump's current  international 
business deals  could cause a conflict of  interest. in response, 
trump tweeted prior to the election, it was  well-known that i have 
interests in properties all over the  world. only the crooked media 
makes  this a big deal.  
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0:38 11/22/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

as a candidate, donald trump  demanded a special prosecutor  and 
jail for hillary clinton but  now as president elect, donald  trump 
seems to have done an  about face. soon to be president trump 
now  says it's not something he feels  very strongly about and he  
doesn't want to hurt the  clintons. trump also says he's  
reconsidering his support of  using torture techniques to  fight 
terrorism after he spoke  with a marine general on that  issue. 

0:34 11/23/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

it appears the rust belt  recount for the presidential  election is 
about to become a  reality. jill stein is trying to raise  2 $1/2 million 
to challenge the  results in key states of  wisconsin, michigan and  
pennsylvania. president-elect donald trump  narrowly won all three 
of those  states. at this hour, the recount effort  is just a couple 
hundred  thousand dollars from reaching  their goal. 

0:37 11/28/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

president-elect donald trump  may have added two more names to  
his cabinet tonight. a high level source is telling  nbc news that 
georgia  congressman tom price is  expected to become the next  
secretary of health and human  service. price is an orthopedic 
surgeon,  and the house point person for  legislation to replace the  
affordable care act. the president-elect also met  with retired 
general and former  cia director david petraeus  today.  

0:59 11/28/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

it is official. donald trump declared the winner  of the presidential 
contest in  michigan. 20 days after the election, the  michigan board 
of state  canvassers gathered in lansing  to certify that donald 
trump won  that state by more than 10,000  vote margin over hillary  
clinton. the result gives him michigan's  16 electoral votes. nbc now 
calculates that trump  has 306 electoral votes to  hillary clinton's 
228. still, a vote recount in  michigan is not out of the  question yet.  

0:38 12/1/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

we saw a lot of this when he  was a candidate. now he's a 
president elect. for the first time since the  election, donald trump 
hosted a  big public rally. he was joined by vice president  elect, 
mike pence in cincinnati. the first off on a thank you  tour of states 
that helped him  win. 

0:36 12/6/16 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

just in santa ana is the  first city to declare itself a  sanctuary city 
regardless of  status. it means the city will not be  allowed to use 
city resources  for immigration enforcement. counsel members also 
took steps  to phase out a contract with  u.s. immigrations and 
customs  enforcement or i.c.e. at santa  ana jail. no other city also 
has an  immigration detention facility.  

0:39 12/7/16 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

the city of l.a. is trying  to prevent a repeat of what  happened in 
oakland. that starts with taking a closer  look at local warehouses. 
city leaders will meet next week  to work out a long term plan to  
deal with unpermitted housing  issues. tonight we spoke with a 
person  who is living inside there.  our unit is nice, our  neighbors 
all work together. it's like pretty.  

0:32 12/8/16 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

president elect, donald  trump plans to retain his role  on "celebrity 
apprentice." arnold schwarzenegger will host  the 15th season of 
the show. a trump spokesman says he helped  conceive the show 
and has a big  stake in its success and while  it airs on nbc, mgm 
produces it.  

0:19 12/9/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

new tonight. putting it off until the last  possible hour, they manage 
to  keep the deadline to keep the  federal government in business. 
among the stick points was  democrats who wanted a long-term  
solution, benefits will only be  paid through april.  
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0:52 12/9/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

the season premier of nbc's  "celebrity apprentice" is just  under 
three weeks away. there are questions about how  president elect 
donald trump may  be involved. and governor arnold  
schwarzenegger will be taking  over as the host. and model turned 
tv personality,  tyra banks will be among the  contestant advisors. 
he intends to remain an  executive producer and that  seems just 
fine with arnold  schwarzenegger.   

0:24 12/9/16 11:13p 
Government and 

Politics 

we have breaking news to  tell you about. 200 more american 
troops  will be sent to syria to help  fight isis. ash carter just made 
the  announcement at a security  conference. he said president 
obama approved  the troop additions last week.  

1:43 12/12/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

breaking news on trump  tower. on twitter tonight the  president-
elect is promising a  big cabinet announcement in just  hours. nbc 
4's robert kovacik is here  in the studio now with  developments 
revealed late  tonight. robert?  chuck, rick perry's  presidential 
campaign didn't  make it to 2016. but now he could be a key part  
of the trump administration. tonight nbc news has learned the  
former texas governor will be  tapped for energy secretary. this pick 
is being talked about  as much for its news value as  it's irony. just 
google rick perry's oops  moments and you'll see why.  the third 
agency of  government i would do away with  the education.    

0:22 12/12/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

the half-brother of former  president bill clinton face  adjudges in 
redondo beach on  drunk driving charges today. even though roger 
clinton  pleaded no contest, the judge  still sentenced him to two 
days  in jail, three years' probation.  

0:43 12/13/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

on the day donald trump announced his pick for one of the coveted 
positions and had a meeting with rapper, kanye west.  we've been 
friends for a long time.  reporter: kanye west did not answer any 
questions and said he was just there to get a picture. still unclear if 
heelver a role moving forward but today president elect, donald 
trump tapped exxon ceo to be his secretary of state.  

1:32 12/14/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

the united states is  considering a retaliation  against russia. nbc 
news reporting exclusively  that president vladimir putin  was 
personally involved in cyber  hacking the u.s. presidential  election. 
now, will the u.s. respond and  if so? how.  the ground swell for  
retaliation is building. former cia director says one of  president 
obama's last acts  should be to send a message to  russia and to 
its president. high level intelligence  officials have told nbc news,  
president putin was directing  the use of hacked material from  the 
presidential campaign. those officials went on to say,  putin's 
motives were  multifaceted. what began as a vendetta against  
hillary clinton morphed into an  effort to show corruption in  
american politics.  

0:34 12/16/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama with his harshest words yet for the russian system 
over the political hacking scandal. now a spokesperson for vladimir 
putin is pushing back telling the u.s. it needs to show the evidence. 
the fbi just joined in the cia assessment that russian hacks 
including those targeting the democratic party emails were a 
coordinated effort to get donald trump elected.  

0:50 12/20/16 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

during the presidential  campaign, donald trump slammed  hillary 
clinton for  thuappearance of pay for play or  selling access within 
the  clinton foundation. now the president elect and his  family is hit 
with the same  allegation. the problem is a brochure for a  charity 
called "open day." it features a level of support  which includes 
pictures with  donald trump. and fishing with his sons.    
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0:24 12/20/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

the city by the bay gets a  new police chief. san francisco city 
leaders  introduced bill scott. he will lead the 11th largest in  the 
country after 27 years with  the l.a.p.d. he was the south bureau 
deputy  chief.  

2:08 11/3/16 11:06p 
Health and 

Medical 

dozens of students at usc  are getting sick with a  contagious and 
debilitating noro  virus. beverly white on site.  reporter: harsh 
lessons and  public hygiene. the case of noro virus. we're now told 
they're  decreasing. there's still a concern for  public health and 
theism cas  community. sanitizing common surfaces is on  the rise 
at usc where people  came down with norovirus the  last couple of 
days. 

0:42 11/7/16 11:17p 
Health and 

Medical 

orange county children's  dental group slapped with more  lawsuits. 
the dentist industry under fire  now after dozens of patients  came 
down with a potentially  life threatening infection from  cleaning 
their teeth. several parents also now say  that they were frightened 
into  signing waiver forms. their children were then  allegedly given 
root canals,  crowns, even full extractions. 

0:23 11/18/16 11:05p 
Health and 

Medical 

pesticide may be to flame  for a health scare at a school  in 
riverside county. several students and staff  members suffered 
breathing  problems during a turkey trot in  marietta.  

0:26 10/6/16 11:33p lifestyle 

we all know kittens manage  to find their way into the  strangest 
places. they came to the aid of a kitty  with a special pole on 
saturday. the kitten fell on a teeny tiny  ledge about four stories 
above  ground.  

0:33 10/17/16 11:18p lifestyle 
no parachute, no net. one guy jumps into newport  harbor, and 
video of this is  going viral tonight. but it also caught the attention  
of newport police. take a look here.  

0:45 10/20/16 11:20p lifestyle 

a senior is going to reign over the 128th rose parade.  victoria cast 
llano.  there she is. the crowd getting crowned right there. crowned 
the 99th rose queen at the pasadena play house. she's involved in 
musical theater, enjoys writing and reading and painting and i was 
very honored to serve as m.c. at tonight's coraination.   

0:26 10/20/16 11:33p lifestyle 

zoo keepers got quite a suprize when they showed up, a baby 
guerilla. some time overnight, coca mow gave birth to a healthy 4-
pound female, in fact, mother and caught daughter are now taking 
visitors. these are western lowland guerillas, a critically endangered 
species.   

0:29 10/21/16 11:33p lifestyle 
so an emu in arizona tried  to do the next best thing. he made a run 
for it. they tell a story from the  arizona department of public  safety. 
they show an emu loose 100 miles  west of phoenix.  

0:54 10/25/16 11:32p lifestyle 

you might remember fergus, a  golden retriever recovering from  
severe burns. and when we first covered his  story last year. well, 
now he's making a comeback  and he'll appear on celebrity  trainer 
caesar milan's new show  "dog nation." milan helped with 
obedience  training as fergus works at  becoming a burn center 
therapy  dog.  

0:33 10/25/16 11:33p lifestyle 

in 1993 he predicted who  would win the world series in  his year 
book. so, is it pausesable he was on  to something 23 years ago? 
michael lee wrote in his year  book, chicago cubs, 2016 world  
champions. you heard it here first.  
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2:51 10/31/16 11:01p lifestyle 

tens of thousands of people  packing the streets of west  hollywood 
tonight for halloween  carnival, billed as the largest  halloween 
party in the country. when it comes to crazy costumes,  no place 
even comes close. robert kovacik is in the middle  where roads are 
shut down and  security is tight. robert?  reporter: let's talk about  
security, chuck. we are here at santa monica and  robertson in west 
hollywood. take a look here. this line of sheriff's deputies  here just 
representing what we  see just about on every single  street corner. 
we've got a couple 100,000  people in the crowd here.  

0:38 10/31/16 11:33p lifestyle 

hundreds of people turned  out for a halloween party in  compton 
geared towards the  little ones. greater zion church family  hosted 
its third annual harvest  festivity. families decorated their cars  for 
trunk or treating while the  kids dressed up in their best  costumes.  

0:23 11/1/16 11:16p lifestyle 

take a look at this, another  day on the job for this gas  station 
attendant in turkey,  until this time, an out of  control car headed 
directly for  him, the attendant got out of  the way as you can see, 
in time. 

0:27 11/1/16 11:33p lifestyle day of the dead celebration 

0:22 11/2/16 11:34p lifestyle 

69 year age difference meant  nothing to the man doing the  right 
thing. a teenager at a mall in chile  makes a run for it. an 84-year-
old man tripped him  up. the collision knocked him out. he woke up 
to an upset wife.  

0:55 11/3/16 11:17p lifestyle 

a speeding truck, a frantic  husband and the moments that  saved 
his wife's life all caught  on camera. police dash cam video shows 
the  officer pulling a woman out of  the truck. she had a heart attack 
and her  husband was speeding to try to  get her to the hospital. 
instead the officer's cpr got  her breathe again.  

0:31 11/3/16 11:33p lifestyle 
usually there is just one  grand marshal of the rose parade  and 
today that changed to not  one, but three. swimmer janet evans, 
diver greg  luginis and they're all part of  a bid to the california.  

0:23 11/3/16 11:34p lifestyle 
the animal shelter is so  crowded they're waving all fees. that 
includes charges for spay  and neutering and a microchip. the only 
thing dog owners will  have to pay is a $27 licensing  fee.  

0:39 11/7/16 11:33p lifestyle 

of all the delivery stories  we've heard, trust me, you have  never 
heard this one before. leticia hernandez went into  labor early this 
morning. firefighters took her to the  hospital. but at the hospital, 
they got  stuck in the elevator. the doors jammed, and the  
firefighters had no choice but  to deliver the baby right there.   

0:29 11/10/16 11:17p lifestyle 
an unruly shopper was in a  bit of a hurry to make an exit. and there 
he goes. the american eagle store instill  water needs repair not 
one but  two windows. he jumped through a glass  window.  

0:31 11/16/16 11:18p lifestyle 

this has to be the catch of  the day. big brother to the rescue,  
nannycam video shows the moment  a 9-year-old saves his baby  
brother as he's falling off a  changing table. he catches him as his 
legs hit  the floor. he protects his head. and quickly hands off his 
baby  brother to his mom. this happened about a month ago. the 
mom didn't post it on  facebook until recently.  

0:37 11/16/16 11:33p lifestyle 

new tonight, a texas woman  reunited with a dog she lost  four 
years ago after the pup was  found in las vegas. the woman says 
the shitzhu  disappeared easter sunday. but his micro chip was 
scanned. they asked me to describe the  dog. what's the dog's 
name, they call  him by the name, he's responding  to that.  
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0:36 11/17/16 11:33p lifestyle 

it's called the most iconic  dress in the world and sold for  a record 
$4.8 million. marilyn monroe's happy birthday  mr. president dress 
selling at  jillian's auction house in  beverly hills, and so tight she  
had to be sewn into the dress  when she serenaded the  president. 

0:33 11/17/16 11:33p lifestyle 

if you've ever wanted to do  something that nobody else in  the 
world has ever done, today  was the day to get out there and  do it. 
guenness book of world records,  simon berry holds the record of  
the highest dunk of a biscuit by  a bungee jumper, 240 feet and on  
this world record we have the  shortest married couple on  earth, 
about 35 inches tall, in  the guinness world record day  and the 
magic trick performed  during a sky dive   

0:13 11/18/16 11:20p lifestyle 

it's so clear we could see  this. downtown l.a. skyline, a tribute  to 
the big game tomorrow. news chopper four capturing this  
awesome view, usc and ucla set  to play at the rose bowl  
tomorrow.  

0:23 11/18/16 11:33p lifestyle 

we have a sneak peek inside  the first casino to open in las  vegas 
in six years. the lucky dragon is the newest  edition to the las vegas 
strip. all the signs are in chinese  first and then english. the official 
opening is december  3rd and the soft opening is  tomorrow at 4:00 
p.m.  

0:36 11/21/16 11:11p lifestyle 

happening right now, dozens  of people waiting in line for  the 
annual ej jackson turkey  giveaway. people now lined up for hours 
to get the makings for a  thanksgiving dinner. they expect to feed 
10,000  people this year. this marks the 34th year for the event that 
begins at 7:00  tomorrow morning. ej jackson owned a successful  
limo company in los angeles and  died earlier this month. 

0:37 11/22/16 11:33p lifestyle 

the san fernando rescue  mission celebrated 17 years of  giving by 
providing a  thanksgiving feast for more than  500 people with all 
the del  cases and trimmings. they say the event is needed now  
more than ev.  the truth is that so many of  our homeless friends 
don't get  just that basic dignity the rest  of us get so tonight was 
about  dignity, hope and that's why  it's important. 

0:20 11/22/16 11:33p lifestyle 

more than 700 people  gathered in san bernardino for a  special 
dinner as well. they were given the traditional  thanksgiving meal 
with all the  trimmings. staff members and volunteers  pitched in to 
help out and they  were given free jackets and flu  shots.  

0:45 11/23/16 11:33p lifestyle 

what started out as a honey  baked ham headache turns into a  
random act of kindness.  i'm giving it to you for your  family for 
thanksgiving.  that is rubin who waited in a  very long line to buy a 
ham in  glendale tonight. when he finally got inside, he  decided to 
buy a second half and  a pie and give it to the last  person waiting 
in line.  these days, everyone's pretty  fired up, everyone's pretty 
set  about things, and to have  someone come by and just do  
something nice like that,  genuine, it's pretty cool.   i'm thankful for 
what i have,  for my family, it's always good  to be generous and 
give. 

0:32 11/29/16 11:10p lifestyle 

an expectant couple is left  only one option, pull over on  the side of 
the road.  so the baby's out, sir?  yes, the baby's out and  crying.  
okay. very good. is the cord wrapped  around the baby's neck or  
anything?  it was but we unwrapped it.  

0:26 11/29/16 11:16p lifestyle 

a touching send off in  wyoming. hundreds gather to say good bye  
to a homeless veteran whom many  had never met. the funeral 
service was packed  with people standing room only. the coroner 
says she had trouble  locating his family and asked  people in the 
community to  attend his funeral.  
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0:22 11/29/16 11:17p lifestyle 

one, two, three.  long beach a little brighter  tonight. the annual tree 
lighting  ceremony featured plenty of  decorations, even fireworks. 
this year's tree stands about 50  feet tall. it's covered with more 
than  66,000 lights and will remain  lit until after the new year. 

0:28 11/29/16 11:32p lifestyle 

back to the future finally a  reality. nike unveiled its new self tying  
shoes on "today." marty mcfly sported these shoes  in "back to the 
future 2." the shoes go on sale in new york  city on thursday. thp 
cost $720.  i'll lace them up.  

0:28 11/29/16 11:33p lifestyle 

all right this holiday  season will be a little extra  special for an 
orange county  woman. she was selected to help deck  the halls of 
the white house. beverly jensen of seal beach,  one of 92 
volunteers to help  decorate 5200 pennsylvania  avenue. 56 lego 
ginger bread houses, one  for each state and they created  a giant 
replica of the dogs.  

0:48 11/30/16 11:16p lifestyle 

this is thoroughbred street  where every homeowner agrees to  
participate in this holiday  tradition. the crowds get larger and  
larger. that means lots of planning from  the city, with signs, a ban 
on  street side parking. even with all of that, there are  still 
problems.   

0:16 11/30/16 11:17p lifestyle 

here's another one, a  magnificent sight. this pod of orcas made an  
appearance near some whale  watchers this afternoon, between  
30 and 50 orcas spotted in the  water out there, as they swam  past 
the harbor breeze cruise  boat.   

0:29 12/1/16 11:17p lifestyle 

here's an interesting  picture for you. before checking into jail a 
man  near portland decided to put a  bird on it. that is his bird, a 
makah named  bird. and this is his mug shot. when it turned out he 
violated  the release, the court let him  bring his bird inside until a  
friend picked him up while fred  does his time.  

0:47 12/1/16 11:17p lifestyle 

it took just 24 hours to  turn a moment of heart break  into a symbol 
of community pride  in van nuys. they presented a $15,000 check  
to global mobility. after he saw a story right here  on nbc 4 about 
how the nonprofit  had its truck stolen and inside  were 80 
wheelchairs intended for  disabled children and adults in  
indonesia. 

0:20 12/5/16 11:33p lifestyle 

in the australian outback,  you'll never know when you come  face-
to-face with a kangaroo. greg bloom was on a hunting  trick when a 
kangaroo grabbed  his dog. after taking a jab, the kangaroo  took a 
moment to size up the  situation and decided it was  time to head 
back into the  brush.  

0:20 12/5/16 11:33p lifestyle 

snow created some slow  motion chaos in downtown  montreal this 
morning. buses, a police car, even a  snowplow slid down the street  
and collided into one another  here. the police officers managed to  
jump out of their cruiser before  the impact.  

0:36 12/6/16 11:33p lifestyle 

she came across that mama  bear and her two cubs outside  her 
home. she says her dog actually woke  her up after the dog 3rd 
bears  going through the trash.  scared me and then the bears  
continued to have a little party  in the backyard.  

0:22 12/7/16 11:16p lifestyle 

a long island woman got more  than she bargained for when she  
went shopping for her father. she bought some gloves for her  dad 
at kohl's, when she got  home, she had him try them on. he felt 
something inside. turned out to be a ring. she called the store, but 
no one  had reported it missing.  

0:15 12/7/16 11:33p lifestyle 

crowds gathered tonight for  the tamale festival. they got a chance 
to taste all  different kinds. santa claus was there to gather  
christmas lists from the kids.  nothing says tamales like  santa 
claus. 
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0:30 12/8/16 11:33p lifestyle 

it is a very happy holiday  season for one fontana man  because he 
1 rar $10 million  lottery scratcher worth $1  million. he bought his 
golden ticket in  montana. the owner of the store says when  he 
found out he won he calmly  left the store and get this,  we're also 
told he was second in  line to buy the ticket but the  lady in front of 
him couldn't  find her money so let him go  ahead of her. 

0:52 12/14/16 11:33p lifestyle 

he's harvard bound. a young man beat the odds, he's  off to one of 
the most  prestigious universities in the  world. you think he's just a 
little  excited? that was the reaction when he  got the news 
yesterday. he's just 17 years old, has  applied as an early action  
candidate.  

0:43 12/16/16 11:33p lifestyle 

a neighborhood in north hollywood is hoping to renew a christmas 
tradition and reached out for a little help. nearly 30 years ago, chris 
hearsic installed special lighting and a tree on top of the star. 
they're turning the lights back on for the holidays.  

0:19 12/19/16 11:17p lifestyle 
here is something you  don't see every day. this is a pod of killer 
whales  getting into a fight with a  shark, and the whales win. whale 
watchers capture the  entire thing near monterey bay.  

0:17 12/19/16 11:17p lifestyle 

i tell you, this deer is  quick as it dashes through a  gym. a deer 
dashed through the window  of a south carolina gym and ran  
around the weight room. those inside were a bit stunned. he finally 
got out by going  through the same window that he  smashed on 
the way in.  

0:39 12/19/16 11:33p lifestyle 

straying from her routine  turned a compton woman into a  lottery 
winner in a big way. jacqueline brady usually bias  scratcher ticket 
at a donut  shop. last month she made a stop at  the 7-eleven on 
man chester in  crenshaw. a $5 power five was the winning  ticket.   

0:18 10/3/16 11:33p religion 

celebrations under way to  mark the jewish new year rosh  
hashanah. this marks the year 5777 on the  hebrew calendar. it 
also marks the start of the  high holy days, which is a  ten-year or 
ten-day period of  contemplation and repentance,  leading to yom 
kippur, the day  of atonement.  

0:22 10/11/16 11:33p religion 
tonight marks the holiest  day for jews round the world. rabbi david 
barren delivered a  sermon the titled "jewish  resilience." yom 
kippur is reserved with  fasting and introspection.  

0:47 10/3/16 11:17p safety 

an unprecedented move, san  bernardino city hall remains  closed 
tomorrow following an  earthquake alert. the governor's emergency  
management office issued the  unusual alert following a swarm  of 
quakes near the salton sea  that slightly increased the  chance of 
the big one. the city manager says the  building is so old, if a large  
earthquake did hit, the building  would likely crumble. 

2:00 10/7/16 11:04p safety 

breaking news a security  scare at lax tonight. cell phone video 
shows officers  during a lockdown triggered by a  911 call. kate 
larsson outside of the  airport where traffic is shut  down this 
holiday weekend.  reporter: that's right. the traffic tonight has been  
even worse than their usual  friday night traffic at lax. just a 
complete mes. all of this because somebody  called 911 and said 
there was a  man with a gun inside a parking  structure either this 
one or  right next door at the airport  hilton.  

0:24 10/10/16 11:14p safety 

samsung is halting all  global sales and replacements of  its galaxy 
note 7 smartphone. the company released a statement  telling 
customers it is now  investigating. all sales are stopped while  their 
investigation takes place.  

0:23 10/11/16 11:17p safety 
a popular dog food is  recalling caesar filet mignon  classic dog 
foot. pieces of plastic got into the  food in the production process.  
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0:27 10/12/16 11:17p safety 
if you have a galaxy note 7, it is time to let it go. samsung is 
sending customers  fire-proof boxes to return their cell phones. the 
company is halting  production and sales of the note 7. 

0:34 10/13/16 11:15p safety 

new video gives us a look at  how dangerous an exploding cell  
phone can be. what it looks like when a  lithium ion battery 
explodes. this captures the moment when  the galaxy s 7 exploded 
in her.  

0:22 10/13/16 11:31p safety 

nutrisystem is pulling one  of its popular protein bars over  concerns 
over listeria. its cookie dough bar may be  effected. they were 
available online  through amazon and walmart. for more recall 
information, go  to our website.  

0:55 10/20/16 11:15p safety 

it's a question anyone in southern california should be asking. 
would you be able taget through a major earthquake with enough 
supplies for one week or more? that's the point of the california 
shakeout. nbc 4 even caught off guard by this one. it's a simulated 
earthquake. millions took part in this state-wide drill. 

0:26 11/4/16 11:07p safety 

veterinarians have set up a  quarantine that los angeles  equestrian 
center after some  horses became infected with the  deadly virus. 
it's confirmed in five animals.  all but one returned from the  vegas 
horse show last week.  

0:24 11/14/16 11:08p safety 

isis is calling  new york's thanksgiving day  parade an excellent 
target. the latest edition of its  english magazine, the terrorist  group 
calls on lone wolfs to  rent a truck and drive into a  crowd. new york 
police department says  there is no credible threat of  violence, but 
security will be  tight. 

0:27 11/18/16 11:32p safety 

mario just talked about the  big game and security's going to  be 
very tight when the cross  town rivals usc and ucla meet. security a 
big concern as they  take the field after dark and  after hours 
tailgating. pasadena police say only clear  bags are allowed inside 
the  stadium and be sure to allow  extra time for security  
screening.  

0:55 11/28/16 11:03p safety 

developing news from the  bay area. three people are dead, five 
more  sick after a thanksgiving dinner  for veterans. the health 
department in contra  costa county says that the  victims became ill 
after they  ate a meal at the american  legion hall, one veterans 
said  about 100 people were there.   it was a nice dinner. they had 
a turkey. they had stuffing. they had cranberry, coffee. about 1:00 
in the morning, i  woke up with horrible cramps. 

0:25 12/6/16 11:16p safety 

we have new details from the  fbi. the focus of that threat was  the 
universal city stop that led  to a show of force into the  night. earlier 
mayor road the redline,  believing the threat was not  credible. 
detectives now believe the  person who called in the threat  may be 
behind other hoaxes.  

0:26 12/9/16 11:16p safety 

a massive and deadly takata  airbag recall putting even more  
drivers at risk. apparently now the airbag  inflater. right now up to 
42 million  vehicles are at risk and experts  say they expect it to 
reach  6900.  

0:33 12/12/16 11:18p safety 

a man who looks a lot  like santa will have to tone  down his look if 
he wants to go  back to six flags. jerry henderson visited the  texas 
theme park this weekend to  celebrate his granddaughter's  
birthday. he is a regular. has a season pass, and has had  one for 
years. but this weekend was different.  

0:52 10/4/16 11:08p severe weather 

now large and extremely  powerful. we're talking about hurricane  
matthew. it's the strongest storm to hit  the kaur been in nearly a  
decade. and it's unclear just how much  damage has been done. 
there have already been 11  deaths with wind of 130 miles  per 
hour it should get to the  bahamas next.  
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0:56 10/5/16 11:08p severe weather 

hundreds of thousands of  florida right up to the  carolinas are on 
the move  tonight. trying to get out of the way of  hurricane 
matthew, which is  headed right for their homes. many communities 
are desserted  after mass evacuations,  scrambling to find higher  
ground. roads are jammed as people head  west. businesses and 
homes are boarded  up. and the two most precious  liquids are 
water and gas.  

1:51 10/6/16 11:00p severe weather 

live at 11:00. hurricane matthew is now the  size of florida. the last 
chance for millions in  its path to evacuate has come  and gone np 
category 4 storm  assault on the atlantic coast is  happening now.  
and with the winds up to 130  mile-per-hour, it could continue  in 
the united states.   and it is really raining and  picking up. and jay 
gray is live as he gets  soaked to show us the impact.  reporter: the 
rain has been  picking up np rain coming down  in sheets. the 
condition evidence this  storm is starting to move in. matthew, now 
beginning to  unleash its fury along the  fllthral coast.  it's here. it's 
actually here.  reporter: violent winds,  driving rains 

0:52 10/6/16 11:02p severe weather 

and just south of daytona  there, nbc 4's gadi schwartz is  south of 
titusville.  reporter: this is not the  ocean proper. this is an area 
protected by  islands over here and this  hurricane is still about 100  
mills away. so, we're starting to see those  wind gusts, starting to 
see the  rain picking up.  

0:56 10/6/16 11:03p severe weather 

still a category 4 storm. this is probably going to get as  close as it 
will get to daytona  beach by about 8:00 tomorrow  morning as a 
category 3. melbourne, florida, jacksonville  will all experience 75  
mile-per-hour winds. and storm surge from sebastian  inlet up to 
south carolina and  11-foot storm surge that's water  11 feet over 
the surface to the  second story of some buildings  that's a higher 
storm surge than  super storm sandy delivered to  the coast of new 
jersey.  

1:28 10/6/16 11:14p severe weather 

the waves really starting to  pick up on the indian river. this is in the 
titusville area. and we're just learning this is  south of daytona 
beach, just  learning this has been reduced  to a category 3 
hurricane. still very strong and still just  a couple hours away from 
hitting  the coast.  reporter: good evening and  good morning from 
daytona beach,  florida. some of the outer bands getting  close to 
the eye wall here at  daytona beach. 

0:25 10/6/16 11:16p severe weather 

here's another live look at  matthew. expected to reach the warning  
zone area in the next few hours  and it has weakened to a  
category 3. the winds there. the greatest threat of the storm  surge 
is that it could reach 9  feet or more. 

0:58 10/6/16 11:33p severe weather 

well, here's another live  picture from florida, st.  augustin. and it 
continues to churn its  way north just off shore. i understand it's 
down a notch  to a category 3.  let's look at the resolving  loop just 
to show you where we  stand. it's a category 3 storm, 120  mile-
per-hour winds, making as  close to land fall as it will  make by 
about 8:00 in the  morning to the daytona beach  area. this is a 
storm surge up through  north carolina, higher than they  had in 
super storm sandy. 11 feet. that's a second story of  buildings as 
much as a half mile  inland. it's a nasty, nasty 24-hour  period and 
loop off the coast  over the weekend and may assert  itself as a 
tropical storm later  in the week.  it's not much different  between a 
cat 4 and a cat 3.  not when you're standing in  it. 
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0:46 10/7/16 11:08p severe weather 

happening right now,  hurricane matthew off the coast  of florida, 
but still  threatening georgia and south  carolina. this storm capable 
of dumping 15  inches of rain and causing a  storm surge of up to 
nine feet  in some places. transformer explosions across  florida. 
this is the reason more than 1  million people are without  power.  

1:01 10/7/16 11:09p severe weather 

a slightly weaker storm than  earlier tonight but still a  strong two. 
the center about 70 miles  southeast of savannah. this is a fast 
nasty night for  all of the coast of georgia and  south carolina. land 
fall could happen. as much as the eye that has  passed over land, 
over  charleston, later orn tonight. we have a 6 to 9 foot storm  
surge from georgia to south  carolina.  

0:32 10/7/16 11:17p severe weather 

new images of the  catastrophic devastation  hurricane matthew 
left. the death toll reached over 100  alone in haiti. thousands of 
roads destroys,  roads washed away and some  barely making it 
out alive.  

0:52 10/11/16 11:16p severe weather 

hurricane matthew death toll  in the u.s. has grown to 30 as  flood 
waters continue to rise in  some states. in north carolina, social 
media  is getting credit for saving a  man after the hurricane hit. he 
was worried about his  brother, chris, trapped in the  attic with his 
dog.  

0:25 10/12/16 11:08p severe weather 
hurricane nicole is reaching a category 4. winds up to 130 miles per 
hour  at this point. look at these new images from  space.  

0:59 10/18/16 11:01p severe weather 

and fritz coleman joins us  right now. explain why it's so urgent they  
get control of this tonight.  first we go to the nbc  doppler network. 
about 70 degrees. 24% relative humidity. gusts to 25 miles per 
hour. quite frankly, there could not  be a worst time for a fire to  
evolve in the northwest san  fernando valley. it often gets the santa 
ana  winds first.  

0:42 10/24/16 11:03p severe weather 

it is quite a show. the unmistakable sound of  thunder as it rolls 
across the  inland empire tonight. this is video from newberry  
springs as the storm causes all  kinds of problems. and that is the 
sound of  electricity as lightning hits  that power pole in menifee. 
the video is from an nbc 4  viewer tim hughes, who wanted  you to 
see it. the pole catches fire and  briefly the power went out. and the 
rain made rush hour a  lot tougher. 

2:14 10/27/16 11:01p severe weather 

that's right, we're  at the base of this hillside. and we've got two 
homes right  next door to each other but  they're in very different  
situations tonight. this home right here, they're  worried about a lot 
of mud and  water coming into their backyard  but not nearly the 
potential  problems that their neighbors  are dealing with right here 
who  were under mandatory evacuations  overnight.   

0:57 10/27/16 11:03p severe weather 

now to find some active  weather, we just drove north. strong rain is 
already hitting  parts of the central coast. here with a look at some 
new  rain video. robert.  reporter: you hit the nail on  the head. that 
is what we're trying to  find, active weather. we're here in santa 
barbara. it is getting close. take a look at what we captured  just a 
few minutes ago. this is on the 101 north of us. you see rain falling 
pretty hev  aebally there.  

0:30 10/27/16 11:04p severe weather 

just a little left of  conchita. and the only mobile radar in  southern 
california and here's  why. it's looking to the northwest  and here's 
the action. over the last several hours  we've noticed embedded  
thunderstorms in this band of  rain.  

0:29 11/16/16 11:01p severe weather 

right now, we're tracking  dangerous winds picking up  across the 
antelope valley. this is palm dale, where there's  a frost warn out 
tonight. this 18 wheeler is lifted off  the ground by powerful winds,  
northeast of bakersfield, the  big rig is knocked over on its  side. 
these are the same winds we're  feeling tonight.  
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0:36 12/2/16 11:03p severe weather 

listen to that and you can  probably hear the wind howling  where 
you are. tree have toppled all around the  area. this is where drivers 
had to  turn around after trees fell in  the middle of the road. farther 
east, the wind took down  several large trees on crafton  avenue. 
the trees ripped up large chunks  of concrete as they uprooted. but 
it's not just the inland  empire, the wind is whipping  along the coast 
as you see in  this video from huntington  beach. 

0:38 12/2/16 11:17p severe weather 

well, a messy drive home through  studio city all because of the  
wind. strong gusts blew a tree at the  101 freeway, slowing traffic 
for  hours and we're hearing from  woman who was in the wrong 
place  when that tree came down.  

0:14 12/2/16 11:33p severe weather 
a tree crush as car. no injuries. the car was totalled as many of  us 
learned today you've got to  trust fritz when it comes to  these 
winds. 

0:14 12/14/16 11:17p severe weather 
storm prep is already  underway tonight. sandbags and tarps are in 
place  along fallon. this is along highway 138.  

2:21 12/16/16 11:02p severe weather 

live in burbank with a cold settling in after the big storm. kate. 
reporter: the temperatures are have been dropping very quickly and 
the rain just picked up a few min lths ago and that wind chill really 
amps up the temperature. this evening it started in the 50s and now 
it's in the 40s and in a few hours expected to drop the into the 30s. 
people in downtown burbank are starting to bundle up tonight.  

0:15 12/16/16 11:06p severe weather 

now this is snow. this is a live picture from big bear. you can see 
the snow is coming down out there tonight. we understand the 
snow making machines will be working over night to make sure the 
slopes are covered before the holidays.  

0:53 10/21/16 11:06p technology 

for those of us that use the  internet for entertainment u  it's an 
inconvenience. a major cyber attack especially  on the east coast 
and  california. paypal, netflix, twitter. small businesses were 
paralyzed  as well. epic interactive media in north  hollywood shut 
down, sending  workers home today. 

0:33 11/14/16 11:19p technology 

have you been outside to see  it? tonight there is quite a light  
show. a really bright moon over  southern california. one that we 
haven't seen in  nearly seven decades. the brightest supermoon 
since  1948 from sherman oaks to santa  monica. we have video of 
this bright  full moon. it's the closest it's been to  earth in 69 years.  

0:21 10/12/16 11:33p transportation 

next time you fly out of  l.a.x., you might see something  new that 
makes getting through  security a lot less of a hassle. terminal 
seven has multiple  conveyor belts will allow up to  five people to 
unload their  items at the same time. 

0:22 10/14/16 11:17p transportation 

starting tomorrow  morning, you will not be able to  fly even check 
your samsung  galaxy note 7 on a flight. the faa ban on the 
exploding  phones begins in the morning and  any passenger 
caught with a note  7 is going to be denied boarding  and face a 
fine.  

1:01 10/28/16 11:17p transportation 

161 people are about to take  off when suddenly there's a  strange 
sound followed by an  explosion and fire. inside the chicago to 
miami  flight, passengers scrambled to  get out alive. cell phone 
video shows the  chaos. scared and confused, passengers  jumped 
to safety on to the  runway at o'hare airport.  first it was a clung. 
after the clung, the explosion.  it was a loud pop and then  flames  
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0:43 10/31/16 11:06p transportation 

confusion over  samsung phones led to a united  airlines flight en 
route to l.a.  being grounded. flight attendants alerted  passengers 
on the flight from  l.a. to hawaii that a galaxy  note 7 was detected 
on the  plane's wifi network that phone  is banned from all planes  
because of several reports of  explosions. when no one stepped 
forward, the  pilots were forced to ground the  flight. 

0:24 11/18/16 11:32p transportation 

thanksgiving travellers  already descending on lax. there will be a 
shorter wait on  security. they unveiled new automated  screening 
lines in terminal 7. the lines in the lanes expected  to speed up 
screening by about  30%. 2.3 million people expecked to  pass 
through lax between today  and november 28th.  

0:25 11/22/16 11:07p transportation 

and happening right now  holiday grid lock. it is starting early this 
year. this is a live picture from lax. we just checked. it's taking 
drivers at least 20  minutes to get around the  horseshoe at lax. as 
you can see from our second  news chopper, traffic is backed  up 
on the 405 heading to lax.  

0:26 11/23/16 11:07p transportation 

l.a. gridlock making head  lines as millions head for their  
thanksgiving destinations. this is video from a short time  ago. as 
you can see, a sea of  taillights out there, let's take  a look at lax 
right now, still  packed out there, still bumper  to bumper gridlock. 
an absolute mess. 

0:32 11/28/16 11:16p transportation 

tense moments for 131 people  aboard a united airlines flight  from 
san francisco to tokyo as  one of the 747's four engines  
malfunctioned. passenger video here shows fuel  being dumped 
from the wing to  reduce the weight of the plane  before it could 
return to san  francisco and land. many passengers say they heard 
a  loud bang, and then they saw  flames coming out of the engine  
on the left side.  

0:42 11/28/16 11:16p transportation 

we're getting some new  video from another united  flight. this time 
a woman in houston  opened the emergency exit,  jumped out of 
the plane on to  the runway. a passenger shot this video  showing 
the open emergency exit  as well as the police officers  using 
search dogs on the plane  just moments after the incident. 
surveillance video shows a woman  hopping out of the plane on to  
the tarmac here, then running  towards the airport.  she jumped out 
while we were  waiting for our gate.  

0:10 12/2/16 11:02p transportation 
and more breaking news. ontario airport is shut down and  windows 
blown out, flights  canceled. some diverted. 

0:35 12/2/16 11:16p transportation 

if you can't park in a red  zone, make it disappear. what's that's 
what construction  workers were trying to do. they found a big 
orange and  white cone covering the fire  hydrant. one of the 
workers was given a  ticket but wouldn't admit any  wrong doing.  

0:45 12/2/16 11:17p transportation 

the wind is changing the  landing and take off patterns at  lax and 
backing up a lot of  traffic on the tarmac. will. sfwlrks we've got a lot 
of extra  traffic here at lax. a lot of planes have diverted  now and 
then from other airports  like ontario. and burbank has sent a few 
over. as you head west, you will find  out you've got to take off over  
the city and coming in over the  ocean.  

0:23 12/5/16 11:10p transportation 

get ready. this is a big week for you "star  wars" fans. "rogue one" 
premiers this  weekend. and means big changes for  drivers 
starting right now. hollywood boulevard closed  between ivar and 
argyle avenues.  

0:50 12/6/16 11:19p transportation 

a mother battling breast  cancer says she was humiliated  when 
she tried to get through  security at lax. denise albert. says the 
agents aggressively  tried to do a full body search,  even after she 
told them she had  medical cream in her bag, they  wouldn't make 
any exceptions  even after explaining she had  cancer. 
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0:23 12/9/16 11:07p transportation 

your get away might hit a  snag and it's all because of  paperwork. 
they're stopping flights between  l.a. and puerto vallarta and  
cancun. the problem is mexico hasn't  finished the required 
paperwork  authorizing those flights.  

0:23 12/12/16 11:18p transportation 

all right. also new tonight, police forced  to drag a woman off a delta  
airlines flight because she  refused to follow instructions. according 
to the airline, the  woman, who was headed to san  diego, didn't 
comply with  boarding instructions, and she  violated airport 
regulations.  

0:47 12/19/16 11:07p transportation 

the faa says a  jetliner taking off from l.a.x.  was mistakenly sent in 
the wrong  direction near the path of  another jet and very close to  
mt. wilson.  01530, what you doing? turn southbound now, 
southbound  now, stop your climb.  that's new audio of an air  traffic 
controller instructing  the eva airways 777 as it was  taking off for 
taipei on friday. faa officials say the controller  originally sent the 
flight in  the wrong direction, putting the  plane on a similar path 
anson  air canada flight that just took  off.  

0:46 12/20/16 11:13p transportation 

korean air is now thanking  pop singerer richard marx for  help 
taking down a passenger. his wife, daisy fewants said  this went on 
for four hours. marks wrote that the crew was  completely ill 
prepared for the  situation. korean air says the flight  atentant had 
had a taser but  didn't use it because she  thought she might hit 
another  passengerer. 
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ACCESS HOLLYWOOD, Recorded, 
Other/Public Affairs/Entertainment, 7:30-
8:00PM Monday through Friday, and as 
an hour at various times on the weekend, 
is an entertainment news-magazine 
which discusses the current news and 
issues in the entertainment business.  
The program also profiles current stars as 
well as behind-the-camera personalities. 
  

NBC4 NEWS CONFERENCE, Local, 
Public Affairs/Other, various times on 
Sunday, is a regularly scheduled series 
featuring topical, informative interviews 
with public figures, community leaders, 
and government officials. 

NBC4 NEWS, Local, News, various times 
and lengths, Monday through Sunday, 
includes concise reports from authorities 
on a variety of subjects as well as 
comprehensive coverage of fast breaking 
stories in Southern California, the nation, 
the world. 

DATELINE NBC, Network, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, various times, is a prime 
time news magazine program co-hosted 
by Jane Pauley and Stone Phillips.  There 
are usually 3 segments per show, 15-20 
minutes each.  

EXTRA!, Recorded, Public Affairs/ 
Other/Entertainment, 7:00-7:30PM 
Monday through Friday, and as an hour 
at various times on the weekend, is a 
news magazine program about the 
current happenings in and around Los 
Angeles.  

MEET THE PRESS, Network, Public 
Affairs, 8:00-9:00AM Sunday, is the 
longest running program on television.  
Different members of the press and 
media join each week to question leading 
figures involved in and/or with expertise in 
current and timely issues and events. 

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS, Network, 
News/Public Affairs, 6:30-7:00PM 
Monday through Friday; various times 
Saturday and Sunday covers hard news 
of the day as well as commentaries.  
Segments are usually 3-5 minutes in 
length. 

TODAY IN L.A., Local, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, 4:30-7:00AM covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews with 
a decided emphasis on Southern 
California in general and Los Angeles, in 
particular. 

TODAY IN L.A.:  WEEKEND, Local, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 7:00-8:00AM 
Saturday and Sunday covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews.  It is 
the weekend version of the weekday 
program.   

TODAY SHOW, Network, Public 
Affairs/News/Other/Entertainment, 7:00-
11:00AM Monday through Friday, is a 
presentation of NBC News.  It covers 
national and international news as well as 
news making interviews, discussions, and 
reviews.   Segments are usually 3-5 
minutes in length. 
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ON THE MONEY, Recorded, Public 
Affairs/Other, various times on the 
weekend.  The program gets inside the 
best minds in business with high-profile 
newsmakers, high-powered debates and 
high-priority issues.  There is a what’s 
new segment featuring top newsmaker 
interviews on the upcoming week’s most 
pressing financial news stories.  Also, 
there is a “personal journal” segment 
where viewers will learn and be able to 
take away important information on 401K 
news, taxes, retirement, investing and 

career as well as views of top money 
managers. 

WEEKEND TODAY SHOW, Network, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 60-minutes, 
various times Saturday morning and 
Sunday morning, covers national and 
international news as well as interviews, 
discussions, and reviews.  Segments are 
usually 3-5 minutes in length. 

 

 
 

 

 

KNBC’s daily program schedule for the reporting quarter follows.
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start 
time

Mon 9/26/16 Tue 9/27/16 Wed 9/28/16 Thu 9/29/16 Fri 9/30/16 Sat 10/1/16 Sun 10/2/16
start 
time

5:00a
Tai Cheng Seque (Paid 

Program)
5:00a

5:30a Open House [#5349] 5:30a

6:00a Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a Today Show 7:00a

7:30a 7:30a

8:00a 8:00a

8:30a 8:30a

9:00a 9:00a

9:30a 9:30a

10:00a 10:00a

10:30a 10:30a

11:00a 11:00a

11:30a 11:30a

12:00p 12:00p

12:30p 12:30p

1:00p 1:00p

1:30p 1:30p

2:00p Steve Harvey [#5019] Steve Harvey [#5021] Steve Harvey [#5022] Steve Harvey [#5018] Steve Harvey [#5017] 2:00p

3:00p On the Money [#1775] 3:00p

3:30p NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p 4:00p

4:30p
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201640]
4:30p

5:00p NBC4 News at 5p 5:00p

5:30p NBC Nightly News 5:30p

6:00p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

6:30p NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

7:00p Extra [#23020] Extra [#23021] Extra [#23022] Extra [#23023]
Life Connected Special in 
Celebration of Hispanic 

Heritage Month
7:00p

7:30p Access Hollywood [#5232] Access Hollywood [#5233] Access Hollywood [#5234] Access Hollywood [#5235]
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7608]
7:30p

8:00p Superstore The Good Place 8:00p

8:30p The Good Place The Good Place 8:30p

9:00p Access Hollywood [#5231] The Good Place The Challenge (8:57p) 9:00p

9:30p Extra [#23019] The Good Place NBC4 News (9:29p) 9:30p

10:00p
Dateline NBC (One Small 

Dose) This is Us Chicago P.D. The Blacklist Saturday Night Live
Dateline NBC (Deadly 

Devotion)
10:00p

11:00p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p 11:30p

11:35p NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a 12:30a

1:00a
LXTV: First Look Long Island, 
The East End  [#3311]  (1:02a)

1:00a

1:30a
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Open House [#5327] 1:30a

2:00a 2:00a

2:30a
Copper Chef Gri (Paid 

Program)  (2:32a)
2:30a

3:00a 1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

3:30a Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

4:00a Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

4:30a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Gwynniebee (Paid 

Program)
Luminess V106B  
(Paid Program)

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Steve Harvey [5010R] Steve Harvey [5011R] Steve Harvey [5014R] Steve Harvey [5012R] Steve Harvey [5009R] Meet the Press

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1576] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1577] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1578] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1579] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1580] (2:07a)

Dateline NBC

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1047] 

(1:32a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Extra Weekend 
[#23024]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Saturday Night Live    
(Margo Robbie & the 

Weekend) new

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago Med
Dateline NBC (The 

Accused)

The Voice

The Voice

Blindspot This is Us

NBC News Special 
2016 Presidential 

Debate

NBC4 News

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Kansas City 
Chiefs @ Pittsburgh 

Steelers  (5:20p)

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p
Football Night in 

America

Ellen [#14015] Ellen [#14016] Ellen [#14017] Ellen [#14018] Ellen [#14019]

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1576]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1577]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1578]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1579]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1580]

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

Today Show jip  
(10:12a)

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

NBC4 News Special Report 
Police Pursuit  (8:56a)

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Golf Ryder Cup

Today Show (7:37a)
Meet the Press

Golf Ryder Cup

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1047]

Page 1 of 14
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start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/3/16 Tue 10/4/16 Wed 10/5/16 Thu 10/6/16 Fri 10/7/16 Sat 10/8/16 Sun 10/9/16
start 
time

Open House [#5350] 5:00a

Open House: George to the 
Rescue [#7609]

5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today Show 7:00a
NBC News Special Report 
Hurricane Matthew  (7:37a) 7:30a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 8:00a

Wilderness Vet 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer 9:00a

Naturally, Danny Seo 9:30a

Give 10:00a

Heart of a Champion 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Steve Harvey [#5020] Steve Harvey [#5030] Steve Harvey [#5024] Steve Harvey [#5016] Steve Harvey [#5028]
Horse Racing Breeder's Cup 

Challenge Series
Horse Racing Breeder's Cup 

Challenge Series 2:00p

Going Roggin On the Money [#1776] 3:00p

Open House: George to the 
Rescue [#7609]

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#23025] Extra [#23027] Extra [#23028] Extra [#23029] Open House [#5347] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5236] Access Hollywood [#5238] Access Hollywood [#5239] Access Hollywood [#5240]
Life Connected Special in 
Celebration of Hispanic 

Heritage Month
7:30p

Superstore 8:00p

The Good Place 8:30p

Access Hollywood [#5237] The Challenge (9:01p) 9:00p

Extra [#23026] NBC4 News 9:30p

Timeless Dateline NBC (The Collector) Chicago P.D. The Blacklist Saturday Night Live
Dateline NBC (Smoke and 

Mirrors)
10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Dress Me Up 
[#3312]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5347] 1:30a

2:00a

Treedazzler B (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Copper Chef Gri (Paid 

Program)
Larry King Upda (Paid 

Program)
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Steve Harvey [5002R] Steve Harvey [5013R] Steve Harvey [5003R] Steve Harvey [5008R] Meet the PressSteve Harvey [5006R]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1581] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1582] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1583] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1584] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1585] (2:07a)

Dateline NBC

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1048] 

(1:32a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Extra Weekend 
[#23030]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Saturday Night Live     
(Lin-Manuel Miranda & 
Twenty One Pilots) new

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago Med
Dateline NBC (On a 

Lonely Road)

Blindspot Timeless

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (Plot Twist)

The Voice

The Voice

NBC News Special 
2016 Vice Presidential 

Debate

NBC4 News

NBC Sunday Night 
Football New York 

Giants @ Green Bay 
Packers  (5:20p)

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p
Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1048] Football Night in 

America

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 4p

Ellen [#14021] Ellen [#14022] Ellen [#14023] Ellen [#14024]Ellen [#14020]

Days of Our Lives
Motor Sports Global 
Rallycross  (1:10p)

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Action Sports Red 
Bull Series

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1584]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1585]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1581]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1582]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1583]

Action Sports Red 
Bull Series

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show Today Show

NASCAR Sprint Cup: 
Charlotte

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11am

Today Show Today Show

Today Show (7:47a) Meet the Press

Today Show

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
Saturday Today
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start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/10/16 Tue 10/11/16 Wed 10/12/16 Thu 10/13/16 Fri 10/14/16 Sat 10/15/16 Sun 10/16/16
start 
time

50 Plus Prime Open House [#5351] 5:00a

Open House: George to the 
Rescue [#7610]

5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 8:00a

Wilderness Vet 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201642]
9:00a

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
10/1 [#101]

9:30a

Give org sch 10/1 [#101] 10:00a

NASCAR Countdown to 
Green

10:30a

11:00a

Soccer Premier League 
Goal Zone

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Steve Harvey [#5027] Steve Harvey [#5026] Steve Harvey [#5032] Steve Harvey [#5025] Steve Harvey [#5036] 2:00p

Going Roggin jip  (3:01p) On the Money [#1777] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC4 News 4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#23031] Extra [#23032] Extra [#23033] Extra [#23034] Extra [#23035] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5241] Access Hollywood [#5242] Access Hollywood [#5243] Access Hollywood [#5244] Access Hollywood [#5245] 7:30p

Superstore 8:00p

The Good Place 8:30p

9:00p

The Challenge (9:23p) 9:30p

Timeless (10:01p) Chicago Fire Chicago P.D. The Blacklist
Dateline NBC (The Hometown 

Hero & The Homecoming Queen) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Date Night 
[#3313]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7607] 1:30a

2:00a

Star Shower Mot (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Luminess V106B  
(Paid Program)

Starshower Moti (Paid 
Program)

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Steve Harvey [5021R]
Steve Harvey [5022R] 

(3:01a)
Days of Our Lives 

(3:01a)
Steve Harvey [5017R] 

(3:01a)
Meet the PressSteve Harvey [5019R]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1586] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1587] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1588] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1589] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1590] (2:07a)

Dateline NBC

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1049] 

(1:32a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Extra Weekend 
[#23036]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Saturday Night Live    
(Emily Blunt & Bruno 

Mars) new

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Chicago Med
Dateline NBC (A 
Dangerous Man)

NBC4 Movie My Week 
with Marilyn

This Is Us
Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

NBC4 News

The Voice

The Voice Blindspot

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Indianapolis 

Colts @ Houston 
Texans  (5:20p)

NBC4 News at 5p

Notre Dame Football 
Stanford

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p
Football Night in 

America

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen [#14027] Ellen [#14028] Ellen [#14029]Ellen [#14025] Ellen [#14026]

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1586]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1587]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1588]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1590]

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

NASCAR Sprint Cup: 
Kansas  (11:12a)

NASCAR xFinity 
Series: Kansas

Today Show

NBC4 News Special 
Report Sheriff 

Sergeant Funeral

Today Show
Soccer Premier 

League

Today Show Today Show Today ShowToday Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show

Meet the Press

Today Show Today Show

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Saturday Today

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 01/06/17

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/17/16 Tue 10/18/16 Wed 10/19/16 Thu 10/20/16 Fri 10/21/16 Sat 10/22/16 Sun 10/23/16
start 
time

50 Plus Prime
Keranique Ver 2 (Paid 

Program)
5:00a

Open House [#5352] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 8:00a

Wilderness Vet 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201643]
9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

Soccer Premier League 
Goal Zone

Motor Sports F1 Pre Race 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Steve Harvey [#5044] Steve Harvey [#5038] Steve Harvey [#5031] Steve Harvey [#5034] Steve Harvey [#5035]
Motor Sports F1 Post Race  

(2:12p)
2:00p

Heart of a Champion org sch 
10/1 [#101]

On the Money [#1778] 3:00p

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
10/15 [#103] NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Give org sch 10/15 [#103] 4:00p

Heart of a Champion org sch 
10/15 [#103] 4:30p

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#23037] Extra [#23038] Extra [#23040] Extra [#23041] NBC4 News 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5246] Access Hollywood [#5247] Access Hollywood [#5249] Access Hollywood [#5250]
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7611]
7:30p

Superstore Superstore 8:00p

The Good Place 8:30p

Access Hollywood [#5248] 9:00p

Extra [#23039] The Challenge (9:25p) 9:30p

Timeless (10:01p) Chicago Fire Dateline NBC The Blacklist Dateline NBC (Bad Blood) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look It's A Dog's 
Life [#3314]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7608] 1:30a

2:00a

Copper Chef 3X$ (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Gwynniebee (Paid 

Program)
Larry King Upda (Paid 

Program)
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Steve Harvey [5030R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5024R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5016R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5028R] 
(3:01a)

Meet the Press
Steve Harvey [5020R] 

(3:01a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1591] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1592] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1593] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1594] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1595] (2:07a)

Dateline NBC

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1050] 

(1:32a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Extra Weekend 
[#23042]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Saturday Night Live    
(Tom Hanks & Lady 

Gaga) new

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

This Is Us Chicago Med
Dateline NBC (Secrets in 
the Smokey Mountains)

NBC Movie of the 
Week Identity Thief

The Voice

The Voice Blindspot
Caught on Camera with 

Nick Cannon

NBC4 News

NBC News Special 
2016 Presidential 

Debate NBC Sunday Night 
Football Seattle 

Seahawks @ Arizona 
Cardinals  (5:20p)

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p
Football Night in 

America

Ellen [#14033] Ellen [#14034]Ellen [#14030] Ellen [#14031] Ellen [#14032]

Figure Skating Skate 
America

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1592]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1593]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1594]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1595] Action Sports Red 

Bull Series Motor Sports Formula 
One Racing  (11:56a)

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

Today Show Today ShowToday Show Today Show Today Show

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1591]

Soccer Premier 
League

Figure Skating ISU 
Grand Prix of Figure 

Skating

Today Show Today ShowToday Show Today Show Today Show

Meet the Press

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today Show Today Show

Saturday Today

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 01/06/17

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/24/16 Tue 10/25/16 Wed 10/26/16 Thu 10/27/16 Fri 10/28/16 Sat 10/29/16 Sun 10/30/16
start 
time

50 Plus Prime
11/16 La Fbs (Paid 

Program)
5:00a

Open House [#5353] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 8:00a

Wilderness Vet 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer 9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

Soccer Premier League 
Goal Zone

11:00a

Soccer Premier League Goal 
Zone  (11:34a)

Motor Sports F1 Pre Race 11:30a

Notre Dame Football Pre-
Game Show

12:00p

12:30p

Days of Our Lives 1:00p

Days of Our Lives (1:32p) 1:30p

Steve Harvey [#5033] Steve Harvey [#5039] Steve Harvey [#5043] Steve Harvey [#5023] Steve Harvey [#5041]
Figure Skating ISU Grand Prix 

of Figure Skating 2:00p

On the Money [#1779] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

NBC4 News Conference 
[#201644]

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#23043] Extra [#23044] Extra [#23045] Extra [#23046] Extra [#23047] NBC4 News 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5251] Access Hollywood [#5252] Access Hollywood [#5253] Access Hollywood [#5254] Access Hollywood [#5255]
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7612]
7:30p

Superstore 8:00p

The Good Place 8:30p

9:00p

The Challenge (9:20p) 9:30p

Timeless (10:01p) Chicago Fire Chicago P.D. The Blacklist Saturday Night Live
Dateline NBC (Secrets in 

Pleasant Grove)
10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Dress Me Up 
[3312R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7609] 1:30a

2:00a

11/16 La Fbs (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Keranique Ver 2 (Paid 

Program)
11/16 La Fbs (Paid 

Program)
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Steve Harvey [5026R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5032R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5025R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5036R] 
(3:01a)

Meet the Press
Steve Harvey [5027R] 

(3:01a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1596] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1597] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1598] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1599] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1600] (2:07a)

Dateline NBC

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1051] 

(1:32a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Extra Weekend 
[#23048]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Saturday Night Live    
(Margo Robbie & the 

Weekend)

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

The Voice

The Voice Blindspot
Caught on Camera with 

Nick Cannon
Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (In the Dead of 

Night)
This Is Us

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago Med
Dateline NBC (In Cold 

Blood)

NBC4 News

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Philadelphia 

Eagles @ Dallas 
Cowboys  (5:20p)

NBC4 NewsNBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p
Football Night in 

America

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen [#14035] Ellen [#14036] Ellen [#14037] Ellen [#14038] Ellen [#14039]

Notre Dame Football 
Miami

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1596]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1597]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1598]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1599]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1600]

Motor Sports Formula 
One Racing  (11:55a)

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 11amNBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show
Soccer Premier 

League

Today Show

Soccer Premier 
League

Today Show

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Meet the Press

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today Show

Saturday Today

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 01/06/17

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/31/16 Tue 11/1/16 Wed 11/2/16 Thu 11/3/16 Fri 11/4/16 Sat 11/5/16 Sun 11/6/16
start 
time

11/16 La Fbs (Paid 
Program)

5:00a

Open House [#5354] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 8:00a

Wilderness Vet 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201645]
9:00a

Naturally, Danny Seo Venezuela (Paid Program) 9:30a

Give 10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1603]

12:00p

Access Hollywood Live jip 
[AHL1603]

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Steve Harvey [#5037] Steve Harvey [#5047] Steve Harvey [#5045] Steve Harvey [#5049] Steve Harvey [#5053] 2:00p

Going Roggin On the Money [#1780] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#23049] Extra [#23050] Extra [#23051] Extra [#23052] Extra [#23053] NBC4 News 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5256] Access Hollywood [#5257] Access Hollywood [#5258] Access Hollywood [#5259] Access Hollywood [#5260]
LXTV: First Look Time to 

Dance [3292R]
7:30p

Superstore 8:00p

The Good Place 8:30p

The Challenge (9:05p) 9:00p

NBC4 News (9:31p) 9:30p

Timeless (10:01p) Chicago Fire Chicago P.D. The Blacklist Saturday Night Live Dateline NBC (Tangled) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Time to 
Dance [3292R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7610] 1:30a

2:00a

11/16 La Fbs (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
11/16 La Fbs (Paid 

Program)
11/16 La Fbs (Paid 

Program)
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Steve Harvey [5038R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5031R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5034R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5035R] 
(3:01a)

Meet the Press
Steve Harvey [5044R] 

(3:01a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1601] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1602] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1603] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1604] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1605] (2:07a)

Dateline NBC

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1052] 

(1:32a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Extra Weekend 
[#23054]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Night Live    
(Benedict Cumberbatch 

& Solange) new

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (The Client)

The Voice
Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit
Caught on Camera with 

Nick Cannon
Extra Weekend 

[#23054]

This Is Us
Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit
Chicago Med

Dateline NBC (The 
Good Husband)

The Voice

NBC4 News (6:02p)

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Denver 

Broncos @ Oakland 
Raiders  (5:20p)

Horse Racing Breeder's 
Cup Santa Anita

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

Football Night in 
America

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News

Ellen [#14042] Ellen [#14043] Ellen [#14044]Ellen [#14040] Ellen [#14041]

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives
NASCAR xFinity 

Series: Texas  
(12:31p)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1601]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1602]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1604]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1605]

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

Today Show Today Show
NASCAR Countdown 

to Green

Soccer Premier 
League

NASCAR Sprint Cup: 
Texas

Today ShowToday Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Meet the Press

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
Saturday Today

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 01/06/17

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/7/16 Tue 11/8/16 Wed 11/9/16 Thu 11/10/16 Fri 11/11/16 Sat 11/12/16 Sun 11/13/16
start 
time

Keranique Ver 2 (Paid 
Program)

5:00a

On the Money [#1781] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 8:00a

NBC News Special Report Hillary 
Concession  (8:18a) Wilderness Vet 8:30a

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential Statement Today Show Journey with Dylan Dreyer

NBC4 News Conference 
[#201646]

9:00a

NBC News Special Report Trump 
at White House  (9:44a) Naturally, Danny Seo

Voyager with Josh Garcia org 
sch 10/1

9:30a

Give
Heart of a Champion org sch 

11/5 [#106]
10:00a

Heart of a Champion NASCAR America 10:30a

NASCAR Countdown to 
Green

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Steve Harvey [#5029] Ellen [#14046] Steve Harvey [#5040] Steve Harvey [#5051] Steve Harvey [#5007] 2:00p

NBC4 News
On the Money [#1781] 

(3:06p)
3:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Going Roggin 4:00p

NBC4 News Conference 
[#201646]

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News Extra [#23058] Extra [#23059]
Red Xmas Malt S (Paid 

Program)
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5261] Access Hollywood [#5263] Access Hollywood [#5264] Access Hollywood [#5265] Open House [#5355] 7:30p

Superstore 8:00p

Superstore 8:30p

The Challenge (9:01p) 9:00p

NBC4 News (9:22p) 9:30p

SNL Election Special Chicago P.D. The Blacklist Saturday Night Live
Dateline NBC (The Unusual 

Suspect)
10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Work Off That 
Turkey [#3315]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7611] 1:30a

2:00a

Power Pressure  (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

Steve Harvey LIP [5039R] 1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Today Show Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
11/16 La Fbs (Paid 

Program)
Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 

Program)
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Steve Harvey [5043R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5023R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5041R] 
(3:01a)

Meet the Press
Steve Harvey [5033R] 

(3:01a)

Dateline NBC

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1053] 

(1:32a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

MsNBC Election 
Coverage (12:39a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Extra Weekend 
[#23060]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1606] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1608] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1609] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1610] (2:07a)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

NBC News Special 
2016 Election Night

Saturday Night Live     
(Dave Chappelle & A 

Tribe Called Quest) new

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago Med Dateline NBC (The 
Man Who Knew Too 

Much)

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (The Officer's 

Wife)
The Voice

Blindspot

NBC4 News

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Seattle 

Seahawks @ New 
England Patriots  

(5:20p)

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News

Football Night in 
America

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC News Special 
2016 Election Night

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

Ellen [#14049]Ellen [#14045] Ellen [#14047] Ellen [#14048]

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our LivesDays of Our Lives

Notre Dame Football 
Army at Alamodome

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1606]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1607]

NASCAR Sprint Cup: 
Phoenix

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am
Action Sports Red 

Bull Series

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1608]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1609]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1610]

Today ShowToday Show Today Show Today Show

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

Today Show (9:33a)

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Today Show Today Show
Today Show

Today Show Today Show

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
Saturday Today

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 01/06/17

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/14/16 Tue 11/15/16 Wed 11/16/16 Thu 11/17/16 Fri 11/18/16 Sat 11/19/16 Sun 11/20/16
start 
time

50 Plus Prime
Copper Chef 3X$ (Paid 

Program)
5:00a

On the Money [#1782] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 8:00a

Wilderness Vet 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201647]
9:00a

Wilderness Vet org sch 10/1 9:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer 
org sch 10/1

10:00a

NASCAR America 10:30a

11:00a

Soccer Premier League Goal 
Zone  (11:37a) 11:30a

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1611]

Notre Dame Football Pre-
Game

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

Days of Our Lives jip  (1:41p) 1:30p

Steve Harvey [#5048] Steve Harvey [#5046] Steve Harvey [#5050] Ellen [#14053] Steve Harvey [#5054] 2:00p

NBC4 News 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC4 News at 4p Going Roggin jip  (4:07p) 4:00p

Football Night in America
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201647]
4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#23061] Extra [#23062] Extra [#23063] Extra [#23065] Open House [#5356] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5266] Access Hollywood [#5267] Access Hollywood [#5268] Access Hollywood [#5270]
LXTV: First Look Destination 

Scotish Isles [#3316] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

NBC4 News (8:55p) The Challenge (9:02p) 9:00p

Access Hollywood [#5269] NBC4 News (9:22p) 9:30p

Timeless (10:01p) Chicago Fire
Dateline NBC (The Quiet 

One)
Saturday Night Live

Dateline NBC (The Killing in Cobb 
County) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Scotish Isles [#3316]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7612] 1:30a

2:00a

Cp3 V. 1 / Newd (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Copper Chef 3X$ 
(Paid Program)

60 Day Risk Fre (Paid 
Program)

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Steve Harvey [5045R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5049R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5053R] 
(3:01a)

Meet the Press
Days of Our Lives 

(3:01a)
Steve Harvey [5047R] 

(3:01a)

Dateline NBC
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1611] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1612] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1613] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1614] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1615] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1054] 

(1:32a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Extra Weekend 
[#23066]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Night Live    
(Kristen Wiig & the Xx) 

new

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p

This Is Us
Chicago P.D.

The Voice

The Voice Blindspot
Caught on Camera with 

Nick Cannon

NBC Movie of the 
Week Free Birds

Dateline NBC (Stranger 
Than Fiction)

NBC4 News

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Green Bay 

Packers @ 
Washington Redskins 

(5:20p)

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p
Football Night in 
America (4:15p)

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Thursday Night 
Football New Orleans 

Saints @ Carolina 
Panthers

Ellen [#14050] Ellen [#14051] Ellen [#14052] Ellen [#14054]

Days of Our Lives Days of Our LivesDays of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential News 

Conference  (12:33p)

Notre Dame Football 
Virgina Tech

NASCAR Sprint Cup: 
Homestead

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1612]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1613]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1614]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1615]

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am
NASCAR Countdown 

to Green
NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Soccer Premier 
League

Today Show Today Show

Today Show

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Saturday Today

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 01/06/17

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/21/16 Tue 11/22/16 Wed 11/23/16 Thu 11/24/16 Fri 11/25/16 Sat 11/26/16 Sun 11/27/16
start 
time

50 Plus Prime
Airfryer Lf Gr1 (Paid 

Program)
5:00a

On the Money [#1783] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

NBC4 News Special Report 
Police Pursuit  (7:53a)

Voyager with Josh Garcia 8:00a

Today Show jip  (8:19a) Wilderness Vet 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201648]
9:00a

Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 
Program)

9:30a

33 Year Cta No  (Paid 
Program)

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

Soccer Premier League Goal 
Zone  (11:32a) 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Steve Harvey [#5042] Steve Harvey [#5060] Steve Harvey [#5056] Steve Harvey [5001R]
Figure Skating ISU Grand Prix 

of Figure Skating 2:00p

Going Roggin On the Money [#1783] 3:00p

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
10/22 [#104] NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Give org sch 10/22 [#104] 4:00p

Heart of a Champion org sch 
10/22 [#104] 4:30p

NBC Sports Special NFL 
Pre-Game Show

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#23067] Extra [#23068] Extra [#23069] Extra [#23071] Open House [#5330] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5271] Access Hollywood [#5272] Access Hollywood [#5273] Access Hollywood [#5275]
LXTV: First Look Work Off That 

Turkey [3315R] 7:30p

How the Grinch Stole 
Christmas

8:00p

Roggin’s Heroes 
Thanksgiving (8:40p)

How Murray Saved Christmas 
(8:35p)

8:30p

9:00p

The Challenge (9:43p) 9:30p

Timeless (10:01p) Chicago Fire Dateline NBC (A Bronx Tale) Saturday Night Live
Dateline NBC (House of Secrets)  

(10:08p) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Work Off That 
Turkey [3315R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5348] 1:30a

2:00a

Nu Wave Bogo Lo (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Keranique V1 (Paid 

Program)
Copper Chef 3X$ 
(Paid Program)

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Steve Harvey [5040R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5051R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5007R] 
(3:01a)

Meet the Press
Steve Harvey [5029R] 

(3:01a)
Steve Harvey [5055R] 

(3:01a)

Dateline NBC
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1616] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1617] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1618] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1619R] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1620R] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1055] 

(1:32a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Extra Weekend 
[#23072]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Night Live     
(Lin-Manuel Miranda & 

Twenty One Pilots)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

This Is Us NBC Specials Saturday 
Night Live 

Thanksgiving

NBC4 News (9:10p)
Dateline NBC (Over the 

Edge)  (9:05p)

NBC Specials Macys 
Parade Special

National Dog Show 
Presented by Purina

NBC4 News
NBC Sunday Night 
Football Pittsburgh 

Steelers @ 
Indianapolis Colts

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p
Football Night in 

America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Kansas City 

Chiefs at Denver 
Broncos FLEXED  

(5:20p)

The Voice

The Voice

Ellen [#14055]
Macy's Thanksgiving 
Day Parade encore

Figure Skating ISU 
Grand Prix of Figure 

Skating

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1620R]

Ski & Snowboarding 
USSA

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1616]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1617]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1618]

National Dog Show 
Presented by Purina

Ski & Snowboarding 
USSA

Figure Skating ISU Grand 
Prix of Figure Skating

Ellen [#14056] Ellen [#14057] Ellen [14028R]

NBC4 News at 11amNBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

Action Sports Red 
Bull Series

Macy's Thanksgiving 
Day Parade

Today Show

Soccer Premier 
League

National Hockey 
League NY Rangers 

@ Philadelphia

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Saturday Today

Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 01/06/17

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/28/16 Tue 11/29/16 Wed 11/30/16 Thu 12/1/16 Fri 12/2/16 Sat 12/3/16 Sun 12/4/16
start 
time

50 Plus Prime
Keranique Ver 2 (Paid 

Program)
5:00a

On the Money [#1784] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 8:00a

Wilderness Vet 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201649]
9:00a

2016 Sc - Aaa A (Paid 
Program)

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC News Special Report Trump 
Statement  (12:02p) 12:00p

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1624] (12:22p)

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Steve Harvey [5002R] Steve Harvey [5003R] Steve Harvey [5008R] Ellen [#14061] Steve Harvey [5020R] Ski & Snowboarding USSA
NBC Sports Special U.S. Short 

Course Nationals 2:00p

NBC4 News Going Roggin On the Money [#1784] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News
Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 

10/29 [#105] NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC4 News at 4p Give org sch 10/29 [#105] 4:00p

Football Night in America
Heart of a Champion org sch 

10/29 [#105] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#23073] Extra [#23074] Extra [#23075] Extra [#23077]
Bob Hope Xmas (Paid 

Program)
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5276] Access Hollywood [#5277] Access Hollywood [#5278] Access Hollywood [#5280] Open House [#5357] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

The Challenge (8:58p) 9:00p

Access Hollywood [#5279] NBC4 News (9:22p) 9:30p

Timeless (10:01p) Chicago Fire
Dateline NBC (The House on 

Sidney’s Cove)
Dateline NBC (The Trouble in 

Quitman)
10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Dare Me 
[#3317]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5355] 1:30a

2:00a

Copper Chef 3X  (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Nu Wave Bogo Lo 

(Paid Program)
Sb Face West (Paid 

Program)
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Steve Harvey [5050R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5052R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5054R] 
(3:01a)

Meet the Press
Steve Harvey [5048R] 

(3:01a)
Steve Harvey [5046R] 

(3:01a)

Dateline NBC
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1621] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1622] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1623] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1624] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1625] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1056] 

(1:32a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Extra Weekend 
[#23078]

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Night Live    
(Emma Stone & Shawn 

Mendes) new

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at 11p

This Is Us NBC Specials Dolly Parton's 
Christmas of Many Colors: 

Circle of Love

NBC4 News (8:45p) NBC Movie of the 
Week It's a Wonderful 

Life

The Voice

The Voice
Christmas in Rockefeller 

Center
Caught on Camera with 

Nick Cannon

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Carolina 

Panthers @ Seattle 
Seahawks  (5:20p)

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p
Football Night in 

America

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Thursday Night 
Football Dallas 

Cowboys @ 
Minnesota Vikings

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen [#14058] Ellen [#14059] Ellen [#14060] Ellen [#14062]

Golf World Long Drive 
Champs  (1:07p)

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1621]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1622]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1623]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1625]

Golf PGA Tour: Hero 
World Challenge  

(11:33a)

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Golf PGA Tour: Hero 
World Challenge

Today Show

Soccer Premier 
League

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Today Show Today Show

Saturday Today

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 01/06/17

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/5/16 Tue 12/6/16 Wed 12/7/16 Thu 12/8/16 Fri 12/9/16 Sat 12/10/16 Sun 12/11/16
start 
time

50 Plus Prime
Cp3 V. 1 / Newd (Paid 

Program)
5:00a

Open House [#5358] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 8:00a

Wilderness Vet 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201650]
9:00a

Give org sch 11/26 [#101] 9:30a

Heart of a Champion org sch 
11/26 [#101]

10:00a

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
11/26 [#101] 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1629]

12:00p

Access Hollywood Live jip 
[AHL1629]  (12:43p) 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Steve Harvey [#5064] Steve Harvey [#5065] Steve Harvey [#5059] Ellen [#14066] Steve Harvey [#5068] 2:00p

NBC4 News Going Roggin On the Money [#1785] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News
Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 

11/19 [#108] NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC4 News at 4p Give org sch 11/19 [#108] 4:00p

Football Night in America
Heart of a Champion org sch 

11/19 [#108] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#23079] Extra [#23080] Access Hollywood [#5283] Extra [#23083] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5281] Access Hollywood [#5282]
1st Look: Countdown to 

Hairspray Live
Access Hollywood [#5285] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

NBC4 News (8:53p) The Challenge (8:50p) 9:00p

Access Hollywood [#5284] NBC4 News (9:16p) 9:30p

Timeless (10:01p) Chicago Fire Dateline NBC (The Informant) Saturday Night Live
Dateline NBC (After the 

Party)
10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Boston [#3318]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5356] 1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
La Ota 12/16 V2 (Paid 

Program)
Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 

Program)
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Steve Harvey [5056R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [4057R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5001R] 
(3:01a)

Meet the Press
Steve Harvey [5042R] 

(3:01a)
Steve Harvey [5060R] 

(3:01a)

NBC4 Movie I Don’t 
Know How She Does 

It  (2:32a)

Dateline NBC
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1626] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1627] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1628] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1629] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1630] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1057] 

(1:32a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Extra Weekend 
[#23084]

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p
NBC4 News at 11p 

(10:55p)
NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Night Live    
(John Cena & Maren 

Morris) new

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Voice

The Voice

NBC Specials 
Hairspray Live!

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

The Voice

This Is Us Dateline NBC 
(Someone Was 

Waiting)

NBC4 News

One Smile at a  (Paid 
Program)

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Dallas 

Cowboys @ New York 
Giants  (5:20p)

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Thursday Night 
Football Oakland 

Raiders @ Kansas 
City Chiefs

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p
Football Night in 

America

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p

Ellen [#14065] Ellen [#14067]Ellen [#14063] Ellen [#14064]

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1628]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1630]

Golf PNC Father/Son 
Challenge

Golf PNC Father/Son 
Challenge

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1626]

NBC Sports Special 
Ironman World 

Championship  (11:31a)

NBC4 News at 11am
NBC Sports Special 

Shotgun
NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

Today Show Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1627]

Soccer Premier 
League

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Today Show

Saturday Today

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 01/06/17

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/12/16 Tue 12/13/16 Wed 12/14/16 Thu 12/15/16 Fri 12/16/16 Sat 12/17/16 Sun 12/18/16
start 
time

50 Plus Prime Venezuela (Paid Program) 5:00a

Open House [#5358] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 8:00a

Wilderness Vet 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201651]
9:00a

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
12/3 [#102]

9:30a

Give org sch 12/3 [#102] 10:00a

Heart of a Champion org sch 
12/3 [#103] 10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Steve Harvey [#5072] Steve Harvey [#5074] Steve Harvey [#5071] Ellen [#14071] Steve Harvey [#5070] 2:00p

NBC4 News Going Roggin On the Money [#1786] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News
2016 Sc - Aaa A (Paid 

Program)
NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC4 News at 4p
Riverside Honda (Paid 

Program)
4:00p

Football Night in America Open House [#5333] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#23085] Extra [#23086] Extra [#23087] Extra [#23089] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5286] Access Hollywood [#5287] Access Hollywood [#5288] Access Hollywood [#5290] 7:30p

8:00p

The Challenge (8:43p) 8:30p

NBC4 News (8:51p) 9:00p

Access Hollywood [#5289] 9:30p

Timeless (10:01p) Dateline NBC Dateline NBC 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Behind the 
Scenes [#3319]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5330] 1:30a

2:00a

Cp3 V. 1 / Newd (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

NBC News Special Report Trump 
Statement  (3:12a) 1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Steve Harvey [5002R] 
(3:16a)

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today NBC4 News 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Keranique Ver 2 (Paid 

Program)
Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 

Program)
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Steve Harvey [5014R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5020R] 
(3:01a)

Meet the Press
Steve Harvey [5003R] 

(3:01a)
Steve Harvey [5008R] 

(3:01a)

Dateline NBC
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1631] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1632] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1633] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1634] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1635] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1058] 

(1:32a)

Extra Weekend 
[#23090]

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Night Live     
(Casey Affleck &  Chance 

the Rapper) new

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at 11p

NBC4 News (9:06p)

The Voice
NBC Specials A 

Pentatonix Christmas
Caught on Camera with 

Nick Cannon
NBC Specials A 

Pentatonix Christmas

The Voice
NBC Specials A 

Saturday Night Live 
Christmas

Dateline NBC (Rear 
Window)

Saturday Night Live    
Christmas 2016

NBC4 News

One Smile at a  (Paid 
Program)

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Tampa Bay 

Buccaneers @ Dallas 
Cowboys FLEXED  

(5:20p)

NBC Thursday Night 
Football Los Angeles 

Rams @ Seattle 
Seahawks

NBC4 News at 5pNBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 4p
Football Night in 

America

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen [#14068] Ellen [#14069] Ellen [#14070] Ellen [#14072]

Action Sports Dew 
Tour

Days of Our Lives
Days of Our Lives jip  

(1:09p)
Figure Skating ISU 

Grand Prix of Figure 
Skating

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1634]

Ski & Snowboarding 
USSA

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1631]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1632]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1633]

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential News 

Conference  (11:38a)
NBC Sports Special 

USOC Winter Special

Ski & Snowboarding 
USSA

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

Today Show
Soccer Premier 

League
Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Saturday Today

Today in LA 5am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 01/06/17

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/19/16 Tue 12/20/16 Wed 12/21/16 Thu 12/22/16 Fri 12/23/16 Sat 12/24/16 Sun 12/25/16
start 
time

Keranique Ver 2 (Paid 
Program)

5:00a

On the Money [#1787] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 8:00a

Wilderness Vet 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201652]
9:00a

Naturally, Danny Seo
Heart of a Champion org sch 

12/10 [#104]
9:30a

Give
Heart of a Champion org sch 

12/17 [#105]
10:00a

Heart of a Champion
Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 

12/10 [#103] 10:30a

Give org sch 12/10 [#103] 11:00a

11:30a

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1636]

12:00p

Access Hollywood Live jip 
[AHL1636]  (12:45p) 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Steve Harvey [4072R] Steve Harvey [4071R] Steve Harvey [4069R] Ellen [14050R] Steve Harvey [3074R]
NBC Sports Special 

Spartan Race
2:00p

NBC4 News Going Roggin On the Money [#1787] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News
Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 

Program)
NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC4 News at 4p
Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 

12/17 [#104] 4:00p

Football Night in America Give org sch 12/17 [#104] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#23091] Extra [#23092] Extra [#23093] Extra [#23095] Open House [#5326] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5291] Access Hollywood [#5292] Access Hollywood [#5293] Access Hollywood [#5295]
LXTV: First Look Dress Me 

Up [3312R]
7:30p

How the Grinch Stole 
Christmas

8:00p

How Murray Saved Christmas 8:30p

NBC4 Special : The Envelope 
Please  (8:48p)

The Challenge (9:09p) 9:00p

Access Hollywood [#5294] NBC4 News (9:32p) 9:30p

The Wall Chicago P.D. Dateline NBC (The Feud)
Dateline NBC (Where the 

Heart Is)
10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Christmas Liturgical Christmas at 
Trinity Church, Wall Street  

(1:20a)
Open House [#5357] 1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look
LXTV: First Look Dress Me 

Up [3312R]
Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Wonder Core 5X$ 

(Paid Program)
1/17 Los Angls  (Paid 

Program)
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Steve Harvey [5061R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5068R] 
(3:01a)

Extra Weekend 
[#23096]

Meet the Press
Steve Harvey [5064R] 

(3:01a)
Steve Harvey [5065R] 

(3:01a)
Steve Harvey [5059R] 

(3:01a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1059]

Dateline NBC
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1636] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1637] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1638] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1639] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1640] (2:07a)

Extra Weekend 
[#23096]

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Christmas Eve at St. 
Peters Basilica In 
Rome (No Show - 

Christmas Eve) new

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC Specials Tony Bennett 
Celebrates 90: The Best is 

Yet to Come

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit NBC Specials Dolly Parton's 

Christmas of Many Colors: 
Circle of Love

NBC Movie of the 
Week It's a Wonderful 

Life

America's Got Talent 
Holiday Spectacular

NBC Specials Michael Buble 
Sings and Swings

NBC4 News

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Denver 

Broncos @ Kansas 
City Chiefs  (5:20p)

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Thursday Night 
Football New York 

Giants @ Philadelphia 
Eagles

NBC Specials Elf: Buddy's 
Musical Christmas

Football Night in 
America

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen [14002R] Ellen [14041R] Ellen [14048R] Ellen [14037R]

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives
Action Sports Dew 

Tour

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Action Sports Nitro 
Circus

Action Sports Red 
Bull Series

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1637]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1638]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1639]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1640]

Golf PGA Tour Special 
Must See Moments

NBC Sports Special Rolex 
Grand Prix-Equestrian

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today ShowToday Show

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
Saturday Today

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 01/06/17

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/26/16 Tue 12/27/16 Wed 12/28/16 Thu 12/29/16 Fri 12/30/16 Sat 12/31/16 Sun 1/1/17
start 
time

50 Plus Prime
Ic 1 V.2A / Cr  (Paid 

Program)
5:00a

On the Money [#1788] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 8:00a

Wilderness Vet 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201701]
9:00a

Cp3 V. 1 / Newd (Paid 
Program)

9:30a

Ic 1 V.2A / Cr  (Paid 
Program)

10:00a

Mb 5 V. 11/Nd H (Paid 
Program)

10:30a

11:00a

Soccer Premier League 
Goal Zone

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin 3:00p

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
12/31 [#106] 3:30p

Give org sch 12/31 [#106] 4:00p

Heart of a Champion org sch 
12/31 [#107] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#23097] Extra [#23098] Extra [#23099] Extra [#23100] Extra [#23101] Open House [#5340] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5296] Access Hollywood [#5297] Access Hollywood [#5298] Access Hollywood [#5299] Access Hollywood [#5300]
LXTV: First Look Date Night 

[3313R]
7:30p

Superstore 8:00p

The Good Place 8:30p

The Challenge (9:12p) 9:00p

NBC4 News (9:36p) 9:30p

Chicago Fire Chicago P.D.
NBC News Special New Years 

Eve Special part 1
Dateline NBC (Missing Marie) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5358] 1:30a

LXTV: First Look Date Night 
[3313R] (2:03a)

2:00a

Nuwave Brio Nba (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

Open House NYC (3:02a) 3:00a

3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Mb 5 V. 11/Nd H (Paid 

Program)
Murad Rlr V8 (Paid 

Program)
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Steve Harvey [5071R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5073R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5070R] 
(3:01a)

Meet the Press
Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1060] 

(3:32a)

Steve Harvey [5072R] 
(3:01a)

Steve Harvey [5074R] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1645R] (2:07a)

Dateline NBC
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1641R] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1642R] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1643R] (2:07a)
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1644R] (2:07a)

Saturday Night Live

Extra Weekend 
[#23102]

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC News Special 
New Years Eve Special 

part 2

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11pNBC4 News at 11p

This Is Us
Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

NBC Specials 
Hairspray Live!

The Wall
Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit
Caught on Camera with 

Nick Cannon

NBC News Special A 
Toast to 2016

America's Got Talent 
Holiday Spectacular

Dateline NBC 
(Vanished)

NBC4 News

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Green Bay 
Packers @ Detroit 

Lions  (5:20p)

NBC4 News at 5p

Football Night in 
America

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen [14004R] Ellen [14052R] Ellen [14001R]Ellen [14006R] Ellen [14044R]

Steve Harvey [5048R]

NBC Sports Special 
World Series of 

Fighting

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [5023R] Steve Harvey [5006R] Steve Harvey [5042R] Steve Harvey [5046R]

NBC Sports Special P.L. 
Behind the Badge

National Hockey 
League Centennial 
Classic: Detroit @ 

Toronto

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1641R]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1642R]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1643R]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1644R]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1645R]

Oz Reimagined: The Making 
of Emerald CityNBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

Today ShowToday Show Today Show Today Show (10:08a) Today Show
Soccer Premier 

League

Today Show Today Show

Today Show
Meet the Press

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Saturday Today

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
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